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SUMMARY
This thesis covers some of the most advanced theories 
in the computer analysis of skeletal structures. Linear 
and nonlinear finite element formulations for skeletal 
structures are presented. Solution algorithms for linear 
and nonlinear finite element equilibrium equations are 
described. A general direct/iterative procedure is 
proposed for structural analysis. In this new direct/ 
iterative procedure, displacements are divided into 
a number of groups. The total equilibrium equations are 
split into the same number of subsystems. These subsystems 
are solved directly or iteratively. These solutions are 
further included in a main iterative procedure. A variety 
of available iterative(indirect) methods in the structural 
analysis can be related to this general procedure. New 
direct/iterative procedures are proposed for the linear 
and nonlinear analysis of frameworks by choosing different 
displacement groups and corresponding approximate 
stiffness matrices. Using these techniques, the storage 
requirement for the analysis of space frames can be 
reduced to 1/4 for linear analysis and 1/2 for nonlinear 
analysis. Processor time savings can be achieved for large 
frameworks, especially when accelerations are used.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
Finite element analyses, especially the nonlinear finite element 
analyses, are still very costy for large complicated, three-dimensional 
structures. This has limited the application of finite element 
nonlinear analysis to relatively small structures. While awaiting the 
arrival of larger and faster computers, efficient numerical methods are 
required to reduce the cost and the storage requirement, thus 
increasing our capability of analysing structures. An attempt is 
therefore to be made in this thesis to reduce the cost and the storage 
requirement for the linear and geometrically nonlinear analysis of 
rigidly jointed frameworks, A general direct/iterative procedure will 
be proposed for structural analysis. In this new direct/ iterative 
procedure, displacements are divided into a number of groups. The
total equilibrium equations are split into the same number of 
subsystems. These subsystems are solved directly or iteratively. These 
solutions are further included in a main iterative procedure. A 
variety of available iterative(indirect) methods in structural
analysis can be related to this general procedure. New
direct/iterative procedures are proposed for the linear and nonlinear 
analysis of frameworks by choosing different displacement groups and 
corresponding approximate stiffness matrices. When applied to linear 
analysis, the new technique is similar to, and can be considered as an 
extension of, the secondary stress analysis technique for fully
triangulated plane frames. Generally speaking, the displacements are 
divided into ’primary degrees of freedom’ (in contrast with primary
stresses) and ’secondary degrees of freedom’ (in contrast with secon-
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dary stresses ). Then, the primary degrees of freedom may be solved 
directly and the secondary degrees of freedom may be solved 
iteratively. In the nonlinear analysis, displacements are grouped into 
translations and rotations. The translations and rotations will be 
solved independently.
In order to describe the new direct/iterative technique, some of the 
related knowledge will be reviewed first. Therefore, this thesis is to 
be divided into eleven chapters. The present chapter gives an 
introduction to the work to be described in the thesis. Chapter 11 is 
the concluding chapter. The main body of the thesis consists of 
Chapters 2 to 10.
Chapter 2 gives a concise introduction to the direct stiffness 
method. The linear analysis of trusses and frames is described and the 
various methods of solving the equilibrium equations are presented and 
commented on. The computer implementation of [L][D][L]  ^ decomposition 
associated with the skyline storage scheme is described in detail.
Chapter 3 deals with mechanisms of a space truss. The determination 
of mechanism modes is first discussed with respect to general 
structures. Mechanisms of space trusses are then studied in detail. 
The concepts of mechanism direction and mechanism plane are introduced. 
It is also briefly mentioned how the technique can be used for the 
calculation of eigenvectors corresponding to a known eignevalue.
Chapters 4 and 5 deal with the nonlinear formulations for skeletal 
structures. For the geometrical nonlinear analysis of frames, two 
kinds of theories can be used, namely, the elementary beam-column 
theory and the general finite element theory. In Chapter 4 , 
formulations based on the beam-column theory are presented, while 
those based on the more general finite element theory are introduced in
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Chapter 5. In the finite element formulations, both geometrical and 
material nonlinearities are included. The incremental theory of 
plasticity is used to describe the elastic- plastic material behaviour. 
In most cases, the isoparametric formulation is used.
Chapter 6 gives a comprehensive survey of the algorithms available 
for passing through limit points. These include the simple method of 
suppressing the equilibrium iteration; the introduction of artificial 
springs; the displacement control method; the Riks/Wempner’s constant 
arc-length method; and the Bergan’s method of minimizing the out of 
balance forces. Convergence criteria and some automatic (load) 
incrementation procedures are also presented and discussed.
Chapter 7 deals with acceleration methods for iterative solution 
procedures. These include the Aitken’s process; the «-constant 
stiffness method; the line search technique; the conjugate gradient 
acceleration; the conjugate-Newton; and the secant-Newton method.
In Chapter 8 , a general description is given to the new direct / 
iterative technique. The technique is then applied to the linear 
analysis of space frames in Chapter 9, and to the geometrically 
nonlinear analysis of plane and space frames in Chapter 10, The 
arc-length method and various acceleration methods will be combined 
with the present technique.
1CHAPTER 2 DIRECT STIFFNESS METHOD FOR IHE ANALYSIS OF 
SKELETAL STRUCTURES
2.1 Introduction
For the completeness of this thesis, this chapter gives a concise 
introduction to the direct stiffness method for the analysis of 
skeletal structures which can be regarded as a special case of the 
general finite element method. A general procedure of analysis is
given first. This general procedure is then applied to various bar 
elements by defining the element stiffness matrices and transformation 
matrices. Finally, details of the computer implementation of the 
direct stiffness method are presented. These include the formation of 
the structure stiffness matrix and the solution methods for the
equilibrium equations.
2.2 General Procedures of the Finite Element Method
For a finite element analysis, a structural system is first 
discretized into a number of elements. These elements are connected to 
each other through nodes. A system of nodes and elements and their 
numbering is called a finite element mesh. The finite element must be 
such that its nature or behaviour can be easily studied and estab­
lished, ie, the physical quantities within the element (eg. stresses 
and strains) can be expressed in terms of the nodal quantities (eg.
displacements). The behaviour of the whole structure is considered to 
be the assembly of that of the individual elements, subject to certain 
conditions, such as, the geometric compatibility, the static 
equilibrium etc. From these conditions, the nodal quantities are 
determined and the behaviour of every element is then clarified.
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For a skeletal structure, the elements will be bars; the nodes will
be those structural joints or other material points in the structure if 
necessary. The behaviour of these bar elements can be easily 
established through the use of the well-known elementary beam theory 
[1]'^ . The physical quantities concerned here are the displacements, 
strains and stresses at any point of the bar, and the nodal quantities 
are the nodal displacements and nodal forces. The geometric 
compatibility and force equilibrium at all nodes set up the conditions 
to obtain the nodal displacements.
Usually, a reference or frame coordinate (coord.) system is
selected so that the location of each node can be determined by its 
spatial coords, in this coord. system. The displacements of the
structure are described by a set of generalized or global degrees of 
freedom (d.o.f.). To define the directions of the d.o.f. at a parti­
cular node, it is convenient to define a coord, system at the node. 
This coord, system can be called the nodal coord, system. The axes 
of the nodal coord, system will in general coincide with those of the 
reference coord, system defined earlier. If this is the case, then we 
use the name ’global coord, system’, instead of nodal coord. system. 
Therefore, throughout this thesis, a ’global coord, system’ will refer 
to a nodal coord. system whose coordinate axes coincide with those of 
the reference coord, system. Next, for each member, a local coord, 
system or member coord, system is defined so that the member forces, 
displacements, strains and stresses can be expressed in this coord, 
system. Having introduced these definitions, we can now present the 
general formulation for the direct stiffness method as follows.
* Throughout this thesis, numerals in brackets refer to the references at the back of the thesis.
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The member nodal force and displacement vectors in the local coord, 
system can be related to each other through the member stiffness 
matrix, ["R], as follows :{p}=mm (2.1)
where {p},{ïï} are the member nodal force and displacement vectors in 
the local coord. system, respectively. To obtain the structure 
stiffness matrix, [K], the member stiffness matrix, [k], for each 
member is first transformed into the global coord, system and then 
assembled for the whole structure. This can be symbolized as
[K]= 2 [k] (2.2)
where the summation is carried out for all members and
[k]= [T]Lk][T] (2.3)
is the member stiffness matrix in the global coord. system. In
Eqn.(2.3), LTj is the transformation matrix from the global to the 
local coord. system, that is, [T] is defined as
{d}=[T]{d} (2.4)
where {d} is the member displacement vector in the global coord,
system. The procedure involved in Eqn.(2.2) is usually termed
’planting’. The total equilibrium equations for the whole structure 
can then be written as
[KJ{D}={P} (2.5)
where {D} and {P} are the nodal displacement and force vectors
respectively. Of course, in Eqn.(2.5), both [K] and {P} are subject to 
modifications according to the structural support conditions in order 
that Eqn.(2.5) can be solved (see Section 2.4).
Eqns.(2.1) to (2.5) are the basic equations for the linear analysis 
of a bar structure. According to these equations, a descriptive 
procedure can be given as follows:
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1. For each member, form matrices [k] and [T] and therefore [k]. 
Plant [k] into [K].
2. Form {P} from the applied loads.
3. Modify [K] and {P} according to the support conditions.
4. Solve [K]{D}={P} for displacements.
5. Strains, stresses, member forces, reactions are now calculated.
2.3 Member Stiffness Matrices and Transformation Matrices
In the last section, a general formulation was described for the 
direct stiffness method, but no details were given for the required 
matrices. In this section, the member stiffness matrices and the 
transformation matrices will be presented for various bar elements. 
The derivations of these matrices are simple and straightforward and 
can be found in various text books [2,3,4]. Therefore, they will be 
omitted here.
2.3*1 Plane truss (see Fig.2.1)
Lk]=(EAx/Lo)
1 0 — 1 Û
0 0 0 0
-1 0 1 u
.0 0 0 0
(2.6)
where E is the modulus of elasticity. Ax, the cross sectional area 
and Lo, the length of the member.
|[R] 0
0 [R]and
[T]= (2.7)
[R]=
cos a 
•sin a
sin a 
COSa
(2.8)
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is the member rotation matrix, in which & is the angle between the 
local and global X axes (see Fig.2.la).
2 .3 .2  Plane frame (see Fig.2.2)
EAx/Lo 0 0 -EAx/Lo
3 2 0 12EIZ/LO 6EIZ/L0 020 6EIZ/L0 4EIZ/LO 0
[k] = -EAx/Lo 0 ■ 0 EAx/Lo3 2 0 -12EIZ/L0 -6EIZ/L0 020 ôEIz/Lo 2EIz/Lo 0
0 03 2.12EIz/Lo 6EIz/Lo 2-6EIZ/L0 2EIz/Lo
0 0
3 212EIz/Lo -6EIZ/L0
2-6EIZ/L0 4EIz/Lo
(2.9)
where Iz is the moment of inertia of the cross-section about 
Z-principal axis (see Fig.2.2).
ÎR] 0
0 CR][TJ=
and
[R]=
cos« sina -sina cos® 0 0
(2.10)
(2.11)
2.3 .3  Space truss (see Fig.2.3)
[k] =
[T]=
EAx/Lo 0 0 -EAx/Lo 0 . 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
-EAx/Lo 0 0 EAx/Lo 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 _
[R] 0 *
0 [R]
(2.12)
(2.13)
and
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11 ml n1
[R]= 0 0 0
0 0 0
(2.14)
where 11, ml, n1 are the direction cosines of the local X-axis. 
These can be found from the coordinates of the two ends, namely,
11=(X2-X1)/Lom1=(Y2-Y1)/Lon1=(Z2-Z1)/Lo } (2.15)
Note that in Eqn.(2.14) the 2nd and 3rd row should have been the 
direction cosines of the local Y and Z axes. However, because of the 
zeros in Eqn.(2.12), replacing these two rows by zeros will not affect 
the result of Eqn.(2.3). Therefore, they have been taken as zero.
YAY
a) coordinate systems b) member forces and displ. in local coord, system 
Fig.2.1 Plane truss element
Y
a) coordinate systems
in local coord. ' system Fig.2.2 Plane frame element
b) member forces and disol.
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2.3.4 Space frame (see Fig.2 .4)
[k] =
where
k11 1 k12
k21 1 k22 (2.16)
[k11] =
[k22] =
_ T [k21] = [k12] =
EAx/Lo 0
3
0 0 0 0
2
0 12EIz/Lo 0
3
0 0
2
6EIZ/L0
0 0 12EIy/Lo 0 -6EIy/Lo 0
0 0 0 2 GIx/Lo 0 00 0
2
-6EIy/Lo 0 4EIy/Lo 0
0 6EIZ/L0 0 0 0 4EIZ/L0
EAx/Lo 0
3
0 0 0 0 20 12EIZ/L0 0
3
0 0 2 -6EIz/Lo0 0 12EIy/Lo 0 ôEIy/Lo 0
0 0 0 2 GIx/Lo 0 00 0
2 6EIy/Lo 0 4EIy/Lo 00 .6EIZ/L0 0 0 0 4EIz/Lo
■EAx/Lc 0
3
0 0 0 0 20 -12EIz/Lo 0
3
0 0 2 6EIz/Lo0 0 -12EIy/Lo 0 -6EIy/Lo 0
0 0 0 2 -GIx/Lo 0 00 0 2 -6EIy/Lo 0 2EIy/Lo 00 6EIZ/L0 0 0 0 2EIz/Lo
where Ix is the torsional moment of inertia, ly, the moment 
of inertia about Y-principle axis and G, the shear modulus.
J
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[T]=
[R]
[R]
[R]
[R]
(2.17)
11 ml n1
[R]= 12 m2 n2 (2 .18)13 m3 n3
where
which consists of the direction cosines of the local coordinate axes.
These direction cosines can be found as follows.
11, ml, n1 can be found from equation (2.15). The coordinates
of point m are then (refer to Fig.2.4a).
Xm=X1+L1m.l1
Ym=Y1+L1m.m1Zm=Z1+L1m.n1
where
L1m=(X3-X1).11+(Y3-Y1).m1+(Z3-Z1).n1
is the distance between points 1 and m. Then the direction cosines
of the local Y-axis are
12=(X3-Xm)/L3mm2=(Y3-Ym)/L3m
n2=(Z3-Zm)/L3m
vriiere
Finally,
2 2 2 1/2 L3m=[ (X3-Xm) +(Y3-Ym) +(Z3-Zm) ]
13=m1 .n2 - ni2 .n1 m3=12.n1 - 11.n2 n3=l1.m2 - 12.m1
In using these formulae, an extra node (node 3 in Fig.2.4a) must be 
defined and is to be located in the local X-Y plane with the local 
y-coord. being positive. Another common way to define the local 
coord, axes for a space frame member is to use a skew angle, see Ref.2 
for detail.
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a) coordinate systems b) member forces and displ. in local coord, system Fig.2.3 Space truss element
a) coordinate systems. (Extra node 3 is used to determine the direction of Y’-axis)
7 10
b) member forces and displ. in local coord, system
Fig.2.4 Space frame element
2.4 Formation of the Structure Stiffness Matrix
In the last section, member stiffness matrices and transformation 
matrices were presented for various bar elements. It is intended in 
this section to give detailed procedures of how the structure stiffness 
matrix can be obtained from these matrices. First, let us examine ways 
of storing a stiffness matrix inside a computer. Because of the 
symmetry and sparsity of the stiffness matrix, it is a common practice 
to store those non-zero elements and a few zero elements only. Two 
storage schemes are commonly in use, namely the constant bandwidth
J
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storage scheme and the skyline storage scheme. These are schematically 
shown in Fig.2.5. Let bi be the number of elements from the 1st 
non-zero element to the diagonal of column i (inclusive) and b, the
maximum of bi for all columns. b is usually called the ’half or
semi-bandwidth'. The bandwidth defined here is the column width of the
band, while the one shown in Fig.2.5a is the row width. Nevertheless, 
they are always the same for a symmetric matrix. For a constant 
bandwidth storage scheme, all the elements within the band are stored 
in a rectangular matrix (see Fig.2.5b). Therefore, there will be ’Nb* 
elements to be stored, where N is the total number of equations. For 
the skyline storage scheme, only those elements under the ’skyline’ 
(the dotted line in Fig.2.5a) and above the diagonal line are stored, 
column-wise, or identically row-wise in a one dimensional array, say 
{K}, as shown in Fig.2.5c, where the *’s indicate the diagonal elements. 
In this scheme, however, an additional array, say {L}, is needed to
record the positions of the diagonal elements. Therefore, the storage 
requirement will be ’p= Sb.^ ’ real numbers plus ’N’ integers. The 
quantity p is usually termed ’the profile of the stiffness matrix’ 
[4,5]. If the skyline is regarded as the boundary of a band with 
variable bandwidth, then the skyline storage scheme may be regarded as 
a ’variable bandwidth storage scheme’. Because bi<b, the skyline 
storage scheme is in general more effective than the constant bandwidth 
storage scheme.
From the discussion above, we can see that both schemes have to 
store the non-zero elements within the band or under the skyline. 
Storing non-zero elements only is possible. This can be achieved 
through a number of schemes. One of them is briefly described as
follows. Arrays {K} and {L} play the same role as in the skyline
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storage scheme, except that {K} now contains non-zero elements only. 
An additional array, {J}, is used so that J(I) is the column number, in 
matrix [KJ, of the corresponding element K(I) of array {K}. However, 
such schemes are not widely used in the field of solid mechanics 
because they add difficulties to the Gauss elimination or decomposition 
(see later this chapter) due to the newly generated non-zero elements 
during the decomposition. Furthermore, if an iterative solution method 
should be used (see Section 2.5), only an approximate stiffness matrix 
, which is often of a smaller size, or no such a matrix at all needs to 
be formed and stored because the residuals can be calculated at the 
element level.
Another efficient scheme is associated with the frontal method 
[6 ,7], in which one adds the member stiffness matrix and eliminates or 
decomposes the associated equations at the same time. Therefore, the 
global stiffness matrix is never formed explicitly. At any time, only
* X X« 0 •»
XJ
xCro0 x ^
0 > 0symmetric
R ,
X
Fig.2.5a original matrix
{Kf=
-•s. X X X* 0 X 0* 0 X 0* X X X
* 0 0 0% X X 0* X 0 0
0 0 0
Fig.2.5b constant bandwidth storage scheme
1
X X X 0 X 0 X
13
X X pI16 20 23
’^ x O f x x Q ^I Î (
3 6 10
Positions of the diagonal elements {L}=[1 3 6 10 13 16 20 23]
Fig.2.5c skyline storage scheme 
Fig.2.5 Storage schemes
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the equations currently needed are assembled and held in the high speed 
storage.
In vAiat follows, we shall give a full account of the skyline scheme 
in connection with the stiffness matrix. Let {K} be the stiffness 
matrix in vector form, {L}, the vector to record the positions of the 
diagonal elements. For the present discussion, we shall store the 
stiffness matrix row-wise, as shown in Fig.2,6
10
8 97 8 9
6 4
2 1
5
zero
10
20 20
symmetry
233 300 0 40
a) Original matrix
{K} = [10.0, 8.0, 9.0, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0, 6.0, 4.0, 6.0, 2.0, 1.0, 8.0, 
6.0 , 5.0, 1.0 , 0 .0 , 10.0, 3.0 , 6.0, 23.0, -2.0, 3.0 , 30.0 ,
20.0, 20.0 , 0.0 , 0 .0, 40:0]
{L^= [1, 3, 6, 9, 13, 17, 2 0, 23, 28]
b) Vectors {K} and {L}
Fig.2.6 Row-wise skyline scheme 
For a stiffness matrix, however, we cannot write down directly the 
vectors {K} and {L} because we do not have the stiffness matrix, such 
as the one in Fig.2.6a, in hand. On the contrary, we must predict 
vector {L} before the elements of {K} are really known. Towards this 
end, let us consider a particular node I, to lAich several members are 
attached (see Fig.2.7).
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J2
J1
I
Jp
Fig.2.7 A general node,I, where p members meet
row 1 row 2 row 3
row NDx(I~1) - ND rows corre­sponding to node I
* * *
0 0 * * * ¥: S % a * % *
0 0 0 kf* * ¥{ ■Y: * * 0 0 0
0 0 0 I* % * * 0 0 0
0 0 0 % * *.V. * 0 0 -i) * * ¥tIDxND
Fig.2.8 Structure of the stiffness matrix in matrix form.
Let ND be the no. of d.o.f. per node. The position of the 
diagonal element of row NDx(I-l) in vector {K} is supposed to be known 
as L(NDx(I-1)). Here, L(i) stands for the ith component of vector {L}.
The important feature of the stiffness matrix is that if the member 
stiffness matrix of member I-Ji is planted, its elements must be within 
the square area from row and column NDx(Ji-1)+1 to row and column NDxI, 
if I > Ji. Because we are only interested in the elements below the 
diagonal, let us assume Ji < I. Furthermore, let ID be the maximum 
difference between the node numbers of the two ends of a member which 
meets at node I, that is,
for Ji < IID = Max(I-Ji)
1<i<pID =0 if p=0 or for all i, Ji > I } (2.19)
Finally (refer to Fig.2.8)
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L(NDx(I-1)+k)=L(NDx(I-1)+k-1)+IDxND+k
( k=1,ND and L(0)=0 ) (2.20)
Thus, vector {L} can be found using Eqns.(2.19) & (2.20). In this 
way, the storage scheme is slightly different from that shown in 
Fig.2.6. Fig.2.10 shows the storage scheme imposed by Eqns.(2.19) & 
(2.20), with respect to the beam shown in Fig.2.9 where there are three 
d.o.f. per node, i.e., ND=3.
1
Fig.2.9 A beam
* -
* *
* * *» * * *
* * * if ** * * « * *
*
•» %
* * *% * * * % * ** a a a % s * ** * * * a •3Î * * n* * * 0 0 0 ** * * 0 0 0 * ** * » 0 0 0 * % *
Fig.2.10 Storage scheme for the stiffness matrix.
The elements of the overall stiffness matrix {K} can be found by 
’adding' all the member stiffness matrices. To demonstrate this, let 
us consider a typical member I, with its two ends being II and IJ, 
where II is less than IJ. Let IB=NDx(II-1) and IA=NDx(IJ-1). Then the 
positions of the elements of matrix [kj in the square formed stiffness 
matrix are shown in Fig.2.11.
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IB
ND
lA
ND
Lkll]
P * I k
... Ck21] .(¥“ ¥ “ ¥f.. ., I ^^ 1%
% __
* [k22] I*I* #* 1% .
NDx(IJ-II)
corresponding tonode II to node IJ
Fig.2.11 Position of the member stiffness matrix. 
Let [k] be partitioned in the following way;
[k]= ‘k11 k12"_k21 k22
so that [k11] corresponds to node II and [k22] to IJ.
Referring to Fig.2.11, the element k11(k,j) must be added to the 
following element in {EC} , that is.
K(L(IB+k)-k+j)
K(L(lA+k)—k+j)
K(L(lA+k)-k-NDx(IJ-II)+j)
k11(k,j) to 
Similarly, k22(k,j) to 
and k21(k,j) to
where
k=1,ND
j=1,k (for [k21], j=1,ND)
Submatrix [k12] will be located in the upper triangle, therefore, it 
will not enter into vector {EC} .
The stiffness matrix thus formed-, can not be used to solve for the
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displacements directly. Modifications must be made according to the 
structural support conditions. This is simply because the structure 
has rigid body motions and therefore the stiffness matrix is singular.
One way to treat the support conditions is to partition the 
stiffnesss matrix and the load and displacement vectors according to 
the known and unknown displacements. Then to perform a static 
condensation [4,6] to eliminate the d.o.f. corresponding to the known 
displacements. The unknown displacements can then be solved. This 
partitioning method may enlarge the bandwidth and the profile of the 
stiffness matrix and is not suited to computer programs [4,pp. 35].
Next, suppose the imposed support movements are all zero. Consider 
the row and column of the stiffness matrix corresponding to a 
particular fixed d.o.f. (see Fig.2.12). We put unity in the diagonal 
position and set the rest of the row and column zero. Correspondingly, 
the force component in the right hand side is set to zero. This method 
retains the order and the symmetry of the matrix and can be easily 
implemented in a computer program. However, this method can be valid 
only for zero support movements. For non-zero support movements, the 
rest of the column cannot be set to zero, and therefore the symmetry is 
lost. But only a small modification is necessary to restore the 
symmetry. To this end, the corresponding column (the column containing 
zeros in Fig.2.12) is multiplied by the prescribed displacement and 
then moved to the right hand side as 'additional loads'. The structure 
of the stiffness matrix after modification as shown in Fig.2.12 will 
then still hold but the right hand side (load vector) must now include 
the 'additional loads' due to the prescribed displacement. The zero 
component of the load vector in Fig.2.12 must now be replaced by the 
true prescribed displacement. In this way, the method can also work
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for non-zero prescribed displacements and involves no approximation in 
comparison with the method to follow. However, this method requires 
additional calculations to obtain the modified load vector.
The final method to be described is approximate but most suitable.
20In this method, a very large number, say 10 , is placed in the
corresponding diagonal position and 3 time the true support movement is 
placed in the corresponding position at the right hand side (see 
Fig.2.13).
From a mathematical point of view, because 3 is very large, the 
other terms of the 3rd equation in Fig.2.13 are small compared with the 
term 3xd3 and can be neglected. The corresponding equation thus 
becomes #d3=3xd3. From a structural point of view, this is equivalent 
to modelling the support by a very stiff spring and apply a very large 
force in the supported direction so that the displacement in this 
direction will be approximately the prescribed value.
The present method retains both the order and the symmetry of the 
matrix and is valid for zero or non-zero support movements. In most 
cases, if 3 is large enough, the method will give sufficient accuracy.
X X 0 X fdr rpi)
X X 0 X )d2 p20 0 1 0 |d3 0X X 0 X ld4J p4,
Fig.2.12 Modifications due to d3=0
I3xd3fp 4  J
Fig.2.13 The_method using a large number 3 (d3 known displacement)
X X X X fdll rX X X X d2X X 3 X d3f=X X X X U4] ,
À
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2.5 Solution of the Equilibrium Equations
From the general theory of linear algebra, a square symmetric matrix 
[A] can be decomposed into the following form, provided that [A] is not 
singular.
[A]=[L][D][L]T (2.21)
where [L] is a lower triangular unit matrix, [D] is a diagonal matrix. 
By simple multiplication, it can be found that (let a small letter 
followed by indices denote an element of the corresponding matrix. 
Thus, is an element of [A] etc). 
i-1d = a - x l  d 1 i ii k=1 ik k ik (2.22)
j“11 d = a  - 2 1 d 1ij j ij k=1 ik k jk
For a banded matrix with variable bandwidth, the above equations can
be modified as
i-1d = a — 2 1 d 1
i ii k=iz ik k ik
(2.23)
1 d = a - 2 1 d 1
ij j ij k=max(iz,jz) ik k jk
where iz,jz are the column numbers of the first non-zero element of row
i and j respectively. From the two euqations above, an important
conclusion can be drawn that all the elements outside the skyline will
remain to be zero after the decomposition. This gives rise to a
possibility that the matrices [L] and [D] can be stored in vector {K}.
In this way, the element d^  will be stored in the position that the
diagonal element of row i takes in {K} , and l^ j takes the position of
a^ j. Because 1^ =^1, it is not necessary to be stored.
Eqn.(2.22) or (2.23) is not computationally efficient. A maximum
i
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efficiency can be obtained by introducing an auxiliary variable as 
follows ;
â = 1 d (2.24)
ij ij j
Eqn.(2.23) can now be expressed as
_ j-1 _a = a — 2 a 1
ij ij k=raax(iz,jz) ik jk (j=iz+1,i~1)
i“1 _d = a - 2 a 1 
i ii k=iz ik ik (2.25)
and 1 = a / d
ij ij j (j=iz,i-1) (i=2,N)
In this way, the computational procedures will be as follows. For 
each row, say i, starting from the second row, calculate a for j=iz
ij _to i-1. Then calculate the diagonal element, d . At the same time, a
i _ ikis converted to 1 and stored, because after row i, a is no longerik ikneeded. In this way, the elements of [L] are calculated row by row.
Let us now assume that we have got the structural stiffness matrix
{K} in vector form and the integer vector {L}. We are now going to
Tdiscuss the programming detail of decomposing {K} into LL][D][L] which
is stored again in array {K}.
For row i, we assume rows 1 to i-1 of [L] have been found, i.e. the
elements stored before and including row i-1 are 1 , not % , and d
ij ij iin the diagonal positions (see Fig.2.14). The column number of the 1st
non-zero element of row i is
iz = i — ( L(i) — L(i—1) ) + 1 (2.26)
i
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*
X *
X X
JZ
X *
X X
X X X *
X X *
X X X X X "^*-if 1 X X ^iz j X X X
Fig.2.14 Matrix [L] in [L][D][L]'^
Obviously, if
iz > i-1 (2.27)
then, a = a for row i and we can move to the step for finding the
ij ij _diagonal element. Now, if iz < i-1, then we are going to find a for j
ijfrom iz+1 to i-1. For the j th row.
jz = j - ( L(j) - L(j-1) ) 4- 1 (2.28)
Let
LP = j - max(iz,jz) (2.29)
where LP is the number of overlapped elements of rows i and j, see Fig.
2.15. If LP=0, then a = a and we can move to next j. If LP ^0, then
ij ijlet the positions of the 1st overlapped element of row i and j in {K} 
be respectively LI and LJ, then
LI = L(i) - (i-max(iz,jz))
LJ = L(j) - (j-max(iz,jz))
Now, the 1st equation of Eqn.(2.25) becomes
LP
(2.30)
where
K(l) := K(l) - Z K(LI+k-1)x K(LJ+k-1) k=1
1 = L(i) - (i-j)
(2.31)
(2.32)
and := means "being replaced by" as understood in a computer language.
à
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a) jz < iz
b) jz > iz
jz LPj 1-------1
X X X X X X « — j
I . . . . .  I
I .........  IX X X X X X XJ s
X X X X jj .... I
j .... I
X X X X X X X X X  I I 1
LP j
Fig.2.15 Laplength LP= j - max(iz,jz)
Eqn.(2.31) calculates a and stores them in {K} .
ij
Having found a for row i, we can now calculate the diagonal element 
ijd which is stored in K(L(i)). Obviously, if i
iz = i (2.33)
then d = a and we can move to the next row. If iz 3 i, in Eqn.(2.25), i ii _for each j from iz to i-1, see also Fig.2.14, we first divide a by
ijthe corresponding diagonal element d and store the result temporarily
jin, e.g. U, i.e.
U = K(l) / K(L(j)) (2.34)
where 1 can be found in Eqn.(2.32). Next, the term Ux K(l) is added in 
the 2nd equation of Eqn.(2.25). This can be expressed as
K(L(i)) := K(L(i)) - UxK(l) (2.35)
Finally, K(l) is replaced by U. This procedure‘is repeated for each j. 
If matrix [A] is decomposed into [L][D][L]^ , then the equations
à
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[A]{x}={P} is equivalent to the following:
[L]{z}={P}
CD]{y}={z} } (2.36)
[Lp{x}={y}
The procedure involved in the first two equations is usually called
forward reduction and the one involved in the last is called back
substitution. Thus, in general, we have, for forward reduction,
i— 1z =p - 2 1 zi i k=iz ik k
(2.37)
y = z / d 
i i i i=1,N
For back substitution,
N
X  -  Y  -  s  1 X (2.38)i i k=i+1 ki k i=N to 1
If we work on vectors {K} and {L}, then these formulae must be
modified accordingly. Thus, for forward reduction,
idP(i) :=P(i) - z K(L(i-1)+k)xP(i-id+k-1) k=1
(2.39)P(i) :=P(i)/ K(L(i))
where id=L(i)-L(i-1)-1.
For the back substitution, if we calculate x- in the way shown in
Eqn.(2.38), it will be expensive because we have to use logic to skip
over zero elements within the row. A more efficient way is to do the
substitution column-wise, not row-wise. In this way, with x^=y^ known,
Tfor i=N to 2, we can move the terms x.j_ time column i of [L] to the 
right hand side. This can be expressed as
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X := X - 1 X (2.40)
j j ij i (j=iz, i-1)
After doing this, x^ _^  will be the true answer and we can move one step
back and repeat Eqn.(2.40). If using vectors {K} and {L}, Eqn. (2,40)
becomes
P(j) := P(j) - Kd)xP(i) (2.41)(j=iz,i-1)
where 1 can be found from Eqn.(2.32).
The [L][D][L]^  decomposition described here is only one of the many 
many methods of solving the equilibrium equations. Among the others, 
the Cholesky decomposition is sometimes used. The Cholesky 
decomposition is similar to [L][D][LJ decomposition except that matrix 
[A] is now decomposed into [L][L]^  where [L] is a lower (not unit) 
triangular matrix. The Cholesky decomposition involves taking the 
square roots of the diagonal elements and therefore is only valid for 
positive definite square matrix. These are the direct methods of 
solving the equilibrium equations. Iterative methods can also be used. 
One of them is the Gauss-Seidel iteration with or without 
overrelaxations [6,p.291-294]. The conjugate gradient method [8,9,10] 
also falls into this class, which, if exact arithmetic is used, will 
give convergence to the exact solution in a finite number of 
iterations. But in practice, roundoff error prevents this theoretical 
convergence from being achieved. Details of this method will be 
presented later in Chapter 7 where it is used as a means of 
acceleration of convergence for iterative procedures.
Although direct methods of solving the equilibrium equations are in 
general preferred in general-purpose finite element programs, the 
advantages of using an iterative method in some problems cannot be
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underestimated. This is twofold : first, the effectiveness of an
iterative method depends on, in addition to other factors, the choice 
of the first estimation to the solution. Therefore, if there is a good 
estimation to the true solution to start with, then an iterative method 
may be used advantageously. This is the case, for example, when the 
structure or the mesh for the structure changes slightly after an 
analysis and a new run is required. In this case, the solution from 
the previous analysis can be a good approximation to start with. 
Second, as a normal practice, the out-of-balance forces, or the 
residuals, are calculated at the element level. Thus, the explicit 
formation of the overall stiffness matrix may not be necessary and 
out-of-core solutions can be avoided.
2.6 Conclusions
In this Chapter, the direct stiffness method for the analysis of 
skeletal structures has been described. The [L][D][L]^  decomposition 
has been discussed in detail in connection with the skyline storage 
scheme. Other solution methods for the equilibrium equations were 
mentioned and commented on.
CHAPTER 3 MECHANISMS OF SPACE TRUSSES
3.1 Introduction
The recognition of mechanisms of a space truss is very important to 
the technique to be described in Chapter 9 where a class of space
frames will be analyzed using a reduced number of d.o.f. per node at
each stage. Therefore, this chapter will primarily deal with the ways 
of calculating mechanism modes. The theory developed here itself 
represents a major contribution towards the automatic calculation of 
mechanism modes using computers. It is also hoped that the technique 
may have applications in the eigenvalue problem.
For a space truss, it is well-known that the necessary condition for 
it to be kinematically stable is as follows,
3n < m + r (3.1)
where n, ra, r, are the total number of nodes, members and reactions
respectively. But this is only a necessary condition. In general, if
and only if the determinant of the structure stiffness matrix is 
different from zero, then the structure will have no mechanisms.
Zero determinant only tells if a structure has mechanisms or not. 
There is no information about mechanism modes. In simple cases, these 
mechanism modes may be detected by inspection. For large complicated 
structures, however, a computer analysis is essential to solve the 
problem. One readily available method is to solve the eigenproblem, 
[K]{x}=a.{x}, where [K] is the structure stiffness matrix. Any 
eigenvector corresponding to the possible zero eigenvalue then 
represents a mechanism mode[6]. But the eigenvector approach is
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somewhat complicated and computationally more expensive. Difficulties 
may be experienced if certain parameters are chosen improperly (see 
Section 3.2). An alternative is the Gauss elimination method with 
interchange of rows and columns [6,pp275-277]. But this is hardly 
suited to computer programs as the interchange of rows and columns may 
destroy the band property of the stiffness matrix. More efficient ways 
for the calculation of mechanism modes are therefore required.
In this chapter, a brief description will be first given to the
eigenvector approach for the calculation of mechanism modes. Then a 
more efficient technique is described in which the structure stiffness 
matrix is decomposed using the standard [L][D][L]^  decomposition 
subroutine [11] (see also Chapter 2) with a small modification. At the
same time, if a mechanism is encountered, indicated by a zero pivot,
then the corresponding mechanism mode is calculated by forming an 
appropriate "load vector" and solving the equilibrium equations using 
the already decomposed stiffness matrix. The corresponding solution 
vector will be a mechanism mode. The case of space truss is then 
investigated in further detail and the "mechanism direction" and 
"mechanism plane" are defined so that if a node has a mechanism 
direction or plane, then the displacement due to any mechanism or any 
combination of mechanisms can only take place in the mechanism 
direction or within the mechanism plane. The mechanism direction and 
plane show how a node displaces due to mechanisms. Computational 
procedures are given and examples are provided. It is also to be shown 
that the present technique may be used effectively to calculate the 
eigenvector(s) corresponding to a known eigenvalue.
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3 .2  The Eigenvector Approach
The presentation of the eigenvector approach here is merely for the 
purpose of comparison. It will not be used in this thesis for the 
calculation of mechanism modes. For information on various techniques 
mentioned in this section, reference can be made to Ref,6.
Suppose that [K] is the structure stiffness matrix of a structure 
which has M independent mechanisms. In Ref.6, it was demonstrated that 
the multiplicity of the zero eigenvalue of the system [KJ{x }=a{x } is 
equal to M and the corresponding eigenvectors are the mechanism modes 
(these are called rigid body modes there). To find an eigenvector 
corresponding to a known eigenvalue, the best way is to use the inverse 
iteration which yields the eigenvector corresponding to the smallest 
eigenvalue.
Here, the eigenvectors required are those corresponding to the zero 
eigenvalue. Because matrix [K] is seraidefinite, a shift is necessary 
in order to carry out the inverse iteration. The process of shifting 
can be expressed as [K]=[K]-p[I] where p is the amount of shift, [I] is 
the identity matrix and [K] is the stiffness matrix after shifting. 
The shift p must be, in magnitude, as small as possible in order to 
achieve a high rate of convergence for the inverse iteration to be 
carried out. However, it cannot be too small because otherwise, the 
roundoff error may cause problems in the decomposition of matrix [K], 
which is required in the inverse iteration.
Next, the selection of the initial vector is important. For the 
first mechanism mode, an arbitrary vector may be selected. But for the 
subsequent mechanism modes, the selection of an arbitrary vector might 
result in convergence to one of the mechanism modes found previously. 
To prevent this, the Gram-Schraidt orthogonalization procedure can be
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used so that an arbitrarily selected vector is first made orthogonal to 
all the mechanism modes found previously. In this way, the inverse 
iteration will yield a distinct eigenvector (which, however, may not be 
a mechanism mode, see below).
The final question with the eigenvector approach is how to terminate 
the analysis, i.e., how it can be known that all the mechanism modes 
required have been obtained. One way is to determine the multiplicity 
of the zero eigenvalue using the separation property of eigenvalues. 
This involves a Gauss factorization of the stiffness matrix with a 
shift. The previously factorized matrix [K] may be used. But in this 
case, p must be a positive number. The use of a positive p, however, 
will give slower convergence for the inverse iteration than the use of 
a negative p. If a different shift is used, then one more Gauss
factorization is needed and the method can be expensive. Another way
is to calculate the eigenvalue corresponding to the current eigenvector 
using the Rayleigh quotient. If the eigenvalue is different from the 
amount of shift applied, then this indicates that the current 
eigenvector does not represent a mechanism mode and those calculated 
previously are all required.
Considering the number of operations, the eigenvector approach 
requires once Gauss factorization and for each mechanism mode,
solutions of the equilibrium equations are needed (reduction and back
substitution only). The number of iterations required for the inverse 
iteration depends on the problem considered.
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3 .3  Principles of the Present Technique
Suppose that the structure stiffness matrix, [K], has been obtained.
Now, [K] is decomposed using the [L][D][L]^  decomposition. If during
the decomposition, a pivot becomes zero, then there must be a
corresponding mechanism of the structure. This mechanism can be
removed by assigning a non-zero number (a large number is preferred, 
18and 10 will be used throughout) to the zero pivot. In fact,
replacing the zero pivot by a large number is equivalent to adding an 
additional support (very stiff spring) in the direction of the d.o.f, 
corresponding to the zero pivot. A detailed proof of these statements 
can be found in Appendix I.
The mechanism is removed. The zero pivot is no longer zero. Thus, 
one can continue the decomposition. On the other hand, because the 
support is added in the direction of the d.o.f. corresponding to the
zero pivot, it will only remove that mechanism (remember that one
spring can only restrain one d.o.f.). Other mechanisms, if any, will 
still remain. Therefore, if another zero pivot is encountered, then 
one comes to another independent mechanism. The same thing can be done
to remove this mechanism. In this way, the decomposition can be
carried out until the last element. This will result in a stiffness 
matrix, in its decomposed form, of the truss with all the mechanisms 
removed, i.e., all the d.o.f. corresponding to zero pivots restrained. 
We note that corresponding to a distinct mechnism mode, there must be a 
zero pivot, and therefore, a corresponding additional support. Thus, 
the number of additional supports will be equal to the number of 
distinct mechanism modes.
In order to obtain the mechanism mode for a particular mechanism, we 
can impose a support movement in the direction of the additional
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support corresponding to the mechanism under consideration. Treating 
this support movement as a load case, a 'load vector' can be formed and 
the equilibrium equations can be solved by using the already decomposed 
stiffness matrix (the treatment of prescribed support movement was 
presented in Section 2.4). The solution vector is then the desired 
mechanism mode. This procedure can be repeated for all mechanisms if 
necessary. However, this procedure is not computationally efficient 
considering that in many cases, only a small part of the structure may 
be involved in a mechanism (in the limit, it can involve a single 
d.o.f. only) and the solution of the whole set of equilibrium 
equations is wasteful. The fact is that, if the mechanism 
corresponding to the k th pivot, which is zero, is being considered, 
then solving the whole set of equilibrium equations is the same as 
solving the first k equations because the components after the k th in 
the solution vector will be automatically zero. In this way, one can 
form a "(sub-) load vector (of order k)", so that only the k th (also 
the last) component is non-zero and solve the first k equations using 
the already decomposed stiffness matrix. One may notice that this 
solution procedure can take place immediately after a pivot is found to 
be zero during the decomposition, or, identically, after the whole 
stiffness matrix has been decomposed.
The set of mechanism modes found in this way may not be unique. It 
may depend on the node numbering (see example provided below). That 
is, different node nuraberings may result in different sets of mechanism 
modes. The problem is not that the mechanism modes found must be 
unique. The problem is that these mechanism modes must form a basis of 
a vector space[6] and therefore, any other mechanism mode can be 
expressed as a linear combination of these modes. In Appendix II, it
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is shown that any pair of mechanism modes in the set obtained for any 
one kind of node numbering is linearly independent and the set of 
mechanism modes forms a basis of a vector space. Therefore, a set of 
mechanism modes obtained for any one kind of node numbering, in the way 
shown earlier, can be used as a basis, and any other mechanism mode can 
be expressed as a linear combination of these modes.
Sometimes, we may not need all individual mechanism modes. Instead, 
we only want to know which d.o.f. are related to mechanisms. In this 
case, we can impose a non-zero support movement in the direction of 
every additional support. This is equivalent to forming a ’load 
vector’ in such a way that a component is set to non-zero if it 
corresponds to an additional support. All other components, which do 
not correspond to the additional supports, are set to zero. Then the 
equilibrium equations can be solved using the already decomposed 
stiffness matrix and the "load vector" formed. In the solution vector, 
if a component is different from zero, then the corresponding d.o.f. 
must be related to mechanisms. However, it may happen that a d.o.f, 
is related to several mechanisms, but the displacement resultant found 
in this way may be zero. Therefore, a zero component in the solution 
vector does not necessarily imply that the d.o.f. is not related to 
any mechanisms. However, in most cases, this will not happen. If 
random numbers are used in the load vector, then this possibility can 
be eventually eliminated.
3.4 Mechanisms of a Space Truss
Mechanisms are particularly important to space trusses. Therefore,
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this section is to be devoted entirely to space trusses.
In this case, a mechanism mode has a simple physical meaning: It
represents possible translations at various d.o.f. due to the 
mechanism. Now, the effect of all mechanisms at a particular node will 
be again translations. In general, these translations can take place 
in one, or two, or maximum three directions. If the translations at a 
node due to all mechanisms are only possible in one direction, (not 
necessarily one of the global axes), then this direction can be defined 
as a "mechanism direction" at that node. If these translations are 
only possible within a plane in space, then this plane can be defined 
as a "mechanism plane" at that node. The other two extremes are that 
the node will not move or can move in any directions. For the latter 
case, the similar definition, "mechanism space", may be made.
These definitions are useful in the sense that the node can only 
move in the mechanism direction, or mechanism plane, or any directions 
regardless of the magnitude of the translations and the cause of these 
translations (the combination of different mechanism modes). An 
immediate application of these definitions is that under any load or 
loads applied not in the mechanism directions or planes or spaces, the 
truss can maintain its (unstable) equilibrium state even though there 
are mechanisms.
The procedures to determine the mechanism direction or mechanism 
plane at a node are as follows. If the node is related to a mechanism 
for the first time, then the displacement vector at this node due to 
the mechanism represents a mechanism direction. If the node is not 
related to any other mechanisms, or related to more mechanisms, but all 
the displacement vectors lie in the mechanism direction found, then 
this direction is the mechanism direction at the node. If the node is
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related to a second mechanism and the displacement vector due to this 
mechanism does not lie in the mechanism direction found previously, 
then the plane formed by the vector and the mechanism direction will 
represent a mechanism plane. If the node is related to no more 
mechanisms, or related to more mechanisms, but all the displacement 
vectors lie within the plane, then the plane is the mechanism plane at 
the node. If the node is still related to more mechanisms and at least 
one of the displacement vectors does not lie within the mechanism plane 
found, then the node has a "mechanism space". Finally, if all 
displacement vectors at. a node due to every individual mechanism are 
null, then the node is free from any mechanisms.
The representation of the mechanism direction and plane can both be 
achieved by using a normalized vector. In the former case, this vector 
is the displacement vector itself (except normalized). In the latter 
case, the vector can be the normal of the mechanism plane.
The procedures described above are general and effective. However, 
if a mechanism involves one node only, then the corresponding mechanism 
mode can be evaluated by even a simpler method. Although in this case, 
the mechanism can be recognised by a simple glance, its automatic 
determination in a cœiputer needs a special device. Such a device is 
very useful for space trusses consisting of a number of plane trusses. 
Indeed, the theory described below will be effectively used in Chapter 
9.
Let [k] be the stiffness matrix of order 3x3 corresponding to the 
three d.o.f. at the node under consideration. This matrix is in fact 
the submatrix of the overall stiffness matrix [K] covered by both rows 
and columns corresponding to the d.o.f. at the node. In this case, 
the possible mechanism mode will, have maximum three non-zero
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components. Let {d} be the vector containing these three components. 
The stiffness coefficient, s, in the direction of vector {d} is as 
follows :
s={d}^ [k]{d}
Now in the direction of {d}, s=0 and it should be a minimum. Thus, we 
have
8s/0d^  = 0 (i=1,3)
By differentiating the expression for s, the following can be obtained
T Tas/ad^ =[1 0 0][k]{d} + id} [k][1 0 0]
=2[1 0 0][k]{d} = 0Similarly,
as/ad2=2[0 1 0][k]{d} = 0
as/adg=2[0 0 1][k](d} = 0
Or in matrix form,
' 1 0  0 
2 0 1 0  
0 0 1 [k]{d} ={0}
which gives finally,
[k]{d} = {0} (3.2)
Therefore, {d} is the nontrivial solution of Eqn.(3.2). Obviously, if 
the determinant of [k] is different from zero, then id} must be zero 
and there will be no mechanism which involves this node only.
3.5 Computational Procedures
Assume that the structure stiffness matrix has been obtained. Then
Tthe stiffness matrix is decomposed into [L][D][L] '. During the
18decomposition, any zero pivots are replaced by 10 . One must note
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that exact zero pivots can hardly be obtained in a computer calculation 
due to machine errors. Therefore, the criterion must be weakened so 
that a small number in comparison with, for example, the largest 
diagonal of the unfactorized stiffness matrix may be considered to be 
zero. This statement will also apply to the similar cases below. Now, 
one can proceed in the following three ways.
a) D.o.f. related to mechanisms only
In this case, the diagonal elements of [D] are scanned. If a
18diagonal is equal to 10 , then the corresponding component in the
19"load vector", {P}, is set to 10 . After doing this for all
diagonals, the equilibrium equations can be solved by calling the 
subroutines for reduction and back substitution. In the solution 
vector, if a component is different from zero, then the corresponding 
d.o.f. must be related to mechanisms. But the reverse might not be 
true, see Section 3.3.
b) Mechanism modes
If the mechanism modes are desired, then again, the diagonal
18elements of [D] are examined. Assume that the k th diagonal is 10 .
A "sub-load vector", {Ps}, may be formed so that only the k th
19component of {Ps} is 10 . The rest are all zero. Then the
equilibrium equations can be solved. In this case, the forward 
reduction is not necessary because of the special structure of the 
"load vector", {Ps}. To explain this, let [Ks] be the sub-matrix of
[K], containing the elements of [K] covered by both the first k rows
Tand columns. It is known that, if [Ks]= [Ls][DsJ[Ls] , then 
CKs]{x}={Ps} is equivalent to [6], see also Chapter 2
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[Ls]{z}={Ps}
[Ds]{y}={z}
[Ls]^ {x}={y}
Because only the last component of {Ps} is non-zero, it will be true 
that {z}={Ps} and thus {y} will have only one non-zero component, i.e., 
the kth, which is 10. Therefore, one can set the k th component of 
{Ps} 10, and do the back substitution directly. The solution vector is 
then the mechanism mode desired,
c) Mechanism directions and planes
If the structure is a space truss and the mechanism directions and
18mechanism planes are required, then for a diagonal element of 10 , in
addition to the procedures described in b) above to obtain the 
mechanism mode, the following is necessary. For any node, let T be the 
displacement vector at the node due to the mechanism under 
consideration. The current status of the node is classified as "free" 
(from mechanisms), mechanism direction, plane, or space. Now, if the 
norm ITI =0, then the status of the node will not be affected by this 
mechanism. If 0, the following four cases are possible.
i) The node is originally "free". In this case, the status of the 
node is changed to "mechanism direction" and d^ t is the mechanism 
direction.
ii) The node has a mechanism direction, represented by vector d^. 
Then, if the cross product 3xB=0, the node will remain as "mechanism 
direction". Otherwise, its status will change to "mechanism plane" and 
]p=3xB is the normal of the plane. _
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iii) The node has a mechanism plane whose normal is p. Then, if the 
inner product p.^ =0, the node will remain as "mechanism plane". 
Otherwise, a mechanism space is obtained for the node.
iv) The node has a "mechanism space". In this case, the node will
always remain as "mechanism space".
It is now possible to consider the efficiency of the present 
technique and compare it with the eigenvector approach. The present 
technique requires once Gauss factorization. To obtain each mechanism 
mode, only one back substitution is needed. Therefore, the present 
technique is slightly cheaper than the eigenvector approach. But the 
main advantage of the present technique lies in the fact that it is
simple and non-iterative. No special effort is needed to control the
solution procedure and "exact" solutions can be always obtained.
3.6 Examples
A Fortran subroutine has been developed for the features described 
earlier and it has been combined with a space truss program. Several 
examples were studied using the program and will be described below,
EXAMPLE 1 The truss shown in Fig.3.1 has four independent
mechanisms. Table 3.1 shows the mechanism modes obtained by the
present technique. If node numbers 4 and 6 are exchanged, another set
of mechanism modes, as shown in Table 3.2, is obtained. The first
mechanism mode in Table 3.1 is also depicted in Fig.3.2.
The normals of the mechanism planes are as follows:
Node 3 L-0.707 0 -0.707]Node 4 [-0.707 0 -0.707]Node 5 [-0.707 0 0.707]Node 6 [ 0.707 0 -0.707]
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Table 3-.1 Table 3.2The 1st mechanism mode T The 1st mechanism modeD.O.F. Relative magnitude D.O.F. Relative magnitude8 0.707 14 0.70711 0.707 17 0.707The 2nd mechanism mode The 2nd mechanism mode
7 0.408 7 0.4088 -0.408 8 -0.4089 -0.408 9 -0.40813 0.408 13 0.40814 -0.408 15 0.40815 0.408 17 0.408The 3rd mechanism mode The 3rd mechanism mode14 0.707 8 0.70717 0.707 11 0.707The 4th mechanism mode The 4th mechanism mode8 0.408 8 -0.40810 0.408 10 -0.40812 -0.408 12 0.40814 0.408 16 -0.40816 0.408 17 0.40818 0.408 18 0.408t Components not.shown are zero.
It can be seen that the mechanism modes in Table 3.1 or 2 are
linearly independent and those in Table 3.2 can be expressed in terms
of those in Table 3.1, and vice versa. For example, if let {m} denote
a mechanism mode, then it is true that
{m } = {m } + 0.577{ra }2 2 3 
etc, where a bar means the mechanism mode underneath belongs to Table
3.2. Thus, {m} without a bar belongs to Table 3.1, and the subscript is
the order of the mechanism mode in the Tables.
1
a) Perspective view X —b) Plan viewFig.3.1 A space truss
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X
Fig.3.2 The 1st mechanism mode when viewing downwards
EXAMPLE 2 A single layer dome is shown in Fig.3.3* For this dome, 
the condition 3n< nn-r is satisfied. But still, it has a mechanism. 
The mechanism mode is depicted in Fig.3.4. It may be of interest to 
note that the following holds for the mechanism mode.
-m3=m6=-m9=m12=-m15=m18=0.3648 
where mi is the ith component of the mechanism mode. From this, one 
can tell that if the dome had been designed as a frame, then a set of 
equal vertical loads at nodes 1,2,3,4,5 and 6 would be resisted mostly 
by the axial stiffnesses of the members. This is because under this 
set of loads, the corresponding truss can maintain its equilibrium 
state, due to the fact that the total external work over the 
displacements due to the mechanism is zero. In this case, the bending 
stiffnesses are only required to maintain the stability of the frame. 
For this dome, the condition 3n< m+r is satisfied. Therefore, it is 
possible to remove the mechanism by rearraging members. The dome shown 
in Fig.3.5 thus has no mechanisms.
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a) Perspective view b) Plan view
Fig.3.3 A single layer dome
Fig.3.4 The mechanism mode for the dome
Fig.3.5 Dome after.rearranging members
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EXAMPLE 3 The braced dome shown in Fig.3.6 has several mechanisms. 
Two of these mechanisms are schematically shown in Fig.3.7. Each of 
the two mechanisms represents a rotation about the vertical axis. All 
the mechanisms can be removed by adding diagonal members. Therefore, 
the dome shown in Fig.3*8 has no mechanisms.
a) Perspective view b) Plan viewFig.3.6 A braced dome
Fig .3.7 Two of the mechanism modes
All joints are pinned. 
All boundary nodes at 
the bottom are fixed.
Fig.3.8 Dome with diagonal members
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3 .7  Further Application of the Technique
By noting the fact that a mechanism mode is an eigenvector 
corresponding to the zero eigenvalue, the present technique may be 
effectively used to calculate the eigenvectors corresponding to a known 
eigenvalue. Here, the eigen problem [A]{x}=&{x} will be considered 
where [A] is a symmetric matrix. The eigenvector(s) corresponding to a 
known eigenvalue, 1 , is then the nontrivial solution of the system
(CA]-a[I]){x}={0} where [I] is the identity matrix. If now let 
CK]=[A]-a,[I] and consider [K] as the stiffness matrix of an imaginary 
structure, then the eigenvector(s) becomes the mechanism mode(s) of the 
imaginary structure. Therefore, the technique introduced in the 
previous sections can be employed. This is obviously more effective 
than the technique of inverse iteration. However, one disadvantage is 
that with the present technique, the known eigenvalue must be "exact", 
while in the inverse iteration, it is only sufficient that the 
eigenvalue is close enough to the true one.
3.8  Conclusions
A technique has been developed which provides an efficient means of 
calculating mechanism modes. Compared with the eigenvector approach, 
the present technique is simple and cost effective. "Exact" solutions 
can always be obtained. Mechanisms of a space truss have been studied 
in detail and the concepts of mechanism direction and mechanism plane
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were introduced. These concepts lead to a better understanding of the 
mechanisms of a space truss. These will be used later in Chapter 9 
where a direct. / iterative method for the analysis of space frames 
is implemented. Besides, the present technique on its own may be 
easily incorporated in most existing finite element programs. Such a 
facility can be used as an aid to practical engineers and designers of 
large complicated structures. The present technique can also be used
for the calculation of eigenvector(s) corresponding to a known 
eigenvalue. Some cost advantage is obvious compared with the technique 
of inverse iteration. But the main advantage lies in the fact that the 
present technique involves no iteration. However, in this case, the 
known eigenvalue must be ’exact'.
CHAPTER 4 GEOMETRIC NONLINEAR ANALYSIS OF FRAMES 
BY THE BEAM-COLUMN APPROACH
4.1 Introduction
Under the term of geometric nonlinearity, we shall assume that the 
material of the structure is linear elastic. Furthermore, the 
displacements may be large, but the strains in each element must be 
small. Large deflections will have certain effects on the equilibrium 
of the structure. Or in other words, the structure is in equilibrium 
in the deformed configuration, not in the original configuration. 
Therefore, the equilibrium equations must be written in the deformed 
configuration of the structure. Such a problem can also be termed the 
’large deflection but small strain’ problem.
The formulation for geometrically nonlinear analysis of rigidly 
jointed frames can fall into two categories; those based on the normal 
finite element concept and those based on the elementary beam-column 
theory using Livesley's stability functions [12,13]. The latter can be 
regarded as an extension of the direct stiffness method as introduced 
in Chapter 2. These two kinds of formulations have their own 
advantages and disadvantages. The beam-column approach provides a more 
refined force-displacement relationship for each element and it 
requires less elements. Explicit and relatively simple expression can 
be obtained for the internal forces and member stiffness matrix and 
there is little argument about their usability. However, the 
beam-column approach can only be used in the geometrical nonlinear 
problem. For material nonlinear problems, it is still debatable if the 
beam-column approach can be used, or not, although Kassimali[14] did
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extend this approach to the material nonlinear problem by introducing 
plastic hinges at yielded cross-sections. The point in question is
that the stability coefficients are derived from elastic material and
therefore it cannot be used to a beam with partially yielded 
cross-sections. The finite element approach, on the other hand, is 
general. It suits both geometric and material nonlinear problems and 
if the isoparametric foumulation is used, the elements can be curved. 
In a general-purpose program, the finite element approach is more 
powerful and flexible than the beam-column approach. But, with the 
finite element formulation, explicit forms are generally difficult to 
obtain and therefore, numerical integration must be used, vdiich means 
more computational efforts.
In this Chapter, a geometric nonlinear formulation for frameworks 
will be presented, using the beam-column theory. A number of valuable 
papers available on this subject [15-21]. But here we shall follow the 
work by Oran et al [22-24]. Expressions for member basic forces and
stiffness matrices will be derived. The finite element formulation
will be presented in a later chapter.
4.2 Geometric Nonlinear Analysis of Plane Frames
4.2.1 Member Distortions and Member End Forces
Suppose an originally straight beam member i-j is displaced by the 
nodal displacements, u,v and 6, as shown in Fig.4. la. The original 
position of the member is defined by the nodal coords. (xi,yi) & 
(xj,yj) of node i and j respectively. Member distortions, e,61,62, are 
shown in Fig.4.1b. They are important because the member forces,
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stresses and strains are only associated with the member distortions. 
A rigid body motion should not change the stress or strain states in 
the body.
v,Y
u,X
a) Displacements of a member. 
Y'
M n YN
Lo
b) Member distortions.
Fig.4.1 Plane fhame element 
Referring to Fig.4.1, the member distortions can be found as 
follows :
e=Lo—L 01=01-0 02=8j-0 } (4.1)
where Lo is the original length of the member, L, the deformed beam 
length, e, the shortening of the member axis and 0, the rotational 
angle of the beam axis. These quantities can be found as follows:
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, 2  2 1/2 Lo= (Ax 4- Ay )
2 2 1/2 L = [(ax-4-au) +(Ay-fAv) ] } (4.2)
—1   _0 = tg (Av /(L04AU))
where (see Fig.4.2)
Ax=xj-xi , Ay=yj-yi
Au=uj-ui , Av=vj-vi } (4.3)
Au= AU.COS0O + Av.sinOo 
AV=-AU.Sin0O 4- AV.COS0O
From equation (4.2), we note that 0 varies between 90“ and -90* This
means that the rotational angle of the member axis must be restricted
to this range. However, this is not a restriction to the method.
Different ways to define 8 may be used (see Section 4.3). Using the
stability functions [12,13], the member end forces can be expressed in
terms of the member distortions and the stability coefficients.
Ml = (EIz/Lo)(c 0 + c 0 )11 2 2M2 = (EIz/Lo)(c 8 + c 0 ) } (4.4)
2 1 1 2N = EAx(e/Lo - c ) b
where c^ , is the length correction factor for bowing action and is 
given by[15]
2 2 
o = b ( 0 + 0 ) + b ( 8 - 0 ) (4.5)b 1 1 2 2 1 2
The coefficients c^ , c^ , b^ , b  ^together with others can be found in
Appendix III.
At this point, we should note that the convention for the axial 
force N is that compression positive. Because member bowing always 
causes extention of the member axis, in Eqn.(4.4), the operator before
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G^ , is subtraction.
Let {p} = {p^ ,P2 > ....   P^ } be the nodal force vector in the global
coord, system, and {s}={M1,M2,N}. We then have
{p} = CT]{s} (4.6)
where [T] is the transformation matrix.
[T] =
where
--n/L -n/L mm/L m/L n1 0 0n/L n/L -m-m/L —m/L n0 1 0
(4.7)
ra=(^ X4^ u)/Ln=(jy+jv)/L
are the direction cosines of the rotated beam axis, see Eqns. 
(4.2) & (4,3).
Av
Fig.4.2 Relative deformation
X
Fig.4.3 Member end forces
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4u
av
Fig.4.4
4.2.2 Tangent Stiffness Matrix
Let {d}={u ,v ,0 ,u ,v ,0 } and {v}={0 ,0 ,e}. Then from Eqn.(4.6) 
i i i j J J 1 2T{Av}=[T] {ad} (4.8)
The member stiffness matrix in the global coord, system, [k], is 
such that
{ap}=[k]{ad}
By differentiating Eqn.(4.6), we have
{ap}=[T]{As}+[aT]{s}
(4.9)
(4.10) To find {as}, let
q=N/Ne (4.11)2where Ne= ®^ EIz/Lo is the Euler critical load. From the third equation 
of Eqn.(4.4) e «^ EIz ;2 e
(4.12)q=EA^ ( —G )/(-——- ) = —— (—  — c )Lo b Lo *2 Lo b
1/2where i  =Lo/(lz/Ax) is the usual slenderness ratio.
Differentiating Eqn.(4.12), we have, not forgetting Eqn.(4.5),
l2 de 2 2
dq= — [ (b'(0 +8 ) +(b'(0 -0 ) ).dq -[2b (0 +0 )+2b (0 -0 )].d0*2 Lo 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1
-[2b (0 +0 ) -2b (0 -0 )].d0 ]
1 1 2  2 1 2  2or
1 de 1 1dq = — [—  4-—  G1.d0 4— G2.d0 ] H Lo *2 1 <*2 2
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where
I? 2 2H=—  +b’ (9 +0 ) + b’ (0 -0 )
«2 1 1 2 2 1 2
G1=c’ 0 +c’ 0 
1 1 2  2
G2=c' 0 4C’ 0 
2 1 1 2
Therefore,
aq/se = 1/HLo , aq/a0 = G1/H , 0q/a0^ = G2/H (4.13)
where a dash over c^, o , b ^ and bg means one differentiation with 
respect to q. In the derivation, we have used the following relation­
ships :
b.= - (o' + c')/4
} (4.14)b = - (c’ - cy/4 1 2
which can be verified by direct differentiation of the stability
functions. Now, we differentiate Eqns.(4.4) and note that kcEI^ /Lo,
dM1= k(c ,d0 +0 ,dc +c .d0 +0 .do )
1 1 1 1  2 2 2 2
= k[ c .d0 + c .d0 +(c'0 + c’0 ).dq ]1 1  2 2 11 2 2
1 de 1 1
— k[c d0 + c d0 +G1» — (—  + — G1.d0 +— G2.d0 )J1 1  2 2 H Lo 1 .2 2
2
G1 G1G2 G1= k[(c — )d0 +(c 4 — — ')d0 4 — - de]1 «% 1 2 »2h 2 HLoSimilarly,
dM2= k[c d0 4C d0 4G2.dqJ 
2 1 1 2
2G1G2 G2 G2= k[(c 4---)d0 4(0 4 — )d0 4 — ' de ]2 ®2h 1 1 «2H 2 HLoand
dN= d(Ne.q) = Ne.dq
2 G1 G2= k[-—  de 4 —  d0 4 —— d0 JHLo HLo 1 HLo 2
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In matrix form,
{As} = [k]{,Av} 
Or introducing Eqn.(4.8),
where {as}= [k][T] {Ad}
(4.15)
(4.16)
[k] =
c + G1.G2/*=H GI/HLo 2 2c + G1.G2/®2h c + G2—/#2H 
12
GI/HLo
G2/HL0 
«2/HLo
(Ela/L) (4.17)
G2/HLO
For the second part of Eqn.(4.10), we note that m, n are variable and 
we also need to consider the variation in L. Thus,
[AT]=
—(An.L —n.aL)/L 
(Ajn.L -m.aD/L 
0
(an.L -n.AL)/L 
-(Am.L -m.AL)/L 
0
(An.L -n.AL)/L Am
(Am.L -m.AL)/L An
0 0
(An.L -n.AL)/L -am
•(am.L -m.JL)/L -jn
0 0
(4.18)
From the geometrical consideration of Fig.4.4,
AL= Au.m + Av.n 
A« =Cav.ra + AU.n)/L L.am= -n.Aa.L = (n^ Au-nmav)L.An= m.-Aa.L =(-mnau +m2 av )
Therefore,
An.L - n.AL = -mnau + m ^ â v -nmau - n^ îav 
= -2mhAU +(m.2-n2)AV=[2mn -(m2|-n^ ) o -2mn (mf-nZ) 0 ]{ad}Similarly,
Am.L - m.AL =[ra2-n^  2mn 0 -(luZ-nZ) -2mn 0 j{ad} 
Am =(1/L)[-n2 mn 0 n?- -mn 0]{ad}An =(1/L)[ mn -mz 0 -ran m^  0]{ad}
Now let [AT]=[ {ATI} I {a T2} } {ATg} ]
and
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{ATi}=[gi]{Ad}
where
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(i=1,3)
Cg1]=[g2]=
Cg3] =
-2 m n (m  ^n^ 0 2mn -(m2-n^) 0
(m2_f]2) 2mn -0 -(m ^-n^ ) -2mn 0
0 0 0 0 Q 0
2mn -(m ^-n^ ) 0 “2mn (m2-n^) 0
(m^-n^) -2mn 0 (ra^-n^ ) 2mn 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
mn 0 2n -mn o“
mm -m2 0 -ran 2m 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
n^ -mn 0 2-n mn 0
(1 /L )
-mn 2m 0 mn 2-ra 0
_ 0 0 0 0 0 0
Note that [g1],Lg2],[g3] are symmetrical. Now
[Ar]{s} = [{ATI} î {aT2} i U T 5 } ]{M1,M2,N}= Ml{ATI} 4 M2{&T2} 4 N{aT3}= [(Ml4M2)[g1] 4 N.[g3] ]{Ad}
Thus, Eqn.(4,3) finally becomes 
_ T{Ap}=( [T][k][T] 4 (Ml4M2)[g1] 4 N[g3] ){Ad}
Therefore,
_ T
[k] = [T][k][T] 4 (Ml4M2)[g1] 4 N.[g3]
which is symmetrical.
(1/L) (4.19)
(4.20)
(4.21)
4.2.3 Computational Procedures
Assume at the end of an iteration, the total displacement is {D}, 
the displacement increment over the iteration is {aD}. The following 
is the major procedures involved in one iteration.
a) Calculate member distortions using Eqns.(4.1) to (4,3)
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b) Calculate axial force. From equation (4.4), the axial force 
depends on the axial force itself. As a first and good approximation 
to the member axial force, the change of length, aL, over the last 
iteration is calculated and the axial force change aN=EAxAL/Lo is added 
to the axial force used in the last iteration. TFiis will give a good 
approximation although at this stage, the bowing effect due to the 
displacement increment in the last iteration has not been taken into 
account. Using this axial force, the coefficients b^ , and b2 are 
calculated and a more accurate axial force is found using Eqn.(4.4). 
Even higher accuracy can be obtained by carrying out the same process 
again. But usually, one cycle will give excellent result.
c) Member forces and nodal forces. Using the axial force obtained, 
various coefficients can be found according to Appendix III. First, 
(A.1) through (A.3) give the coefficients c^  and c_ (also read the 
notes at the end of Appendix III). Then Eqns.(A.5 & A.6) give b^  and 
bg. Finally, using (A.7) and then (A.8), the derivatives 
c' ,c^  ,b^  ,b^  can be found. After finding the various coefficients, 
the basic member forces can be found using Eqn.(4.4). Eqn.(4.6) 
together with Eqn.(4.7), then gives the member forces in the global 
coord, system. These forces can be added to the appropriate nodes to 
form the nodal force vector necessary to maintain the current geometry. 
The out -of-balance force can be found by taking the difference between 
the applied nodal forces and the internal nodal forces found 
previously,
d) Equilibrium check. At this stage, the out-of-balance force must 
be compared with the applied force. If the out-of-balance force is 
small enough, then either the analysis is terminated or moved onto the 
next load increment. If the out-of-balance force does not satisfy the
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prescribed criteria, then the new stiffness matrix is formed as stated 
in step e) below. Here, displacement criteria or mixed criteria can be 
used. Full details can be found in Chapter 6.
e) Stiffness matrix. With all the coefficients known, the member 
stiffness matrix can be easily found by using various formulae set out 
in Section 4.2.2. The member stiffness matrix can then be planted to 
form the overall structure stiffness matrix. The equilibrium equations 
can then be solved with the out-of-balance force found in step c). 
Then a new cycle of iteration is initiated.
Notes: whether the stiffness matrix should be updated or not
depends on the solution algorithm used (see Chapter 6).
Numerical examples for the formulation described here will be 
presented in Chapter 6. Comparisons are also made with the results 
obtained from other formulations or references.
4 .3  Geometric Nonlinear Analysis of Space Frames
4.3*1 Joint Orientation Matrix and Member Rotation Matrix
A problem associated with the large deflection analysis of space 
frames is that large rotations cannot be treated as vectors and 
therefore they are not accumulative. The three rotations at a joint in 
the linear theory will lose their physical meaning when large rotations 
are present. An alternative way to choosing the three rotations as the 
representation of the joint geometry is to use the direction cosines of 
a Cartesian coord, system rigidly attached to the joint whose axes are 
parallel to the global axes in the first instance. In this way, a
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rotation matrix of the joint can be a good representation of the joint 
geometry.
Let us assume that at time t, the orientation matrix of a joint is 
[a]t, whose rows are the direction cosines of the axes Xt,Yt,Zt 
respectively (see Fig.4,5).
[a]t =
1 Xt
Yt
m
m
Xt
Yt
Xt
Yt
m
(4.22)
Zt Zt Zt
Because at time 0, these axes are parallel to the global axes, [a]o 
is thus the identity matrix. Now assume that from time t to t+1, the 
displacement increment is small, and the change in the joint geometry 
can still be measured by three rotations «, g, v, about the global 
X,Y,Z axes, respectively. Due to these rotations, system X-Y-Z becomes 
X-Y-Z and Xt-Yt-Zt becomes Xt+1-Yt+1-Zt+1. The transformation matrix 
from X-Y-Z to Xt+l-Yt+l-Zt+1 is still [a]t. That from X-Y-Z to 
X-Y-Z is approximately
[aa]= 1 (4.23)
Therefore, the joint orientation matrix at time t+1, i.e. the trans­
formation matrix from X-Y-Z to X - Y - Z  , is as follows :t+1 t+1 t+1
(4.24)[a] = [a] [&a]t+1 tA similar procedure can be used for updating the member rotation 
matrix. In this way, let [R]t be the member rotation matrix at time, 
t. Let «, 0 f  y be the three rotations about three member coord. axes 
due to the increment from t to t+1. Then at time, t+1, the member 
rotation matrix is
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[RJ = [aR] [R] 
t+1 t (4.25)
where [AR] is a similar matrix to [aa]. Note that the positions of the 
matrices in Eqns.(4.24) & (4.25) are different. This is because with 
Eqn.(4,24), the small rotations are measured with respect to the global 
coord, axes while with Eqn.(4.25), they are measured with respect to 
the local member coord, axes. The three rotations @ , g, y in [AR] can 
be determined in the following way. The incremental nodal 
displacements are first transformed into the local coord, system at 
time t and they are denoted by {Ad} (see Fig.4.6). Then,
a = (1/2)(Ad + Ad )4 10
0 = —( Ad — Ad )/L
9 3
y = (Ad - Ad )/L 
8 2
(4.26)
a) Axes of the global coord, system b) Axes of the joint attached
coord. system Fig.4.5 Axes before and after a small joint rotation
As last point, a more accurate expression for [Aa] may be used as
follows;
[Aa] = cos# cosy sin? -sing-sin? cos«cosy sin«
sing -sin a cosncosg (4.27)
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X'
1
3
,11
10
12
X'
Fig.4.6 Displacements and forces in member coord, system
4.3.2 Member Distortions and Basic Member Forces
The axial compression can be calculated as usual, that is,
e=Lo- L (4.28)
In one increment or iteration, the changes in member distortions can be 
calculated as follows:
{av}= [B] {Ad} (4.29)
where {v}= {01z, 92z, 91y, 02y, *t, e} is the distortion vector and 
{Ad} is the displacement increment vector (see Fig.4.6). The matrix 
[B] is later defined in Eqn.(4.42).
The total member distortion is then updated by using
{v} = {v} + {a v }t+1 t (4.30)
except the last component, e, the axial compression, which is to be 
found more accurately by using Eqn.(4.28)
The basic member forces can be obtained from the member distortions 
by using the stability functions [23], refer to Fig.4.6
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M =(Ëly/L)( c 0 + 0 0 )  (4.31)
1y 1y 1y 2y 2y
M =(EIz/L)( c 0 + 0 0 ) (4.32)1z 1z 1z 2z 2z
M =(EIy/L)( 0 0 + 0 0 )  (4.33)2y 2y 1y 1y 2y
M =(EIz/L)( c 0 + 0 0 ) (4.34)2z 2z 1z 1z 2z
Mt =(GIx/L) *t (4.35)
N = EAx( e/L - c - c ) (4.36)by bz
where c , c , c , c are the stability functions (see Appendix III),1z 2z 1y 2y
and
2 2c = b ( 0 +0 ) + b (0 - 0 )  (4.37)by 1y 1y 2y 2y 1y 2y2 2c = b (0 + e ) + b  (9 - 0 )  (4.38)bz 1z 1z 2z 2z 1z 2zin which
b = ( c + c )( 0 - 2 ) /8 (4.39)In In 2n 2n ^
b = c / 8(c + c ) (4.40)
2n 2n In 2nwhere
2q = N.L / TT^ EIn (4.41 )n
In Eqns.(4.39) & (4.40), n takes y and z in turn.
Let the basic member force vector be {s}={M1z,M2z,M1y,M2y,Mt,NL}. 
these basic member forces can then be expanded to 12 nodal forces in 
the local coord, system through matrix [B] as follows;
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[B] =
Thus,
0 0 0 0 0 11 1 0 0 0 00 0 —1 -1 0 00 0 0 0 — 1 00 0 1 0 0 01 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 -1-1 0 0 0 00 0 1 1 0 00 0 0 0 1 00 0 0 1 0 00 1 0 0 0 0
{p} = [I] {s}
he vector of 12 forces
L, P L, p , P , P , P L3 4 5 6 7
(4.42)
(4.43)
1 2 ^ 4 5 6 7 8 9 ) , P , P } (see10 11 12
for equilibrium check through the transformation matrix [T]. Thus,
T
where
[T]=
{p} = [T] {p}
[R] 0
[Rj
0 [R] [RJ
(4.44)
(4.45)
and [R] is the member rotation matrix.
4.3.3 Tangent Stiffness Matrix
Starting from differentiating Eqn.(4.43), we have 
(ap) = [B]{as} + [a b]{s} (4.46)
Differentiating Eqns.(4.31) to (4.36) and note that the axial force 
also depends on the displacements, we thus have.
{a s } = [k]{Av} 
where {a v } is defined in Eqn.(4.29) and
(4.47)
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[k] =
Giz G1zG2z
z 1z z Lz H
G1zG2z
z 2z
0
0
Giz ^ c 1 z + «——= 
z 7t2 H
Gly
Giz 
H
G2z 0 — — —
H
G1yG2y Gly
y 1y y 2y H
G1yG2y0  ^ e GlyG + —
0 0
Giz G2z
H H
x(EI/L)
where I is the reference moment of inertia.
f = In/I , ? zGIx/EIn
G1n= e’ 0 + o' 8
In In 2n 2n
G2n= c' 0 + c’ 0
2n In In 2n
0
Gly
H
0
G2y
H
H
G2y
H
 ^ 0
0 7TH
(4.48)
(4.49)
(4.50)
(4.51)
and 1H = -— + — Lb’ (0 +0 ) + b’ (0 ~0 ) (4.52)
A 2 f In In 2n 2n In 2n n
1/2
where A = L /(I/Ax) and n takes y,z in turn. Substituting Eqn.(4.29) 
into (4.47), we have
Us} = [kj[B] {Ad} 
From a geometrical consideration,
(4.53)
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[aB] =
-AS2 —AS2 aS3 AS3 0 0"AS 1 -AS1 0 0 0 AS20 0 AS1 dSI 0 AS30 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0AS2 AS2 AS3 -aS3 0 0AS1 A31 0 0 0 -aS20 0 -AS1 AS1 0 -AS30 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0
+Ad , AS = ~ Ad + Ad J AS _7 2 2 8 31 1
The kth column of [aB] can be expressed as
{aB } = [g ]{Ad} k kin which
[f1] [f1]’[g ] = [g ] =1 2 _“[f1] [f1]_
" [f3] [f3]'[g ] = [g ] =3 4 _-[f3] Lf3]_
[g ] = [0]5
[g ] = 6
(4.54)
[f6] -[f6]
■Cf6] [f6]
where [f1],[f3] and [f6] are 6x6 matrices defined as
f1(1,2)=f1(2,1)=1
f3(1,3)=f3(3,1)=-1f6(2,2)=f6(3,3)=-1
all other elements are zeroes. Therefore,
[aB]{s} = ( 2 s [g ] ) {Ad} k= 1,6 k k
Ad +Ad
3 9
(4.55)
(4.56)
(4.57)
(4.58)
(4.59)
(4.60)
(4.61)
Substituting Eqns, (4.53) & (4.61) into (4.46), we can obtain the 
member tangent stiffness matrix in the member coordinate system as 
follows :
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1 T[k] = [B] [k] [B] + 2 s [g ] (4.62)k=1,6 k k
The tangent stiffness matrix, [k], in the gloal coord, system 
can then be obtained by using the transformation matrix [T] in Eqn. 
(4.45) as usual. Thus,
T _[k] = [T] [k][T] (4.63)
4.3.4 Computational Procedures
Assume at the end of an iteration, the total displacement is {D}, 
the displacement increment over the iteration is {aD}. Then, for a new 
iteration, one would do the following.
a) Update the joint orientation matrix for each node using Eqns.
(4.23) & (4.24), where the angles *,6,?, are the three nodal
incremental rotations over the last iteration.
b) Update the member rotation matrix for each member using Eqns.
(4.23), (4.26) & (4.25).
c) Calculate changes in member distortions from member nodal 
displacement increment using Eqns.(4.42) & (4.29). Update the member 
distortions by Eqn.(4.30).
d) Calculate axial force in each member as stated in step b) of 
Section 4.2.3, except that Eqn.(4.36), instead (4.4), must be used now.
e) Using the axial force found, various coefficients can be found 
according to Appendix 111. The procedures are similar to those in step
c) of Section 4.2.3, except that care must be taken that for different 
principal axis, different moment of inertia must be used. Then Eqns. 
(4.31) to (4.36) give the basic member forces, and Eqns. (4.43),
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(4.44) will give member end forces in the local and global coord, 
systems respectively. Then the out-of-balance forces can be found as 
usual.
f) Equilibrium check can be carried out as in step d) of Section
4,2.3.
g) Calculate the stiffness matrix if required. This involves the 
use of Section 4.3.3, especially Eqns. (4.42), (4.48), (4.55) and 
(4.62).
A program flow chart is presented on next page. Numerical examples 
to demonstrate this formulation will be presented in Chapter 6 after 
introducing the various numerical methods for solving a set of 
nonlinear equations. Comparisons will be made with other formulations. 
Numerical examples show that, with a same tolerance, the accuracy of 
the converged solution can still be dependent on the increment size. 
This is due to the nature of the rotation matrix being updated (see 
Fig.6.5). Example also shows that results by Eqn.(4.23) or (4.27) are 
not significantly different, see Fig.6.8.
4.4 Conclusions
A nonlinear geometrical formulation for plane and space frames has 
been presented. The formulation is based on the beam-column theory, 
using Livesley’s stability functions. Formulae for the member end 
forces and member stiffness matrices were derived. Computational 
procedures were provided. These will be used in subsequent chapters.
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( start )
determine increment size a k and check for unloading.(see Chapterô )________
solve
no converges
yes
increment ? ^yes more
no
end
input data
solve [K]{AD}=A&{Po} **
form structure stiffness matrix [K]
calculate the out-of-balance force {AP}.
initialise [a]=[I] for each node and [R]=CR]o for each member *
update nodal orientation matrix for each node, [a] = [a][àa] ________ ______
for each member, update the total member 
distortions. Calculate member end forces and if necessary, find the member stiffness matrix and plant it into [K].
 ^[I] the identity matrix. [R]o— initial member rotation matrix
•m {po}   basic load vector.
CHAPTER 5 GEOMETRICAL AND MATERIAL NONLINEAR ANALYSIS OF 
TRUSSES AND FRAMES BY THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
5.1 Introduction
In Chapter 4, we discussed the formulation of the geometrical 
nonlinear analysis of frames by the beam-column approach. As already 
pointed out, the beam-column approach can only be effective v â ie n  
applied to frameworks with geometrical nonlinearity. Therefore, it is 
not general. A more general approach is the finite element approach 
that we are going to discuss here. The objective of a finite element 
nonlinear analysis is to find a configuration of the structure, and 
therefore, its associated stress and strain states, under a set of 
prescribed external loads. The configuration must be such that it 
satisfies the compatibility and equilibrium conditions. In a 
mathematical way, we seek a solution to a set of nonlinear equilibrium 
equations. Thus, let {D} be the vector of the generalized nodal 
displacement coordinates, {r}, the Cauchy stress vector, and 5{e}, the 
virtual Cauchy’s strain vector for a given virtual displacement vector 
S{D} in the deformed configuration. Then the principle of virtual work 
states that, for equilibrium, the internal work done by the internal 
stresses over the virtual strains due to the virtual displacements must 
be equal to the external virtual work done by the external nodal forces 
over the virtual displacements. Therefore,
T T
I  S{e} {r} dV = sCD} {?} (5.1)V
where {?} is the applied load vector and the integration is carried out 
over the deformed volume. Note that in the general case, the principle
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of strain energy cannot be used. Eqn.(5.1) cannot be solved directly 
because of the fact that it is expressed in the deformed configuration 
which is not known before the analysis. In general, an incremental 
solution procedure is needed in which Eqn.(5.1) is linearized between 
increments. To do this, two kinds of formulations are commonly in use, 
namely, the total Lagrangian formulation (T.L.F.) and the updated 
Lagrangian formulation (Ü.L.F.), respectively. To explain briefly the 
difference between the T.L.F. and the U.L.F., let us consider Fig.5.1. 
In Fig.5.1, we assume that the configuration at time t has been found 
through several increments from the initial configuration at t=0.
finalconfiguration
\ \
V  3-7 ^  ^
several inc. to reach confié guration t
/ /
/t+ Æ
Fig.5. 1 Motion of a body in space
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Now, an increment is applied so that the structure reaches its 
equilibrium configuration at t+At. In the configuration at t+ût, we 
can write Eqn.(5.1). Then the difference between T.L.F. and U.L.F. 
lies in that in T.L.F., all the static and kinematic quantities are 
referred to the initial configuration at t=0, while in U.L.F., they are 
referred to the deformed configuration at time t. Therefore, Eqn.(5.1) 
will be the same for both formulations except that the reference 
configurations are different. They can both be used to solve large 
displacement, large rotation and large strain problems. The necessity 
of using one formulation or another entirely depends on convenience and 
numerical efficiency for different problems.
In this Chapter, we will first discuss the stress and strain 
representations suitable for the formulations. The T.L.F and U.L.F. 
are then presented assuming the linear elastic material for geometrical 
nonlinear problems. The formulations are then extended to nonlinear 
material problems by defining the nonlinear constitutive laws. The 
elasto-plastic analysis of trusses and frames is then formulated using 
the U.L.F. Numerical examples to demonstrate these formulations will 
be presented in Chapter 6 after introducing various methods for solving 
a set of nonlinear equilibrium equations.
5.2 Stress and Strain Tensors
5.2.1 Notation and Summation Convention
As in tensor analysis, we shall make extensive use of indices. We 
shall also introduce the summation convention. A set of n variables
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X1,X2,...,Xn is usually denoted as Xi, i=1,...,n or 1=1 to n. A set of
n variables y^,y^,...,y^ , is denoted as y^ , i=1,...,n or i=1 to n. We
emphasize that y^  ,y^,.. ,y^ , are n independent variables and not the
first n powers of variable y.
The summation convention can be stated as follows: the repetition
of an index (whether superscript or subscript) in a term denotes a
summation with respect to that index over its range. An index that is
summed over is called a dummy index. One that is not summed over is
called a free index. Therefore, if
1 2 3 p=a X + a .X + a .X 
1 2 3iwe can write p=a .x , and i is called a dummy index. Also, if i
1 2 3 p =a x + a x + a xi i1 12 13
jthen p =a X , and j is a dummy index while i is a free index.
i ij
5.2.2 Stress Tensors
The physical stress components on an isolated body are shown in Fig. 
5.2. We can write the stress matrix as follows:
rj =
Til 1^2 TI3-
^21 ^22 7-23
3^1 3^2 3^3
(5.2)
and this can be simply denoted by the Cauchy stress tensor .
Now, consider an element dy dy dy of a strained solid as shown in
1 2 3Fig.5.3. Assume that in the original configuration (undeformed), this
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element is shown on the left hand-side of Fig.5.3* A force vector(trac­
tion) dT acts on the surface PQRS and the corresponding traction is dfo 
on the surface PoQoRoSo. If we assign a rule of correspondence between 
dT and dTo for every pair of surfaces, then the limit ratios df/dS 
and dTo/dSo will define the stress vectors in each configuration, 
where dS and dSo are areas of PQRS and PoQoRoSo respectively. Thus, 
the stress tensor in each configuration can be determined. One popular 
rule between dT and dTo is given as follows [25]:
dTo = i
ÔX-.
ay
dTj
‘33
23
22
Fig.5.2 Physical components of the Cauchy stress tensor
(5.3)
dT
dTc
in the original and deformed state of a body
Let V be a unit vector normal to the surface dS, then the component of
dT can be related to the Cauchy stress tensor r by
ij
dT = r V dSi ji j (5.4)
The physical meaning of Eqn. (5.4) can be seen from Fig.5.4 for two
dimensional case. In Eqn.(5.4), f  is the Cauchy stress tensor referred
jito the deformed state. Now we define the stress components referred to
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the original configuration in a way similar to Eqn.(5 .4). Thus
dTo = S V dSo =(ax / ay ) dT 
i ji oj i a a (5.5)
where v is the unit out normal of surface PoQoRoSo ,S ,the Kirchhoff
^ jistress tensor referred to the undeformed state. S is also frequently
called the 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor. Substituting Eqn. (5.4)
into (5.5) yields
S V dSo = (0x / ây ) r V dS (5.6)ji oj i a ba b
To find the relation between v dSo and v dS, let p and po be the
oj bdensities of the material in the deformed and undeformed configurations 
respectively. From mass conservation, we have
from which
J p dy dy dy = ( P* dx dx dx V 1 2 3 Vo 1 2 3
^ / p =  I d I (5.7)
where |J| is the Jacobian determinant defined as
IJI =
d y  /  0x ay / ax ay / ax1 I ' 2 1 3
SY / «x^  dYg/ *Xg ay^ /
Now let dS be such that its projection area onto y -y plan is dy dy ,
i j i ji.e. dy dy =v dS, where b;# i# j. Multiplying both sides by dy gives i j b bdy dy dy =dy v dS where no summation over b. Because b can take value
1 2 3  b b1,2,3, we may write
dy dy dy =(1/3) dy v dS 1 2 3 b b
(5.8)
where the summation convention does apply to b. In a similar way, we 
may write dx dx dx = (1/3) dx V dSo 
1 2 3 j oj (5.9)
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Noting that dy dy dy = IJ| dx dx dx , Eqn.(5.8) becomes 
1 2  3 1 2  3
1J| dx dx dx = (1/3) dy v dS 
1 2  3 b b
Substituting Eqns.(5.7) & (5.9) into the above equation gives
(^ o/p) dx V dSo= dy v dS 
j oj b b
Dividing both sides by dy and noting that dy / dy = 0 if b# i, we get
b b i
V dS = (po/p)(ax / ay ) V dSo (5.10)b j b oj
Substituting Eqn.(5.10) into (5.6), we have
ax. ax.Pq  ^ 0( S - —  —  ?ba) V dSo = 0
ji P BY aVh oja u
Because v can be arbitrary, it reveals that 
oj
ax ax
Po i jS = __ —  ___ ?ba (5.11)
ji p By aya b
Eqn.(5.11) leads to another useful formula
By by P i j
T ~ —  ——  Sba (5.12)ji f*o ax ax a bTherefore, Eqns.(5.11)&(5.12) relate the Cauchy stress tensor to the
Kirchhoff stress tensor and vice versa. Since r is symmetric, so is
ijS .
ij
5.2.3 Strain Tensors
Assume in Fig.5.5, the body is displaced so that point (x ,x ,x )
1 2 3in the original configuration moves to point (y ,y ,y ) in the deformed
1 2 3
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configuration. Both x and y are referred to the same Cartesian coord.
i i _ system. The displacement vector is u as shown. Therefore,
y = X + u (5.13)
y
2
dscosa\
.J ^
Fig.5.4 Physical meaning of Eqn. Fig.5.5 Displacement u of a body(5.4) for 2D case
Now consider a line element ds^  and the corresponding line element ds 
in the original and deformed configuration respectively. The square of 
ds^  and ds can be expressed as follows:
(ds ) = dx dxi i (ds) = dy dy i iand 2 2 (ds) - (ds ) = dy dy - dx dx“ i i i i (5.14)
is a measure of the change in length. Now from Eqn.(5.13),
dy = dx + (gu / ax ) dx i i i a aand therefore,
2 2(ds) -(ds^ )
d u au
= (dx + ■ i
i—  dx )(dx + 
axa - i
i—  dx ) - 0x b b
dx dx
j j
=dx dx + au^——  dx dx + ■— - dx dx + au^  a.ui dx dx -dx dxi i gx a ia «b i a b j j
=dx dx + au^—  dx dx + aui-— - dx dx + dx dx -dx dx
J j ax. j i ax. i j ax, ax. i j j j
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au. au. âu au_
%(—  + - J - + - S  _ 3 )  dx dx
The tensor d x  . ax . âx. ax : i jJ  ^ J '
au. au.! au. au_Eij = (1/2) ( --Z + + --Ê __&) (5.15)
axj axi ax^  axj
is defined as the Green strain tensor in a Cartesian coord, system.
Similarly, if consider x as functions of y , we can arrive at another
i i
2 2expression, (ds) -(ds ) = 2e dy dy , where
“ ij i J
DUj au. au_ au„e = (1/2) (— i  +  â — f) (5.16)
ij aYj ay ayj
is the Almansi strain tensor. Therefore, E is referred to the un-
ijdeformed state and &  to the deformed one.
ijNow, for infinitesimal displacements, the derivatives 3u /ax are
 ^ 1small and the cross terms in Eqn.(5.15) or (5.16) can be neglected.
In this case, we have the Cauchy infinitesimal strain tensor e
ij
au,- au 4 au y auj
e = (1 /2 ) (--%  + - -J )  = (1 /2 ) (— :  + - - J )  (5 .17 )
ij ay, axj sx^
and the difference between the Green and Almansi strain tensors
disappears.
An important relation between the Almansi and the Green strain 
tensors is that
E (5.M)ij ax^  axj mn
This can be easily verified as follows: from Eqns(5.15 & 16), we have
ôYm2 E dx dx = 2 e dy dy = 2 & ——  dx — • dxij i j mn m n__ mn gXj^ i ax^  j
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Therefore,
d y  B y  m n(E - —  —  6 ) dx dx =0ij 0x ax ran i j
i j
and this proves Eqn.(5.18). If in Eqn.(5.18), we replace E by aS
ij ijand e by Se , then Eqn.(5.18) still holds [3,pp334]. mn mn
5.2.4 Some Properties of the Stress and Strain Tensors
In this section, we shall show the following very important proper­
ties of the stress and strain tensors; The Kirchhoff stress tensor Sij 
does not change when the body undergoes a rigid body motion; Nor does 
the Green strain tensor, Eij; and The Kirchhoff stress tensor is ener­
getically conjugate to the Green strain tensor.
First, let us prove the invariant property of the Kirchhoff stress
tensor. In Fig.5.6, let z -z -z is a body attached Cartesian coord.
1 2 3system. When the body has a rigid body motion, this coordinate system
rotates as well. Therefore, a point y in the unrotated state will move
ito a point whose coordinates in the body attached coordinate system
will be the same as y , i.e. z = y . The coordinates z of the samei i i ipoint referred to the stationary coord, system can be obtained through
the rotation matrix, [R], which depends on the rigid body rotation and
consists of the direction cosines of axes ¥ . Thus,
i
z = Rij z
i jor
z = Rij y (5.19)
i j
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 ^{y}
Fig.5.6 Rigid body rotation
The Cauchy stresses in the body attached coord, system remains the
same as shown in Fig.5.6. These stresses can be transformed into z -z
1 2-z coordinate system through the rotation matrix [R]. If we denote a 
3stress component in z -z -z coord, system as r , then
1 2  3 ij
T = T Rik Rjra ij km (5.20)
The Kirchhoff stress tensors in the rotated and unrotated states are 
then (Eqn.5.11)
Po 0x, ax . _
(Sji) fz Pz az^  az^  ba
Po aXj^ dXj
(5.21)
(5.22)(Sji) = —y Py ay^  ày^  ba
where (Sji) ,(Sji) are the Kirchhoff stress tensors in the rotated and
z yunrotated states and Py, Pz are the densities. Because a rigid body mo­
tion should not induce change of volume, thus Pz=py. Now, using Eqn.(5. 
19), the partial derivatives in Eqn.(5.21) can be expressed as follows:
-^i Gyp Gx^ Rapàz ay 02 
P a ,^y
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Substitute the above equation and Eqn.(5.20) into Eqn.(5.21), we have
no 9x^  0xj
(Sji) = —  —  Rap   Rbq f  Rbk Ram
z py 3yp ay kmQ
n o  d x ^ gxj (Rap Ram) (Rbq Rbk) r. 
py gyp Gy km
Because [Rj is orthogonal, we have RapRam=Spm,and RbqRbk=5qk, where Sij
is the Kronecker delta, i.e. 8 = { 0 if iij
ij 1 if i= j
Finally,
PO(Sji) = ---- —  0 pm 0 qk rz py % km
Po ! ! i= —— —  *pp oqq T
py Wp % qp
PO OTi 0XJ
py gyp
= (Sji)
y
8y qp q
In the foregoing discussion, we only considered the case of rotation.
The proof for the case of translation is obvious because in this case
dz =dy . i i
Now, we shall consider the invariancy of the Green strain tensor. 
Again we have a rigid body motion as shown in Fig.5.6 and Eqn.(5.19) 
still holds. Let ds be a line element in the rotated state, ds, in the 
unrotated state. From Eqn.(5.14),
  2 2(ds) - (ds) = dz dz - dx dx 
k k j j
Now from Eqn.(5.19)
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dz = Rij dy
1 jThus,
  2 2(ds) - (ds) = 2 (Eij) dx dx = Rki dy Rkm dy - dx dxz i j i m j j
2 (Eij) dx dx = Rki Rkm dy dy - dx dx
z i j i m j j
= &im dy dy - dx dx i m j j
= dy dy - dx dx 
i i j j
Therefore,
2 (Eij) dx dx
y i j
(Eij) = (Eij) 
z y
These properties give rise to a great convenience in calculating the 
total stresses and strains from their increments, because invariants 
can be summed up directly (like work). Therefore, we can write
Sij = Sij + Sij (5.23)
Ëij = Eij + Êij (5.24)
where quantities with an over bar are at time t+At, those without are
at time t, and those with a dot above are the increments from time t to
t+At. Eqns. (5.23) & (5.24) generally do not apply to the Cauchy
stress tensor r and the Almansi strain tensor e , respectively, 
ij ij
Now, we shall show that the Kirchhoff stress tensor and the Green
strain tensor are energetically conjugate to each other. First, we
assume the following expression for the internal virtual work in terms 
of the Kirchhoff stress tensor and the Green strain tensor as
j Sij 5Eij dVo Vo
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The integration must be carried out over the original body volume be­
cause Sij and Eij are expressed in the undeformed configuration. Now, 
substitute Eqns.(5.11),(5.18) and (5.7) into the integration, we have
Po 0Xi axj d y ^  B Y n dVI Sij 6Eij dVo = J — ----—  ^ ------5e --
V o V p ày eyi ab 0x ax . mn }J|^  ^ i J
BY Si gyn= Î — --- — -------  r  <5s dVV ay^  axj ay ab ran
= Î 5ma &nb r 6e dVV ab mnwhere 6ij is the Kronecker-delta.
Finally,
J Sij 6Eij dVo = f V Se dV (5.25)Vo V ab ab
Therefore, both sides of Eqn.(5-25) can be used to calculate the 
internal virtual work.
5.3 Total and Updated Lagrangian Formulation
5.3.1 General Formulation
Using Eqn.(5.25) and tensor notation, the equilibrium equation of 
Eqn.(5.1) can be written as
Î Sij5Ëij dV = P 5D (5.26)V i i
where quantities with a bar are at time t+At. Furthermore, quantities
at time t will be denoted without bars and V is the deformed volume at
time t+At. Now because Ëij and Ëij are invariants, theoretically, they
can be expressed in any Cartesian coordinate system and the integral in
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Eqn.(5 .26) can then be evaluated in the selected coordinate system. As
we already know, the T.L.F. expresses all the quantities in terms of
the configuration at time 0, therefore the equilibrium equation for T.
L.F. is _ _ _ _J Sij 6Eij dVo = P 5D (5.27a)Vo i i
Similarly for U.L.F.
J Sij ÔÊij dVt = P ÔD (5.27b)Vt i i
Let us first consider the case of T.L.F. Using Eqns.(5.23) & (5.24),
5Eij = ôEij -  ô e + 6r?
ij ij
where e and t? are the linear and nonlinear part of the Green
ij ijstrain tensor respectively, see Eqn.(5.15). Then
, Sij 6Ëij = (Sij + Sij) 6Eij
= Sij 6Eij + Sij 5Êij
= Sij 6e + Sij ÔEij + Sij
ij ij
Therefore, __ _ . .J Sij ÔEij dVo =J Sij 5e dVo +f Sij ÔEij dVoVo Vo ij Vo
+ 1 Sij ÔV' dVo Vo ijEqn.(5.27a) now becomes
/ Sij ôEij dVo + f Sij 6»? dVo = P ÔD - / Sij ôe dVo (5.26)Vo Vo ij i i Vo ij
To linearize Eqn.(5.28), we first assume the virtual displacement , S D iis given from the configuration at time t, not at time t+At which is
unknown, i.e. ôD =ÔD =ÔD . Second, we assume Eij=e and Sij=Cijrs Ers=
i i i ijCijrs e . Thus the linearized incremental equilibrium equation will be rs
! Cijrs e ôe dVo +f Sij 0% dVo = P 6D Sij ôê dVo (5.29)Vo rs ij Vo ij i i Vo ij
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where Cijrs are material constants, a matter we shall discuss later.
Now, for U.L.F., referring to the configuration at time t, we have
Sij=r . Thus,
ij _Sij = T + Sij (5 .30)
ij
Eqn,(5.24) still holds except that it is now expressed in terms of the 
configuration at time t. Following the same procedure as used in T.L.F. 
we can arrive at the following:
Incremental equilibrium equation
f Sij ÔEij dVt + f r fir? dVt = PÔD - f r fie dVt (5.31)Vt Vt ij ij i i Vt ij ij
Linearized incremental equilibrium equation
J Cijrs e fie dVt r fif? dVt = P ÔD - j" r ôe dVt (5.32)Vt rs ij Vt ij ij i i Vt ij ij
5.3 .2 Finite Element Interpretation
In matrix form, Eqns.(5.29) and (5.32) can be written as
. T . T . T _ . TJ 0{e} LC]{e} dVo + j 0{^ } {S} dVo = 0{D} {P} -j file} IS} dVo Vo Vo Vo
(5 .33)and . T . T . T _ . T} 0{e} [C]{e} dVt 0{t?} 1 r} dVt = <5{D} {P} -/ file} Ir} dVtVt Vt Vt
(5.34)
where le}, M} are linear and nonlinear strain vectors respectively,Is} 
,lr} the Kirchhoff and Cauchy’s stress vectors, [C], matrix of material 
constants, IP}, the applied nodal force vector at time t+At and a dot 
means increment. We emphasize again that in Eqn. (5.33) all the quanti-
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ties are referred to the configuration at time t= 0, and in Eqn.(5.34),
they are referred to the configuration at time t.
Let {u}={u,v,w} be the vector of displacement at any point of the 
body. Using the finite element method, {u} can be expressed in terms of 
the nodal displacement vector,{D},through the shape function matrix [N] 
as
{u} = [N]{D} (5.35)
Let T
{«5}x =[u ,u ,u ,v ,v ,v ,w ,w ,w ] (5.36a)’x1 ’x2 *x3 ’x1 'x2 ’x3 ’x1 »x2 ‘x3
where a ’ denotes differentiaion with respect to the axis followed.Thus
u = 0u/0x1 etc. Let »x1
{e}=[e , e , e ,2e ,2e ,2e J 
11 22 33 12 23 31
{%} = [% , V ,   , 2 tj ]
11 22 31
{S}=[S , s ,
11 22 , S J 31
From Eqn.(5.15)
{e}=
'u
’X1
“1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O'
V
’x2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0w
'x3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
u +v »x2 ’x1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
V +w 
'X3 ’ X2
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
w +u
. ’Xl ’X3,
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0_
or
We can also have
where
{e} = [Q ]{6}x L
I’?} = (1/2) [Q ]x (filx 
NL
{<5}x
(5.36b)
(5.36c)
(5.36d)
(5.37)
(5.38)
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[Q ]x = NL
u 0 0 V 0 0 w 0 01xl ’xl ’xl0 u 0 0 V 0 0 w 0»x2 ’x2 ’x2
0 0 u 0 0 V 0 0 w
*x3 1x3 *x3u u 0 V V 0 w w 0»x2 »Xl ’x2 ’xl ’x2 ’xl0 u u 0 V V 0 w w’x3 ’x2 ’x3 »x2 ’x3 tx2u 0 u V 0 V w 0 w
1x3 ’xl ’x3 xl 'x3 f xl
We can obtain {a}x by differentiating the shape functions. Thus,
{ôlx = [G]o {D} (5.39)
where [G]o contains derivatives of the shape functions. Now from Eqns. 
(5.37) to (5.39),
{e} = [B ]o {D}L
6 { e ] = [B ]o 6{D} L
(5.40)
(5.41)
where
[B ]o = [Q ][G]o L L
1 .6{r?} = 5(- [Q ]x {6}x ) 
2 NL
= [Q Jx ô(5}x NL
= [Q ]x [G]o 6{D} NL (5.42)
where [Q Jx is a similar matrix to [Q jx in Eqn.(5.38) except that NL NL ...displacements u,v,w are now replaced by their increments u,v,w. Sub­
stituting Eqns.(5.40) to (5.42) into Eqn.(5.33), we have
. T T . . T T . TS{D} / [B Jo [CJCB Jo {D} dVo + fi{D} / [Gjo [Q Jx {S} dVo =Vo L L Vo NL
. T T= &{D} ( IP}-; [B Jo is} dVo )Vo Lor
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T . T . T TX [B ]o [C][B ]o {D}dVo +/ [G]o [Q Jx {S}dVo ={P}-X [B Jo {S}dVo Vo L L Vo NL Vo L
To evaluate the 2nd integral in Eqn.(5.43), we note that (5 .43)
[Q Jx {S}= NL
f
/ '
{q } T1 {S} {q }T T 1
{q } {S} {q }2 {S} = < 2 ?
T T
{q } {S} {q }L 9 J I 9 J
where (q } is the ith column of [Q Jx. Now, we can rearrange {S} and i NL{q } so that each line will have a factor {6}x. For example,
T . . . T{S} {q } = [S ,S ,S ,S ,S ,S J[u ,0, 0, n ,0, u J
1 11 22 33 12 23 31 'x l 'x2 'x3
- [S ,S ,S ,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] {fijx 
11 12 13
=D* J {*}x
1
{ô}x
Then L 'o Jl'fiJx ' L<7] ■T 1 1[Q Jx {S} [a ]{5}x L 0 JNL < 2 > 2
i o JtôJx
9 / 3
or
T ‘S 0 ol[Q Jx {S} = 0 s 0 [GjolDjNL _0 0 s_
where "s s s
11 12 13[SJ= s S S
21 22 23S s s
L 31 32 33.
(5 .44 )
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Therefore, Eqn.(5.43) becomes
where
( CK ]o + [K ]o ) {D} = {P} - X [B ]o{S} dVo L NL Vo L
[K ]o = X [B ]o [C][B ]o dVo 
L Vo L L
[K ]o = X  [G]o NL Vo
S 0 00 S 0
.0 0 SJ
[G]o dVo
(5.45)
(5.46)
(5.47)
We recognize that [K ] is the usual small deflection stiffness matrix,Land [K ] is usually called the initial stress stiffness matrix or the NLgeometrical stiffness matrix. This form of the geometrical stiffness 
matrix was obtained by Cook [4, p.339].
If a similar procedure is used for U.L.F, we can obtain equations 
similar to (5.45) to (5.47). In U.L.F.
{u}=[N] {D}
Similar to Eqn,(5.36) etc.
{5} ={u , u ,
y 'yl 'y2
{e} =[Q ]{6}y L
i n ] =(1/2) [Q ]y {0}y NL
{6} =[G]t {D}
LB ]t = [Q j[GJt L L
w } 
•y3
( [K ]t + [K ]t ){D} = {P} - X LB ]t{r} dVt L NL Vt Lwhere
[K ]t = X LB jt [C] [B ]t dVt L Vt L L
[K ]t = J [G]t NL Vt
r 0 O'
0 r 0 LO 0 r [G]t dVt
(5.48)
(5.49)
(5.50)
(5.51)
(5.52)
(5.53)
(5.54)
(5.55)
(5.56)
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where {r} is similar to {S} and
[r] = '■£1 ^ 2 2 ’’23 (5.57)T31 fgg T33
In all equations, the right subscripts o or t mean that the quantity 
is referred to the configuration at time 0 or t (see Fig.5.1).
5.4 Incremental Theory of Elastic-Plastic Materials
In this section, we shall discuss the matrix of material properties 
[C], in Eqns. (5.46) & (5.55). Procedures will be given as how to 
calculate the total stresses from strain increments.
First, for a linear elastic material, Hooke’s law states that
{(4 = {e} (5.58)
where {a} and {e} are stress and strain vectors respectively, and a
superscript ’e’ means ’elastic’. For 3D case,
{a} = { x^, y^, z^, x^y, y^z, z^x }
{e} = { ex, ®y, ®z, ?xy, ?yz, ^zx }
and
[C ] = E (1-v) (1+v)(1-2v)
_v_ JL_1-v 1-v
V 1 
1-v
V V
1-v 1-v
0 0
0 0
0 0
V1-v
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
1-2v 2(1-v) 0
0 1 -2 v
0 2(1-V) 0
0
0
1 —2v
2ITV1
(5.59)
where E=Young’s modulus, v= Poisson’s ratio. Here the engineering defi-
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nition of strain has been used, that is, ?xy = 2e etc.
12For an elastic-plastic material, under certain stress state, there 
will be both elastic and plastic deformations.Von Mises yield criterion 
[26 to 29] states that: yielding begins under any state of stress when 
the effective stress exceeds a certain limit,where the effective stress 
is given by
_ 2 2 _ 2 1/2a - (V2/2) [(*x -*y) +(0y -0%) +(*z - x) +6(^ xy + y^z +^ zx)]
(5.60)From Eqn.(5.60) we can obtain Tda = {Q} {da}, where {Q} = (3/ô')(^ x ay az x^y fyz ?zx} (5.61)
and the deviatoric stresses are given by
*^x =^ x - a^ *y = *y - a^ ^z = °z - ^ a and <^ a=(<^ x+^ y +^ z)/3
Let the total strain increment be the sum of the elastic and plastic
strain increment, i.e. (superscript 'p' means 'plastic')
e p{de} = {de } + {de } (5.62)
Similar to Eqn(5.6l), the Prandtl-Reuss relation assumes that [4,27,29]
P _ P{de } = {Q} de (5.63)
_ Pwhere de is the incremental effective plastic strain
_p^/2' p p 2 p p 2  p p 2de = —  [(de -de ) +(de -de ) +(de -de ) +3 X y y z z x
p 2 p 2 p 2 1/2+(3/2)[(d? ) +(d? ) +(dy ) ] ] (5.64)xy yz zx
when calculating stress increments, only the elastic part of the strain
increment need to be considered. From Eqns.(5.58) & (5.62)
e e e p{da} = [C ]{de } = [C ] ( {de} - {de } ) (5.65)
Substituting Eqn.(5.63) into (5.65) yields
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e _ P{da} = [C ] ( {de} - {Q} de )
TPremultiply both sides by {Q} and note Eqn.(5.61)
T _ T e  T e  _ p{Q} {da} = do = {Q} [C ]{de} - {Q} [C ]{Q} de
T e  _ p T e
(H'+ {Q} [C ]{Q} ) de = {Q} [C ]{de}Thus,
T e_ p {Q} [C ]{de}de =  ----- (5.66)
T e H'+ {Q} [C ]{Q}
_ __ Pwhere H' = do / de (5.67)
Therefore, the plastic strain increment can be related to the total
strain increment by p
{de } = [W]{de} (5.68)
T e 
{Q}{Q} [C ]where [WJ= —   — -— —T e {Q} [C ]{Q}
To relate the stress increment to the total strain increment, we sub­
stitute Eqn,(5.68) into (5.65)
e{da} = [C ]( [I] - [W] ){de}or ep
{da} = [C ]{de} (5.69)
where ep e e [C ] = [C ] - [C ][Wj
To determine the scalar H', let us consider one-dimensional case where 
__ Pda = da, de = de (we drop the subscript x in this case). From Fig.5.7,
eda / de = E , da = E deT
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so
Now,
and
E de = E de T de =(E / E) de T Ep e Tde = de -de = de - (E / E) de = (1- — • ) de
T E
Pdedo. = E de = E —--— — — —
T T (1- E / E)
(5.70)
= E E / (E - E ) de T T
Comparing this with Eqn.(5.67), we have
E ET
E - E T
A step-by-step calculation of stresses is going to be given below. We
consider a material with linear elasticity followed by linear hardening
as shown in Fig.5.8. The linear elastic modulus is, E, before yielding,
and E ,after yielding. The initial yield stress is y^o and during elas- Ttic plastic deformation, the yield stress can change. For example, in 
Fig.5.8, if at point P, unloading takes place, then the stress-strain
0
de
e +de
Fig.5.7 Linear elastic and linear Fig.5.8 Linear strain hardeninghardening material stress-strain curve
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curve will follow the dotted line ^^^hioh is parallel to the initial line 
and then yield will not occur unless the maximum effective stress is 
reached again. Therefore, at any point, the yield stress is the maximum 
effective stress which has ever been reached at that point. Thus,
<^yo, if %ax < y^o
= { _ (5.71)y max otherwise
or equivalently
y^ = y^o + H* ë
_ Pwhere e is the total effective plastic strain.
Step a) From the displacement increment found, strain increment can
be found, denoted by {e} where a dot means increment.
Step b) Calculate stress increment as though the material is elasticei.e. {#e} = [C ] {e} where the subscript e means the stress
has been calculated by assuming elastic behaviour.r r-1Step c) Accumulate the total stress as {*e} = {o} + {%e}, where r,
r-1 indicate the r th and r-1 th iteration.
Step d) Calculate the effective stress <^e from Eqn.(5.60). Check if
  r— 1
the material is previously yielded or not,i.e. if o > *y. 
Case I — Yes (previously yielded).
Case II — —  No (not previously yielded).
In case I, the material has previously yielded and now check r r-1 if (^e > *
Case la — ——— Yes, Case Ib ————— No
In case la, stress increasing (see Fig.5.9a). Total strain 
increment includes elastic and plastic strains. Therefore, 
all the excess stress {*e} must be reduced to the yield sur­
face, and the factor R, which defines the portion of stress
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increment that must be modified to satisfy the yield criter­
ion, is equal to 1.
In case Ib, unloading elastically(see Fig.5.9b).Go to step g.
Case II. The material has not previously yielded. Now check
_ ^  if Oq > Oy
Case Ila —— — Yes, Case Ilb — —— No 
In case Ila, the material shifts from elastic state to elas­
tic plastic state (see Fig.5.9c). Therefore, stress must be 
divided into two portions due to elastic and elastic-plastic 
strain. The portion greater than the yield stress must be 
reduced. Thus, _ r
O q _
r r-1oe - e
In case lib, elastic loading (see Fig.5.9d). Go to step g).
Step e) For yielded material only, compute the portion of the total
stress which satisfies the yield criterion as
r r-1
{o] = [a] + (1-R) {Oe}
B
where subscript B means that the stress corresponds to point 
B in Fig.5.10.
Step f) For the remaining portion of the stress,R{*e}, the modificat­
ion corresponds to bringing point A in Fig.5.10 onto the 
yield surface. Corresponding to the excessive stress, R{*e},
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a
a) Case la—— stress increasing b) Case Ib-— unloading elastically
.0'
a•y
cj Case Ila— — Jump
ay
T-1
r~ l
d) Case lib Elastic loading
Fig.5.9 Loading or unloading
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the excessive strain is R{e}. Now, in Fig.5.10, point B is on
the yield surface, the actual stress due to R{e} must be cal- ep e epculated using [C ], instead of [C ], and [C ] is to be eva­
luated at point B. Thus the stress increment is 
ep
W  = [C ] R {e}B
Or more conveniently, find [Wj at point B from Eqn.(5.68).
. p B .Plastic strain is {e } = [W] R{e}, and stress increment,e . p B= [C ](R{e} - {e } ). Then the stress at point C is
r r{o} = {o} -5- {o}C B
If the increment is large, this may induce errors in the cal-
epculated stresses, because matrix [C ] is changing from time
to time. To improve the accuracy, the strain R{e} can be
subdivided into several subincrements. The procedure stated
before can still be used for each subincrement except that ep
matrix [C ] must be updated for each subincrement. This is 
schematically shown in Fig.5.10b) for the case of three sub­
increments .
Other procedures to reduce the stress are also available [28,30,31]_ r
Now, calculate  ^ and this will be the new yield stress.
Step g) For elastic material only, calculate elastic stress asr r-1 
[ a ] = {<?} + {<^e}
where {<^e} is to be taken from step b).
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yieljJ surface F=0
Fig.5.10a Stress state beyond the yield surface is not allowed Fig,5.10b Sub-increments
An Example
The stress-strain curve is shown in Fig.5.11* 
let v=0. Then
e[C ] = E 1 0 0---- 0 1 01 - V .0 0 (1-v) /2
^ 5 
2x10 0 0
0
5
2x10 0
_ 0 0 510 _
1 = {e f ® I y }X y xy
2 2 2 1/2
Assume 2D case and
H'=200.2
a = (/2?2) [ (^ x-^ y) +^ y +6 x^y ] , {Q} =(3/ô) {^ x, ®y, txy}
-3Inc.1 a) {e} = { 0 .8 , 0.3, 0.1 }x10
b) {1.6 , 0.6 , 0 .1}x100
1c) {*e} = {1.6, 0 .6 , 0 .11x100
1 2 2 2 2 1 /2d) a e  =  { 2/2)[ (I6O-6O) +I60 +60 +6x10 ] = 141.1
y^ = 250 Thus, case lib (see Fig.5.9d)
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1 _ 1 Pg) {0} ={1.6, 0.6, 0.11x100, o =141.1, <?y= 250, {e 1=0
Inc.2 a) {el = {0.7, 0.4, 0.11x10
b) {%1= {1.4, 0.8, 0.11x100
2c) {*el ={3.0, 1.4, 0.21x100 
_ 2d) %  = 262 , = 250 Case Ila (see Fig.5.9c)
R=(262-250) / (262-141) = 0.099
e) 2 (160') (140^  (286)
{ o } = 60) + (1-0.099) < 80 I =|l32>B [ loj I 10j V 19J
f) . -3 -5R{el = 0.099x{0.7, 0.4, 0.11x10 = {6.93, 3.96, 0.991x10
%  = (286+132)/3 = 139.33, 4  =146.66, =-7.33, ’xy =19
{Ql=(3/250){146.66, -7.33, 191 = {1.76, -0.088, 0.2281
Inc. 3
e 5[C ]{Q1 ={3.52, -0.176, 0.2281x10 , T e  5{Ql [C ]{Q1=6.26x10
[W] = 0.989 -0.0495 0.064-0.0495 0.0025 -0.0030.128 -0.0064 0.008
. p —5
(e 1 = {6.73, -0.34, 0.871x10
2 2 (2861 f0.4l
{ o } = {0.41, 8.59, 0.121 , { 0 } = {<^1 =<132|+ 8.59
C { 19j {0.12__ 2
o = 250.25, y^ = 250.25
-3a) {e l  ={1.0, 0.5, 0.21x10
b) {Oel = {2 .0 ,  1 .0 ,  0.21x100
3c) {*el ={486.41, 240.59, 39.121
(286.41' 
= m o .59j 
19.12
d) o e =427, Case la, R=1
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e) 3
{ a } ={286.41, 140.59, 19.12}B
”3f) R{e} ={1.0, 0.5, 0.2}x10 , this strain is divided into
-3two subincrements. Therefore, R{e} = {0.5, 0.25, 0.11x10
1st subincrement.
®a = (286.41+140.59)/3 =142.33, ‘^x =144.1, =-1.74
{Ql =(3/250.25) {144.1, -1.74, 191
e 5[C ]{Ql = {3.4 5, -0.042, 0.231x10
T e
H’+ {Ql [C ]{Q1 = 601505, [W] = 0.99 -0.012 0.066-0.012 0.00015 -0.00079
0.13 -0.0016 0.0087
. P ”3{e 1={0.4986,  -O.OO6, 0.061x10
P -3{e 1 = {0.5659, 0.0094, 0.06871x10
{al = {0 .34, 51.23, 3.351
3 286.21 0.34 286.75{<^1 = { 140.59 1 + { 51.23 1 = { 191.82 1
19.12 3.35 22.47
2nd subincrement,
%  =<286.75+191.82)73 = 159.5,  x^ = 127.2, ^ y = 32.2
o ' = 256.0, {Ql = (3/256){127.7, 32.2, 22.471 
= {1.491, 0.379, 0.2631
e 5 T e
[C ]{Ql = {2 .982 ,  0.758, 0.2631x10 , H'+ {Ql [C ]{Ql=483l45
[W] = 0.92 0,234 0.081'0.172 0.059 0.021.0.162 0.043 0.014
. P -3 P ,1.093, -3{e 1 = {0.5266, 0.103, 0.0931x10 , {e 1= jo.112) xIO
0.162^
[0} = {-5.34, 29.40, 0.711
{al = {281.41, 221.22, 23.18} o = 260 , = 260
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0*
E=2x10
Fig.5.11 Stress-strain curve for the example
5.5 Elasto-Plastio Analysis of Plane Trusses and Frames
In this section, we will discuss the matrix finite element fomula- 
tion of plane truss and plane frame elements. Only the U.L.F. will be 
considered.
5.5.1 Plane truss element
Referring to Fig.5.12, let the element be k-noded. r is the non- 
dimensional moving coordinate, at ends, r = ± 1 always. s is the arc- 
length from one end, at the other end s=L. At point r,the global coord, 
in the undeformed and deformed configuration are denoted by x(r) and 
y(r) respectively, and
Ic kX (r) = h X , y (r) = h y , i k i i k i i=1,2 (5.72)
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k kwhere h is the interpolation function for node k, x , y are the co- k i iordinates at node k in the i th direction and the summation convention
is preserved. The interpolation functions are as follows [3]
Include only if 
node 3 is present
(1/2)(1-r )
-(1/2)(1-r )
Include only if node 
3 and 4 are present
3 2+(1/l6)(-9 r + r + 9 r -1)
3 2+(1/16)( 9 r + r - 9 r -1)
3 2+(1/16)(27 r + 7 r - 27 r -7)
h =(1/2)(1-r)
1
h =(1/2)(1+r)2 2h =(1-r )
3 3 2h =(1/l6)(-27 r - 9 r + 2 ? r + 9 )4
In isoparametric formulation, one uses the same shape function for 
displacements. Therefore, displacement at time t
ku (r) = h u i=1,2i k iand displacement increments, . ku (r) = h u i k i
1 2  k k T 1 1Let {x} = [x , X , --  X , X ] , {y}=[y , y ,
1 2  1 2  1 2
(5.73)
(5.74)
. 1 . 1  . k . k T{d} = [u , u  .... u , u ]1 2  1 2
Eqns.(5 .72) to (5.74) can also be written in matrix form
[x , X ] = [Hj {x} 1 2 T
[y  , y ] = [H] {y} 
1 2. T[u , u ] = [H] {d} 1 2
(5.75)
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where [H] = [ h 12 j h 12 !   I h 12 ]
1 2 k (5 .76 )
and [12]= '1 O'0 1J
Now from Eqn.(5.15), strain would be obtained by differentiating Eqn.
(5.74) with respect to y . However, because the truss element hasithe longitudinal strain only, it would be convenient to express this 
strain in the local coordinate system s-t.
dUg dUg 2 du^  2Ess = — » + (1/2) [ ( --- ) + ( -- ) jds ds ds
Therefore, dus dUg dute = —  = [1, 0]{6}, T] =(1/2)[—  , — - ]{6l ss ds ss ds ds
dUg dut T where {6} = [ ——  , —— - ] ds ds
rdu,  "
dUgidr
Now, dUg dy. du. 1 2 dy. du. 1 2 dyj dy_ dr
ds ds ds J dr dr J dr dr
where J=ds/dr. From Eqn.(5.75),
du_ 1 2 T
-- = ( - ) ([H,r]{y}) [H,r]{d}ds J
Similarly, dyi . dyg .
du = - — “ du + —  du t ds 1 ds 2
dut dy^' dui dy2 du,g
ds ds ds ds ds
- r ! /r _ ^  ^  -I
J dr dr
du. 3r *
du; dr
 ^ 2  _  T
= ( - ) ( [H,r]{yl ) [H,r]{d}Jwhere
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[H] = 0 -h ........  0 -h1 kh 0   h 01 k
Thus
1 2 
l à ]  = ( - )J
T T 
{y} [H,r] [H,r]
T _ T {y} [H,r] [H,r]
{d}
Therefore, from Eqn.(5.52),
1 2 [G] = ( - )J
T T {y} [H,r] LH,r]
From Eqn.(5.53),1 2 T T[B ] = ( - ) {y} [H,r] [H,r]L J
T _ T {y} [H,r] [H,r]
and e[C ] = E , [ r] = fS8
(5.77)
Therefore, from Eqns.(5.55) and (5.56), for a plane truss element,
(5 .78 )
L T [k ] = EA I [B ] [B ] ds 
L o L L
[k ] = ; [G] s^s 1 0 0 1 [G] dV
or
NL V L T = 3^8 A J [G] [G] ds o
L T 
[k ] = P / [G] [G] dsNL o
T L TI [B ] ?ss dV = P f [B J ds V L o L
(5 .79 )
(5.80)
To calculate stress increment, assume {D} has been found by solving the 
equilibrium equation. When calculating matrix [G], coords.{y} should be 
those before the iteration. Having found [G], (ô) and Ess can be found
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readily. Then t s s = E Ess and ’‘ss = ’"ss -k ’"ss . The stress ’’ss can be 
used in Eqn.(5.80).
. ^ 2  ^ 2
3-n2ded
14—nodad
t
"'1
Fig.5.12 Plane truss elements Fig,5.13 A 2-noded truss element
For a two noded element, k=2. Referring to Fig.5.13, 
,T{y} = L [0, 0, cosa, sin#] 
h = (1/2)(1-r), h = (1/2)(1+r), h 1/2, h = 1/21 2 1,r 2,r
-1 0 1 o' 0 1 0 - r[H,r] = ( 1/ 2 )
_0 -1 0 1. [H,r]=(1/2)J -1 0 1 0.
J = L/2 
[G] = (1/L) c -s c s
L S -C -8 C.
, [B ] =(1/L)[-c -8 c s]L
where c=cos#, s=sina.
2 f —c[k ] = EAL (1/L) J-s [ [ - 0I : -s c s]
EA[k ] = -  L L
“ 00 OS -00 -OS
os SS -OS -ss
-00 -OS 00 OS
-OS -ss OS ss
(5.81)
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[k ] = PL (1/L) NL
1 0 -1 0[K ] = (P/L) 0 1 0 -1NL -1 0 1 00 “*1 0 1
is independent of angle O'.
The internal forces are
-G-s0s
s-c-sc
(5.82)
L T PJ [B ] ds o L = P
If 3 or 4 noded elements are used, it is generally difficult to obtain
explicit expressions for [k ] and [k j. Then numerical integrationL NLmust be used, and the Gauss quadrature [6] is a useful tool. Usual­
ly, if the integrand is a polynomial of degree 2n-1, then the n point 
Gauss quadrature will give exact answer. Therefore, for a 3-noded ele­
ment, [H,r] is of first degree and [B ] and [G] (see Eqns.5.78 & 5.79)Lwill be of degree 2, thus,2 point Gauss quadrature will be sufficient. 
For a 4-noded element, however, 3 point Gauss quadrature is needed. In 
practice, reduced integrations are often used [3].
If the material is yielded, then ep[C ] = E and [W] = 1 - E / E T T
5.5.2 Plane frame element
In the last section, we discussed the isoparametric formulation of 
the plane truss element. In this section we will discuss the ordinary 
(non-isoparametric) formulation of plane frame element. Referring to
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Fig.5.14, the element has 6 degrees of freedom.
1 1 {d} = [u , u ,
1 2  1 1 2  2
2 2 T
, u , u , 0 ]
We shall consider the U.L.F. in a local coordinate system s-t (see Fig. 
5.14). Let [4, pp78],
{u} = [u u ] = [N]{d} s t
where
m  =
(L-s)/L 0 0 s/L 0 0
0 N N 0 N N 1 2  3 4
(5.83)
.1 .1 . .2 .2 . T{dl = [u , u , 0 , u , u , 0 ]s t 1 s t 2
is the nodal displacement vector in the local coordinate system, and
2 2 3 3 2 3 2N = 1 - 3 8 / L + 2 s / L , N = S “ 2 s / L  + s/ L1 2
2 2 3 3 2 3 2N = 3 s / L  - 2 s / L , N = - s / L  + s/ L3 4
Expressing {u} in terms of {d}, we have 
{Û} = [N][T]{dl
where "R O' cos# sin# 0[T] = and [R] = -sin a cos# 0_0 R_ 0 0 1
Neglecting the effect of shear deformation and the terra (1/2)(du^/ds), 
we have
dUg 1 dUf 2 d^UfEss = -- + - (—— ) - t (---)ds 2 ds ds2
Thus du, dfu.
e = - t (-- £) = [B ][T]{d}SS ds ds^  L
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where
[B ] = [1, -t] 
L
2 3 2 2 3 2=[-1/L|t(6/L -12S/L )|t(4/L-6s/L )!l/Ll-t(6/L -12s/L )}t(2/L-6s/L )]
1/1 0 0 1/L 0 0
_0 2 3 -6/L +12s/L 2—4/L+6s/L 0 2 3 6/L -12S/L 2—2/L+6s/L _
The nonlinear strain is
du du. f?ss =(1/2)[— 5}
ds ds
=(1/2)[Q ][0, dN /ds, dN /ds, 0, dN /ds, dN /ds][T]{d}NL 1 2 3 4
(5.84)
Therefore,
[G]=[G][T]
where
_  2 2 3  2 2  2 2 3  2 2[G]=[0i-6s/L +6s /L |1-4s/L+3s /L |0|6s/L -6s /L l-2s/L+3s /L ]
(5.85)Then T T[k ]= / [B ] E [B j dV = e I [B ] [B ] dV 
L V L L V L L
T _ T T=E [T] (J [B ] [B ] dV ) [T] = [T] [k ][T]V L L L
This will give the ordinary linear small deflection stiffness matrix
(see Eqn.2.9). For example,
_ 2 2element 11 of [k ] = EJ (1/L) dV = (E/L ) LA = EA/L 
L V
_ 2 2 3 2 element 22 of [k ] = EJ t ( 6/L -12s/L ) dV
L V 2 L 2 3 2 3= EJ t dAj (6/L -12s/L ) ds = 12EI/LA o
Now,
[k ] = J [G] s^s [G] dV 
NL V T L T= [T] i ’"ss dA ( J [G] [Gjds ) [T] 
A 0
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.. T L T = [T]- P ( Î LG] [G]ds ) [T] oT= [T] [k ][T]NL
where P=J s^s dA is the member axial force, tensileA
and 'o 0 0 0 0 0
0 36 3L 0 --36 3L
P 0 3L 4L 0 -3L -L[k ] = --NL 30L 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 -36 -3L 0 36 -3L
0 3L —L 0 -3L 4L_
For example, L 2 2 3 2element 22 of [k ] = Pf (-6s/L + 6s /L ) dsNL o
(5.86)
= 36x(P/30L)
Of course, we have assumed that the material is linear elastic. If this
is not the case, then numerical integration must be used. However,[k J
T NLwill not be affected. For [k ], [B ] [B ] will contain polynomials ofL L L2nd order, therefore, two Gauss point along the beam length will be su­
fficient. At each Gauss point (cross-section), the cross-section is di­
vided into segments and different E values can be used for segments if 
necessary.
The internal force is
T T _ T
f [B ] ’"ss dV = [T] J [B ] ’"ss dV V L V L (5.87)
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5.6 Elasto-Plastio Analysis of Space Trusses and Frames
5.6.1 Space truss element
For isoparametric formulation, let 
kX = h X i k iky = h y i k i. ku = h ui k i
*1
(5.88)
Fig.5.14 Plane frame element Fig.5.15 Space truss element
''1
where h can take the same forms as those defined in Section 5.5.1 for k
plane truss element. As in Fig.5.15, we define a local coordinate sys­
tem 6 - v - t  with (-axis being the tangent of the beam axis. Let [R] 
be the transformation matrix from x -x -x or y -y -y to (-%-(, see
1 2 3  1 2 3Eqn.(2.18) or (2.14). As we did for the plane truss element,
du> du, 2 du 2 du. 2E.> = —  + (1/2) [ (— ) + (— ) + (-i) ]d( d( d( d(
[Q ] = [1, 0, 0], L {5} = [ u , u > ]î?,( f, ^
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Now, . . .du, dUi dUi dUiu = —  = r  ' = r —  (1/J) = (1/J) r --(,& d( 1i d( 1i dr 11 dr
Similarly,
duju = (1/J) r —21 dr
dUju = (1/J) r --^^ 31 dr
Or d . , . T
{6} = (1/J) [R] — [u , u , u ] = (1/J) [R] CH,r]{d} 
dr 1 2 3where
[H] = [h 13 1   Î h 13 ],1 k. 1 . 1 . 1  . k . k . k T{d}= [u , u , u  ..... u , u , u ]
1 2  3 1 2  3Therefore,
[G] = d/J)[R][H,r] (5.89)
Now, [B ]= [Q ][G] = (1/J)[r J[H,r]L L 1
where [r ] is the first row of [R] which is the direction cosines of (- 
1
axis. Therefore, from Eqn.(5.88),
d T[r ] = (1/J) — [y , y , y ]
1 dr 1 2 3
T
= (1/J) ([H,r]{y}) 1 1 1  k k k Twhere [H,rJ as in Eqn(5.89) and {y}=[y , y , y ,..., y , y , y ]
1 2  3 1 2  3Thus, 2 T T[B ] = (1/J) {y} [H,r] [H,r] (5.90)L
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T L TCk ] = / E [B ] [B ] dV = EA J [B ] [B ] ds L V L L o L L (5 .91)
T L 2 T T[k ]= J r [G] [G] dV =r A f (1/J) [H,r] [R] [R][H,r] ds NL V êê (( o
Because [R] [R] = [I], we have
2 L T[k ] = (1/J) P J [H,r] [H,r] ds NL o (5.92)
We can again see that matrix [k ] is independent of the orientation of
NLthe member axis, the same case as for plane truss element(see Eqn5.82). 
For a 2-noded element,
h = (1/2)(1-r), h = (1/2)(1+r)
1 2 Eqn(5.91) will give the ordinary linear elastic stiffness matrix in the
global coord, system, see Eqn.(2.12) to (2.14), and Eqn.(5.92) yields
1 0 0 — 1 0 0p 0 1 0 0 -1 0[k ] = - 0 0 1 0 0 -1NL L -1 0 0 1 0 00 -1 0 0 1 00 0 -1 0 0 1
(5.93)
5.6.2 Space frame element
The following assumptions are made:
a) Plane sections normal to the beam centroidal axis remain 
plane after deformation.
b) Displacements and rotations can be arbitrarily large, but 
strains are small and thus member cross-sections undergo no dis­
tortion .
c) The only stress and strain components are the longitudinal 
stress and strain and the two shear stresses and strains.
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Fig.5.16 shows a general space frame element. At time 0, the body
attached axis, s , coinsides with the beam centroidal axis and axes 
1s ,s are the two principal axes of the cross-section. At time t, these 
2 3
Xo y
at time t
1.
at time □
Fig.5.16 Space frame element
body attached axes are denoted by f-q-f. It is always convenient to
describe the coordinate system G-n-f by a rotation matrix [R] rela­
tive to the stationary Cartesian coordinate system x -x -x . Therefore,
1 2 3matrix [R] contains the direction cosines of the axes |, ? and ^. It
can be defined as
{t} = [R]{x} or {x} = [Rj {t}
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where {x} and {t} are the same vector expressed in the coord, systems
x1-x2-x3 and G-q-C respectively.
Now it is important to investigate the changes in the direction
cosines due to a small rotation vector {6}= {0 , 0 , 0 } expressed in
1 2 3the X -X -X coord, system, where rotations 0 , 0 , 0  may be those cor-
1 2  3 1 2  3rections found from solving the equilibrium equations during an iterat­
ion. Referring to Fig.5.17, after the small rotations take place, the
coordinate axes x , x and x become x', x’ and x' and &, f become
1 2  3 1 2  3correspondingly V i  that is, their relative positions with
x',x',x' remain the same. Let the rotation matrix from x -x -x to |- 
1 2  3 _ 1 2  3be [R] before the rotation and [R*] after the rotation. After the
rotation, the coord, systems and x'-x’-x* are related by the
1 2 3same matrix [R] and from x -x -x to x’-x’-x’ the transformation matrix
1 2  3 1 2  3is similar to Eqn.(4.23). Thus,
[Aàj = 1 0q -02-0O 1 04
. @2 "®1  ^-
(5.94)
and
[R'l = [R][Aa] (5.95)
The change in the direction cosines is then 
[R'J - [R] = [R][ia] - [R] = [R]( lAa] - [IJ )
or
[AR] = LR]
' 0 63 -02
-03 0 01L 82 -01 0 . (5.96)
For mathematical consistency, we would normalize the first two 
rows of Eqn. (5.94), and then obtain the third row. But the inconsis­
tency would cause very little inaccuracy if {0} remains small.For large 
{0},we can subdivide {0} into several increments and for each increment
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use Eqn.(5.96), then update [R] using Eqn.(5.95). The total [âR] is the
sum of [aR]'s from each increment.
Another way of calculating [aR] is shown in Fig.5.18, where ^ is
the rotation vector, v, one of the axes f, f represented by a
unit vector. For small rotations, three rotations 0 , 9 , 0  have the
_  1 2 3same total effect as one rotates the body about 0 axis through an angle 
|0|, see Fig.5.18. The change in v is A,v. The norm of a v  is
10 X v|
Ia v I = iv! sinof 10! = 17|10|._-- = iQxvl
|0l'|vl
AV is also perpendicular to both vectors Q and 9. Thus,
,Av = 0 X V (5.97)
In Fig.5.18, AV represents the tangent to the circle, and therefore is 
only valid for small {9}. In fact, the end of vector v moves along the 
circle. So again, large {9} can be divided into several increments for 
higher accuracy and Eqn. (5.97) can be used for each increment except 
that V must be the current updated normalized vector. /
V
Fig.5.17 Updating the rotation matrix
X
updating the rotation 
matrixkLet y be the coordinates of the centroid of the cross-section at cinode k at time t, where c means 'centroidal* and i is the direction.
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The point, i v , 0 ,  on the nodal section has the coordinates
k k k ky =y + f?R + CR 
i ci 2i 3i
Using isoparametric formulation,
ky = h y i k i
or k k ky = h y + t ? h R  + % h R
i k ci k 2i k 3i (5.98)
Similarly, displacement increment in the global coord, system is
(5.99)
. k . k . ku = h u  + î)hR + f h R
i k ci k 2i k 3i
It is now necessary to evaluate R2i & R3i from Eqn.(5.96)>. Therefore,
.k k .kreplacing each 8i in Eqn,(5.95) by 8i, [R] by [R ] and [aR] by [R ],
we have.
[R]=[R]
0 03 -82 -93 0 8102 -81 0
where a superscript k has been omitted from each matrix for simpli­
city. Now, let the ith row of [R] be [Rij. Then,
or . T
[Ri] =
[Rij = [Ri]
0 -93 92 
83 0 -81 -82 81 0
■ 0 83 -92
-83 0 81 L 82 -81 0
[Ri]
where [Ri] is the i th row of [R]. Rearranging the right hand side, we 
can write,
. T r 0 Ri3 -Ri2[Ri] = -Ri3 0 Ril {8}- RilRi2 -Ril 0
Replacing i by 2 & 3 in turn and restoring the superscripts, k, gives
. k T k .k 
[R ] = [g ] (6 }2
. k T k .k 
[R ] = [g ] {8 }3
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where no summation over k and
k 0 R23 -R22 _ k 0 R33 -R32"[g ] = -R23 0 R21 and [g ] = -R33 0 R31_ R22 -R21 0 _ R32 -R31 0 J
where Rij is the element of matrix [R] and a right superscript,k, has 
been omitted from each Rij. Now, Eqn.(5.99) becomes
. k k . k __ k . ku = h u  +  V h  g 0 -4-fhg 0 i k ci k i m m  k i m m
Now, strains are, in the local coord, system
(5.100)
{e} = [e , e , e J , 
11 12 13 {%} = [? >7? ) V) ]11 12 13
For the convenience of the derivations to follow, we rearrange 
the components of vector {6} in Eqn.(5.49) in such a way that
T{6}= [u , u , u , u(,i V,( C,( ■ (5.101)
where again, u = gu / gI etc.
Correspondingly, interchange of columns of matrix [Q J in Eqn.(5.37)
Lis necessary. Therefore, performing the interchange of appropriate 
columns and deleting rows 2, 3 and 5, in Eqn.(5.37), we have
{e} = [Q ](6} L
where
[Q ] = L
'1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
(5.102)
(5.103)
The displacement increment in Eqn. (5.100) is given in the global 
coord, system, x1-x2-x3. In order to calculate the derivatives in Eqn. 
(5.101), the displacement components in the local coor. system 
must be found. To do this, Eqn.(5.100) may be rewritten,in matrix form, 
as follows;
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k k k .k _k .k{u} =  ^h ({u } -k 7j[g ]{e }+ f[g ]{e } ) 
g k c
where {u} = [u1,u2,u3] . The term in the parenthesis represents the 
gnodal displacement vector in the global coord, system. Transforming
the nodal displacement vector at each node into the local coordinate
system, and applying the concept of isoparametric formulation,
the nodal displacement vector, {u} , in system can be written as1k k k k .k k .k{u} = X h [R ] ( {u } + v [ g  ]{0 }+ f[g ]{0 })I k  c
Differentiating this expression with respect to I, v ,  t respectively
gives, note that |=(L/2)(r+1) and dr/d# = (2/L),
k k k k .k{^u} /a# = (2/L) X [R ]h ({u } + [C ]{0 })1 k,r cwhere k k _k [C ]= v [ g  ]+ #[g ]
k k k .k
d { u ]  / o n = (2/L) X LR ]h [g ]{0 }
1 kk k k .ka{u} /a# = (2/L) X [R ]h [g ]{0 }
1 k
These can be expressed collectively as
1 2 {6} = CM , M , k .M ]{d}
where
k[M ] =
k k k 'h [R ] h [R ][C ]k,r k,r k k[0] h [R ][g ]
k k kCO] h [R ][g ]k
(5.104)
(5.105)
(5.106)
and
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. T . 1 . 1  . 1  . 1 . 1 . 1{d} = Lu u u 0 0 9
•cl  c2 c3 1 2 3
From Eqn.( 5 . 1 0 5 ) ,  we have
1 2 k[G] = CM , M ,   M ]
CB ]= LQ jCG] L L
. k . k . k .k .k .ku u u 0 0 0 J
cl c2 c3 1 2 3
(5 .107)
(5.108)
CC ] = E
0
K /2(1+v) 02 0 K /2(1+v)
3
(5 .109)
where K , K are shear correction factors about axes s and s . For 
2 3 2 3rectangular sections, K =K = 2/3, and circular sections, K = K =3/4.
2 3 2 3For other sections, see Ref.1. From Eqn.( 5 . 5 5 ) ,
CK J = f CB ] CC]CB ]dVt L Vt L L (5.110)
In Eqn. ( 5 . 5 6 ) ,  the stress matrix must be rearranged as a result of 
the difference between Eqns.(5.49) & (5.101). Thus, we may write
where
CK ]=/ CG] Cr]CG] dVt NL Vt
Cr] =
-Til 0 0 Ti2 0 0 13 0 0T2i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 ril 0 0 1^2 0 0 ’’13 00 ’’21 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 31 0 0 0 Tl2 0 0 H30 0 Til 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 721 0 0 0 0 0 0_0 0 3i 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
(5 .111)
(5.112)
The stress vector is
{f} = Cr , f , f ] 
11 12 13 (5 .113)
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I n  Eqn.(5 .65 )
(Q) = (3/o) i  ( 2 / 3 ) r , f  , r } (5 .114)
11 12 13
To integrate the various integrals, we note that
dVt = dy dy dy = |Jl d| dn d(
1 2 3
where |J| is the Jacobian determinant, see Eqn.(5.7). Thus, note that 
I = (L/2)(r+1),
J I dVt =/ I IJI d| d? d(Vt Vt
1= (L/2)/ [ / I |J| dv df ] dr (5.115)-1 A
where I stands for an integrand. Therefore, in beam direction, one 
can use Gauss quadrature [4 ]  and then at each Gauss point, the cross- 
section can be divided into several sub-areas, each of them being re­
presented by an appropriate point.
In the case of rectangular cross-section, not necessarily constant 
along the beam axis. Gauss quadrature can also be used when integrat­
ing over the cross-section. In this way, in Eqn.(5.98), we set,(refer 
to Fig.5.19),
Ê = (L/2)(r+1), ? = (a /2) s, ( = (b /2) t (5.116)
k k
where L is the deformed beam length, a , b are the dimensions of thek kcross-section at node k, and r,s,t are the natural or intrinsic coor­
dinates, and therefore, along their boundaries, they have the values 
of +1 or -1. An integral will now become
1 1 1/ I dVt = (L/2) J [/ [ / I (a /2)(b /2) |Jl ds ] dt ] dr Vt —1 —1 —1 k k
(5,117)
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where no summation over k. Therefore, as long as the integrand is ex­
pressed in terms of the natural coordinates, the integration can also 
be carried out over the cross-sectional area by Gauss quadrature.
Fig.5.19 Rectangular member cross-section at node k
Now, the calculation of strain and stress must be clarified. First
, the increment in the Green strain components from time t to t+At
can be found at each sampling point from the displacement increment,
i.e., the derivatives are first found from Eqn.(5.105) and then the
linear and nonlinear strains can be found. The Kirchhoff stress in-e epcrement is calculated using [C ] in Eqn. (5.109) or [C ] in Eqn. (5.
69) if the material is yielded. This stress increment is then added
to the total Cauchy stress in the last increment to obtain the total
Kirchhoff stress as shown in Eqn. (5.30). This Kirchhoff stress must
be now converted to the Cauchy stress at time t+At for use in the
next time step. This can be achieved through the use of Eqn. (5.12)
where the x and y coordinates must be now interpreted as the i icoordinates at time t and t+At respectively. We shall note that we 
still have not started a new time step. Therefore, the configuration 
at time t+At is known. To find the derivatives in Eqn.(5.12), we 
note that, from Eqn.(5.98), at time t,
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k k kx = h y  + 9 h R + # h R (5.118)i k ci k 2i k 3i
and at time t+At,
_ k _ k _ ky = h y  + 9 h R +  ^ h R (5.119)i k ci k 2i k 3i
where quantities with an over bar are those at time t+At. Therefore,
y , R are the centroidal coordinates and the rotation matrix at timeoi _ _
t, and y , R are those at time t+At. From these equations, theciderivatives can be calculated by the chain rule.
It is now possible to compare the formulation of the finite element 
method presented in this section for space frames with that of the 
beam-coluran approach in Section 4.3. In beam-column approach, we 
concentrate on the member distortions. The key point is that a 
displacement increment should not change the existing member 
distortions prior to the increment. However, the existing member 
forces can be altered (both in magnitude and direction) by such an 
increment. Therefore, member distortions are accumulative while the 
member forces are not. The stability functions, on the other hand, 
relate the total member distortions to forces. Therefore, knowing the 
total member distortions, the member forces can be calculated readily. 
These member forces are expressed in a local coord, system associated 
with the beam centroidal axis and the two principal axes of the 
cross-section prior to any distortions. This coord, system, however, 
is not defined by the stability functions. It has to be defined in an 
incremental manner. Therefore, a moving coord. system is used which 
moves and rotates along with the beam. Member forces and stiffness 
matrix are first calculated in this coord, system and then transformed
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into the global coord, system.
Now, in the finite element formulation of this section, we do not 
deal with the member forces (stress resultants) directly. We first 
calculate stresses and then stress resultants using numerical 
integration technique. However, the physical Cauchy stresses, which 
are used to calculate the stress resultants, are, in general, not 
accumulative. By introducing the rather artificial Kirchhoff stress, 
the calculation of the Cauchy stress is facilitated. Though it has 
very little physical meaning, the Kirchhoff stress possesses a very 
important property: it will remain unchanged if the element only
undergoes a rigid body motion. Therefore, corresponding to a
displacement increment, the Kirchhoff stress can be updated by adding 
the Kirchhoff stress increment directly to the current Kirchhoff 
stress. However, in order to calculate the stress resultants, a 
conversion from the Kirchhoff stress to the Cauchy stress is necessary, 
see Eqn.(5.12). As noted before, in the beam-coluran approach, the
member forces are first obtained in the local coord, system, and then 
transformed into the global coord. system. In the finite element 
formulation presented in this section, however, member forces (stress 
resultants) are directly expressed in the global coord, system. No 
coordinate transformation is needed. In fact, such coordinate 
transformation is performed at each Gauss point as the numerical 
integration proceeds. Therefore, at the end of the integration, no 
further coordinate transformation is needed. This also allows
different transformation matrices to be used at different Gauss points, 
thus a better representation of the equilibrium of the structure. For 
example, in the beam-column approach, the axial force is supposed to 
act along the axis joining the two ends of the member. In the finite
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element formulation, however, such a force, not explicitly available in 
the formulation, should act along the tangential direction of the 
deformed beam axis. This is obviously a better representation of the 
axial force because an axial force is the resultant of the axial stress 
which acts in the direction perpendicular to the cross - section. 
However, if member distortions are small, then the axial force can be 
regarded as acting along the axis joining the two ends of the member.
Apart from those differences above, it can also be stated that the 
'shape functions’ are exact in the beam-column approach. While in the 
finite element approach, the shape functions are approximate 
polynomials. In fact, when deriving the stability functions, no 
assumption is made on the shape of the beam axis. Therefore, in the 
finite element approach, polynomials of higher order must be used to 
obtain reasonable accuracy.
Computational Procedures for Each Time Step
Let us assume that at the end of a time step, the displacement 
increment is {AD}. The following are the major procedures for a new 
time step:
a) For each node, update the rotation matrix by using Eqns.(5.94) 
and (5.95) where 01, 02, 02 are directly the three rotations at the
node from the displacement increment.
b) At each sampling point, form matrix [G] as in Eqn.(5.107).
c) Various derivatives in Eqn.(5.101) can now be calculated using 
{6} =[G]{d} and strain increment can be found from Eqn.(5.15).
d) The Kirchhoff stress increment can now be calculated using matrix 
[C®] in Eqn.(5.109) or [C®Dj in Eqn.(5.69) if the material has yielded.
e) The total Kirchhoff stress at' time t+At is calculated using
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Eqn.(5.30) and then converted to the Cauchy stress using Eqns.(5. 
118), (5.119) & (5.12).
f) Using Eqns.(5.108), (5.103), (5.113) & (5.115) or (5.117), the 
right hand side of Eqn.(5.54) (the out-of-balance force) can now be 
obtained.
g) Calculate the integrals in Eqns.(5.110), (5.111) with (5.112) if 
stiffness matrices are required.
h) Check for equilibrium. If converged, apply the next load 
increment. Otherwise, the equilibrium equation is solved with the out 
of balance force, and the process is repeated.
5.7 Conclusions
A rigorous finite element nonlinear formulation has been presented, 
which is based mainly on Bathe’s work [3,32-34]. The formulation is 
valid for both geometrical and material nonlinear problems with large 
deflections and large strains. But in the present work, attention has 
been drawn into the elasto- plastic analysis of skeletal structures 
with large deflections but small strains. The incremental theory of 
plasticity has been used to describe the behaviour of the elasto-
plastic material. The isoparametric formulation has been used for the
finite element implementation. Therefore, the elements can be curved.
As far as space frames are concerned, the present formulation is 
more general and flexible than the beam-column approach. However, it 
normally requires more computer time. Therefore, the beam-column 
approach may be used in special-purpose programs dealing with
structures of straight frame members only. The finite element method,
on the other hand, may be used in general-purpose programs.
CHAPTER 6 SOLUTION ALGORITHMS FOR NONLINEAR 
EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS
6.1 Introduction
In Chapters 4 & 5, nonlinear formulations for skeletal structures 
were presented and nonlinear incremental equilibrium equations were 
derived. In this chapter, a number of available solution methods for 
these nonlinear equations will be presented. However, our attention 
will be focused on the solution strategies for passing through limit 
points. For the pre-buckling equilibrium path, the solution methods 
are well-known and can be found in many references and texts, e.g. 
references [4,35,36]. Among the popular methods are the pure 
incremental method, the Newton-Raphson (NR) method, the modified 
Newton-Raphson (MNR) method, the secant method, the first and second 
order self-correcting method [37] and etc. For details, see 
references. However, all the foregoing mentioned methods for solving 
nonlinear structural problems always fail at or near a limit point or a 
bifurcation point without modifications. At such a point, the tangent 
stiffness matrix becomes singular, and the necessary condition for 
Newton-Raphson method etc. to converge is not satisfied [38]. In 
recent years, a great deal of research has been carried out towards 
solving this problem. Various strategies have been developed. Among 
these are the simple method of suppressing the equilibrium iteration; 
the introduction of artificial springs; the displacement control 
method; the Riks/Werapner’s constant arc-length method; and the 
Bergan's method of minimizing the out-of-balance force. Among these 
methods, the Riks/Wempner’s method seems to be the most powerful one.
In this Chapter, two common problems associated with incremental/
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iterative methods will be discussed first. They are the convergence 
criteria and the automatic load incrementation procedures. Regardless 
the limit points, examples will be then followed to illustrate the for­
mulations presented in Chapter 4. A brief review is then given to 
various methods of passing through limit points. But special attention 
is to be given to the Riks/Wempner’s method and its modified forms. 
Computational procedures and numerical examples will be provided.
6.2 Convergence Criteria
A problem associated with any iterative technique is the decision as 
to whether the current iterative solution is close enough to the true 
solution without knowing the true solution. In a structural problem, 
either force or displacement or combined force- displacement criteria 
can be used. The following discussion will be valid for both force and 
displacement criteria.
Let us consider a non-dimensional vector based on displacements or
forces, defined as follows [39]:
Ar Ar Ar ArJ 1 2 i N T
{e }= [— —  , — — - , ...  , —   ...  , —— - ] (6.1)r r r r j1,ref 2,ref i,ref N,ref
where N is the total number of unknown components. An is the change in
the ith component during the iteration cycle j, ^i,ref is the reference
quantity for the ith component to be discussed in full later on.
Now, three alternative norms can be obtained to measure the error of
the current solution.
1. modified absolute norm
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1 N
I i e 11 = —  X I   I (6.2a)
1 N i=1 r i,ref
2. modified Euclidean norm
1 N ^^ i 2 1/2
II el l  = [ --------  2 (   ) ] (6.2b)2 N i=1 ri,ref3. maximum norm
"h||'e|lcQ= max I — — ■ } (6.2c)K K N  ri,ref
For convergence, the following is to be satisfied.
11 e I I < y (6.3)
-2 -6where y is a small value varying from 10 to 10 .
The modified Euclidean norm will be used in this thesis. In the 
problem under consideration, each component may have different 
dimensions. For example, in a displacement vector, the rotations and 
the translations will have different dimensions. Therefore, we must 
use different reference quantities for rotations and translations. To 
give the reference quantity for rotations, a simple way is to take the 
maximum absolute value of the rotational components of the total 
displacement vector. Similarly, for translations, we take the maximum 
absolute value of the translational components. For a force criterion, 
a similar procedure can be used. In this way, the reference quantities 
are as follows:
For translations.
For rotations.
r = Max !(Dt) I (6.4a)ref i i
r = Max 1(Dr) j (6.4b)ref i i
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where | I means ’absolute value’, (Dt)i is a translational component of 
the total displacement vector {D}, and (Dr)i is a rotational component 
of {D}.
The choice of reference quantities from the diagonals of the 
unfactorized stiffness matrix is in many cases preferred. Following 
Crisfield [40-42], for a force vector, the reference quantities are the 
square roots of the diagonal elements. For a displacement vector, they 
are the inverse of the square roots. In this thesis, the diagonals of 
the unfactorized linear elastic stiffness matrix will be used as those 
of the tangent stiffness matrix may be negative. Therefore, the 
reference quantities in this case are as follows:
For displacements, r = 1 / Ko (6.4c)i,ref iiFor forces,
r = Ko (6.4d)i,ref ii
where Koii is the ith diagonal of the unfactorized elastic small 
deflection stiffness matrix. Such a procedure may be called a scaling. 
However, the norm of the scaled iterative displacement or out-of- 
balance force vector cannot be directly used in Eqn.(6.3) because it is 
a measure of the absolute error. To give the relative error, such a 
norm may be divided by the norm of the total displacement or applied 
force (which may include reactions) vector lAich is scaled in the same 
way. In this thesis, the following alternative error norms will be 
sometimes used.
For displacement, 
For force.
I lei I = 11(a) I I / Max 11{AD} 11 (6.5a)j 1<k<i k
I lei I = l|{g} II / Max ||{aP} || (6.5b)j Kk<i k
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where {6}j is the corrective displacement vector of the jth iteration 
of the ith increment. {g}j is the out-of-balance force vector at the 
end of the jth iteration. {AD}k and {AP}k are the incremental 
displacement and applied force vector for the kth increment 
respectively. Note that they are not the total displacement or applied 
force vector. All vectors are scaled by using the reference quantities 
of Eqns.(6.4c & d)
A separate use of the force or displacement criteria may give 
problems in certain cases. For example, for a membrane problem, the 
lateral disturbance force may be small compared with the membrane 
force, but a small lateral force may cause large deflections.
Therefore, in such a case, a force criterion can hardly be used. On
the contrary, if MNR method is used and the constant stiffness matrix 
used for the iteration is very stiff, then although a displacement
criterion is satisfied, the solution may be still far away from
convergence. Therefore, a combined force and displacement criterion 
would be preferred. This can be expressed as follows:
1
I I G I I = ' (li®i! +ali®ll ) (6.5c)
C (1 + a) f d
where a is a factor, a > 0, 1 i  ^i ! and 11 e 11 are the modified
f dEuclidean norms defined in Eqn.(6.3), or alternatively, those in Eqns 
(6.5a&b), for force and displacement vectors respectively. Therefore, 
ot=0 corresponds to a force criterion and a = oo to a displacement 
criterion.
These criteria are commonly in use. Other criteria are also 
available. For example, Bergan & Clough [39] suggested to use an 
integrated norm criterion when an absolute bound on the error is
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desired. An energy criterion can also be used very effectively [3,43].
6 .3  Automatic Load Incrementation
Automatic load incrementations are important vhen the pure 
incremental method is used. Ccmpared with the constant load increment 
method, the automatic load incrementation will give a higher accuracy 
for the same number of increments, and also an error estimation of the 
solution may be made. The automatic load incrementation is, though to 
a lesser extent, also useful when an incremental / iterative procedure 
is used. This will sometimes prevent the divergence of the iteration.
T.Y.YANG [44] used a geometric series to determine the current load 
level.
j i-1X = ^ c r (6.6)i=1
where is the load level at the j th increment, c, r are two 
coefficients dependent on the curvature of the load deflection curve 
under certain error tolerance [44]. With Eqn.(6.6), the difficulty is 
the determination of the coefficients c and r.
G.R. THOMAS [45] has suggested an algorithm of automatic load 
incrementation in conjunction with the Bulirsch & Stoer's extrapolation 
method [46]. His algorithm needs more calculation and is not general.
Here an automatic load incrementation scheme suggested by P.O. 
BERGAN and T.SOREIDE will be reviewed in detail [47], and improvement 
to the method will be made.
Suppose the total displacement at load level i^ has been found. The
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displacement increment corresponding to load increment 4P is AD . The
i itangent stiffness matrix at load level i can be found, whose inverse
is denoted by f . From Fig.6.1, the distance between the tangent line i
and the true curve gives a measurement of the error caused by the li­
nearization. Let us assume that the error is a quadratic function of 
the load increment dA, that is,
2
T, = (6.7)
2where 0 is a coefficient. Now at dX , t= f - aD =0(dX )i i i i iTherefore,
10 — - - - - ( f AA — A.D )2 i i i
( AA ) i
Substituting into Eqn.(6.7), we have 
AA 2r = (---) (f AA - AD ) (6.8)AA i i i
i+ 1
D
Fig.6.1 Quadratic error estimation 
For a prescribed error tolerance r, the load increment can now be 
determined from Eqn.(6.8) as follows,
1/2
^ A - A Ai+1 i
r
f A A — ADi i i
(6.9)
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In the case of multi-degrees of freedom, some sort of norms can be
used to replace (f AA - AD ).
i i iEqn. (6.9) was originally presented in Bergan’s paper [4?]. We
note that in the formula, r is not dimensionless. Therefore, Eqn.(6.9)
is not convenient to use. To make Eqn. (6.9) dimensionless, we can
divide both the numerator and the denominator by aD . Thus,i
1/2
AX = AA i+1 i (f AX - AD )/AD i i i i
(6.10)
where t’=t /AD and can be explained as the relative error over one iincrement. From the theory of error analysis, the relative error for
the total displacement will also be t’.
The computational procedure involved can simply be as follows:
based on the total displacement at load level , the tangent stiff-
iness matrix [K] can be found. Using load increment aX {Po }, the dis- 
■_ iplacement {AD} can be found, that is, 
i
-1{AD} = [K] AX {Po} (6.11)i i
where {Po} is the basic load vector.
The norm of {AD} and that of ({AD} - {AD} ) are then found using  ^ i i iEqn.(6.2). From Eqn.(6.10), the load increment ax is determined andi+1finally the displacement increment corresponding to AX is found by  i+1scaling {aD} , as follows: i AAi+1 _
{AD} = — — {AD} (6.12)i+1 ^^i i
The Bergan's method as described above can be applied directly to 
iterative methods. However, this method often causes trouble near 
limit points or a reflection point. At these points, the stiffness
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changes either too dramatic (a limit point) or does not change (a
reflection point), leading to a too small or too large increment. An
ideal alternative is to use the arc- length as the controlling
parameter, instead of the load parameter [40,48]. In this way, the
generalized arc - length is kept constant. Although this method can be
used to both incremental and iterative methods, we shall discuss it in
conjunction with the Newton- Raphson method.
To determine the size of an increment, a prescribed arc-length, Al,
is given. For the first iteration of each increment, the displacement
correction (ADl-j and the corresponding load parameter increment, AX-j
must satisfy the following equation.
T 2 2
{AD} {AD} + (a A ) = (Al) (6.13)
f  1 1
If {AD} and A % are known, then the above equation also defines the 1 '1square of the arc-length. Let the displacement increment corresponding
to the basic load vector {Po} be {Do}, then, in Eqn,(6.13)
{AD} =a A {Do }
1 ]and Eqn.(6.13) becomes
T 2 2
C {Do} {Do} + 1 ] (aa ) = (Al)
1from which
±AlÀA = -----------— --- (6.14)1 T 1/2( 1 + {Do} {Do} )
The sign of AA-} depends on the sign of the determinant of the stiffness 
matrix. In a program, it is always convenient to determine the absolute 
value of AX'] and use the same sign as in the last increment unless the 
determinant of the stiffness matrix changes sign. In that case, the 
sign of AX'! must be the reverse of that in the last increment.
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It may be difficult to preset Al. In this case, it may be easier to 
apply a load increment for the first increment and calculate the cor­
responding arc-length. In subsequent increments, Eqn(6.l4) can be used.
The size of the arc-length Al can also vary fron increment to incre­
ment. To do this, a desired number of iterations for one increment to
converge is given, say n. The arc - length for increment i+1 can
then be given as follows:
Al = Al (n/n ) (6.15a)i+1 i i
or
1/2Al = Al (n/n ) (6.15b)i+1 i i
where n is the number of iterations required for i th increment to con- iverge. Eqn.(6,15b) is preferred to Eqn.(6.15a) as it prevents possible
A 1 /2oscillations in the increment size. Limits on (n/n^ ) may be also 
imposed to prevent too large or too small increments.
6.4 Numerical Examples
The examples presented here are to verify the formulations presented 
in Chapter 4. Examples 1 to 3 are for plane frames and 4 to 6 for 
space frames. All examples provided have no critical points. 
Therefore, the ordinary Newton-Raphson method has been used with or 
without automatic load incrementations. For all iterative processes in 
this section, the displacement criterion alone is used. The reference 
quantities are those defined in Eqns.(6.4a&b). The error tolerance is 
7=0.1%.
Before presenting various examples, we will first briefly describe
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the Martin’s pure incremental formulation [49] as it is to be used in 
the examples below for the purpose of comparison. Martin’s formulation 
was designed to operate in a pure incremental manner. Therefore, only 
the tangent stiffness matrix needs to be known, because there is no 
need to calculate the out-of-balance forces. This tangent stiffness 
matrix is the sum of the usual small deflection stiffness matrix and 
the so-called geometric or initial stress stiffness matrix (for a plane 
frame element, such a matrix was derived in Section 5.5.2, see
Eqn.5.86). The basic algorithm is as follows :
{D}o = {0}
—1{AD} = [K ] { A ? }i T i-1 i {D} = {D} + {AD}i i-1 i
where [K%]i-1 is the tangent stiffness matrix at {D}i-1, {AP}i is the 
load increment which will be constant if equal load increments are 
used.
EXAMPLE 1. A cantilever beam has been analyzed using the present 
method. Fig.6.2 shows the geometry of the beam and the load deflection 
curve. The solid line shows the result obtained by the beam-column 
approach which is in good agreement with the analytical solution by 
Bisshopp[50]. The result by Martin’s pure incremental method is shown 
in the same figure for comparison. The result by Martin’s method would 
be improved by using more elements and smaller increments. However, 
because in the Martin’s formulation, no bowing effect has been 
considered, the tensile axial force is less than the actual value. As
a result, the curve is slightly flat, inducing a slightly larger
displacement.
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EXAMPLE 2. Fig. 6.3 demonstrates the use of Bergan's automatic 
load incrementation scheme for the beam used in Example 1. For the 
same number of increments, the result given by the automatic load 
incrementation is better. We can also see that where the curve is 
sharp, the increment is smaller and where the curve is flat, the 
increment is larger.
EXAMPLE 3- Fig.6.4 shows the same beam as used in Example 1 & 2
with different loadings. The two applied forces both reach their final 
values incrementally. In this case, the NR method gives divergence at 
load level 0.5. Actually, the process converges to the fundamental 
equilibrium path. But again, the first part of the curve as shown is 
in good agreement with the analytical result. While the curve resulted 
from Martin’s method begins hardening at an early stage.
EXAMPLE 4. The cantilever beam in Fig.6.5 was analyzed using the 
plane frame program in Example 1. Here, it is again analyzed using the 
space frame program and the result is compared with the analytical 
solution[50]. The results for 20 and 50 increments show a difference 
between each other. The difference may be diminished if subincrements 
had been used when updating the rotation matrix, see Eqn.(4.24) and the 
comments below Eqn.(5.96).
EXAMPLE 5. A curved beam in Fig.6.6 was analyzed by Wen & 
Rahirazader [52] using an updated Lagrangian formulation. The result 
given by a program package was also presented in that reference for 
comparison. Fig. 6.7 shows the result of the analysis. Fig.6.8 has
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been specially designed to show the ■difference between the use of 
Eqn.(4 .23) and (4.27). Of course, the latter improves the accuracy. 
However, the difference is, in general, small.
EXAMPLE 6. A space arch frame shown in Fig.6.9 was analysed using 
an updated Langrangian formulation in Ref.52. The results from Ref.52 
and the beam-column approach are shown in Fig .6.10. They are well in 
agreement with each other.
K
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Ax=200.6
Unit N / mm
beam-column theory 
Martin’s method with aP=10kN 
analytical [50]
.2
.4 .8 1.2 1.6
Fig.6.2 Demonstration of the beam-coluran approach
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6.5 Review of Various Methods for Passing Through Limit Points
6.5.1 Suppressing Equilibrium Iterations
P.G.BERGAN [53-55] introduced a ’current stiffness parameter', Spi= 
(AAi/AAi)({AD}^  {Po}/{âD]'^ {Po}), both to adjust the increment size and 
to guide the solution procedure, where is an increment in the load 
parameter, {aD}= A^X{Po} is the ’tangential* displacement
increment, {Po}, the basic load vector and [K^ ], the tangent stiffness 
matrix. The subscripts 1 and i mean the 1st and ith increment 
respectively. The current stiffness parameter, Sp, reflects the 
structural stiffness. For example, at a limit point, Sp is equal to 
zero. It seems that this parameter is similar to the determinant of 
the tangent stiffness matrix. However, the former is superior to the 
latter in two aspects. First, the current stiffness parameter can be 
easily evaluated. In the absence of the tangent stiffness matrix, 
[K^ ], an averaged Sp over the increment may be obtained by using the 
total displacement increment, instead of the ’tangential’ displacement 
increment [65]. Second, Sp changes more dramatically than the 
determinant. This means that the current stiffness parameter has the 
effect of amplifying the changes in structural stiffness.
The method of suppressing equilibrium iterations can be best 
explained in conjunction with Fig.6.11. Towards the limit point, the 
current stiffness parameter becomes smaller and smaller. At point ’A’, 
the current stiffness parameter is smaller than a prescribed value, Sp, 
and the process is switched onto pure increments with no iterations. 
After several increments, the limit point is passed, the current 
stiffness parameter becomes negatively larger and larger and finally at 
point ’B’, the absolute value is greater than Sp. At this point, the 
iteration is restored and the process is carried out with iterations
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until ISpl becomes again smaller than Sp. As a general rule, near the 
limit point, the increments must be small to prevent drifting away from 
the true equilibrium path.
6.5.2 Artificial Spring Method
This method was first developed for frameworks by Wright and Gaylord 
[56] and later applied to arch systems by Sharifi and Popov [57]. This 
technique is based on the observation that a snap-through problem can 
be transformed into one with positive definite characteristic if 
artificial springs are properly added to the original system. 
Referring to Fig.6.12, the actual structure 1 consists of two bars.
iteration no iteration iteration
Fig.6.11 Suppressing equilibrium iterations
As the load, P, increases, the structural stiffness decreases and 
finally reaches the singular point and the iterative procedure 
diverges. To prevent the singularity of the stiffness matrix, a linear 
elastic spring is added in the loaded direction. The augmented
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structure 3 is analyzed instead of the original one. Thus, curve 3 is 
obtained. Curve 2 can be easily constructed for the spring alone. 
Finally, the difference between curve 3 and 2 gives the load deflection 
curve for the original structure.
/
Fig.6.12 Artificial spring method
The artificial spring method has been used successfully in some 
simple problems. However, it suffers many drawbacks [48]. For
example, springs must be added in all loaded directions and they are 
coupled to each other. This may destroy the band property of the 
stiffness matrix.
6.5.3 Displacement Control
First developed by Argyris [58], the method was later modified by 
several authors [59-62]. This is probably the most often used method
to avoid the singularity at the critical point. In this method, a
single displacement component is selected as the controlling parameter
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while the load parameter is taken as an independent unknown.
Following BATOZ & DHATT [61], the MNR method is employed, that is, 
the stiffness matrix is updated only at the beginning of each 
increment. The argument given by BATOZ is that it is unlikely to 
obtain exactly a singular matrix [K]. Following this argument, the 
following equations are possible,
[K] {Do } = {Po} (6.16)
[K] {aD } = {AP} (6.17)Pi i
where {Po} is the basic load vector, {Do}, the displacement vector
corresponding to the basic load vector {Po}, {ÂP} , the out-of-
ibalance force for the i th iteration, and {aD } is the correspondingP idisplacement correction.
Let the unknown adjustment in the load parameter be aa • The total
idisplacement correction for the i th iteration is then
{AD} = {AD } +AA {Do } (6.18)i Pi i
jNow the j th displacement component, D , is selected as the controll­
ing parameter. Therefore, in the first iteration, this component must
have a prescribed increment, aD , while in subsequent iterations, no 
jchange in D should take place. Therefore, for the first iteration,
J  j jAD = AD + a A Do PI 1
from which
_J J J
a A = ( AD - a D ) / Do (6.19)1 PI
and for the subsequent iterations
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0 = + aA Do *^
Pi i'
from which
J JAA = -AD / Do (6.20)i Pi
Note that, equilibrium is assumed at the beginning of the increment,
Jtherefore, the term AD in (6.19) can be considered as zero. Thus,PIEqn.(6.19) becomes
J  jAA = AD / Do (6.21)
1
In the foregoing, the subscript i means the i th iteration, and the 
superscript j means the j th component of the displacement vector. The 
displacement control method is graphically shown in Fig.6.13, where 
only the projection of the equilibrium path onto A-D^ plane is plotted. 
In the first iteration of the increment- m-1 to ra, the incremental
displacement vector is scaled so that aD'^ =aD'^. Then, assuming constant
load level, point 2' is found using MNR method. Now, the load level is 
adjusted (decreased by in this case) so that there is no change to
AD^ . Point 2 is thus found. In case of one d.o.f., point 2 should
exactly match point m. However, in case of multi-d.o.f., this will in 
general not happen. In this case, a further iteration corresponds to 
finding point 3’ by MNR method and then point 3 by adjusting the load 
level. This procedure can be repeated until convergence is obtained.
6.5.4 The Modified Riks/Wempner's Constant Arc-Length Method
The description of the method presented here follows from Raram [48j 
and Crisfield [40]. It can be considered as an extention of the 
displacement control method as described in the previous section. The
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difference between these two methods lies in the choice of the
criterion to determine the load parameter A.
Referring to Fig.6.14, to determine the increment size, A&1, a
generalized arc-length is chosen as the controlling parameter, instead 
of a single displacement component. The generalized arc-length is 
defined as the norm of the tangent vector T, (see Fig.6.14). The
criterion for the determination of ^^ 1 is that it must produce a
generalized arc-length equal to a prescribed value, 61. Thus,
J1)lit II =A1 (6.22)
J1)From Fig.6.14, vector t is as follows
J1) T
t = [ AD , aA ]
1 1
Therefore, in matrix form, equation (6.22) can be written as
T 2 2
{AD} {AD} + (AA ) = (Al) (6.23)
1 1 1
Now from equation(6.18) and let {AD } ={0}, we have
P 1
{AD} = aA {Do}
1 1
Substituting this expression into (6.23) yields
2 T 2 2
(AA ) {Do} {Do} + (aA ) = (Al)
1 1or
T 1/2AA = ± Al /( 1+{Do} {Do} ) (6.24)1
The sign of a A Gan be that in the previous load increment unless the 
1determinant of the stiffness matrix changes sign. In that case, the re­
versed sign to that in the previous increment should be used.
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To adjust the load level in the subsequent iterations, it must be
Ji)satisfied that vector t , containing the unknown load, displacement
J1)corrections must be perpendicular to vector t , that is,
_(1) _(i) _t . t =0 (6.25)
In matrix form, Eqn,(6.25) can be written as 
T
{AD} {AD} + aA AA = 0 (6.26)1 i 1 i
Substituting Eqn.(6.18) into (6.26), we have
T T
{AD} {AD } + AA ({AD} {Do} + a A ) = 0 1 Pi i 1 1
from which, note that {a d} =aa {Do},
1 1
T T
AA = - {Do} {AD } / d+{Do} {Do} ) (6.27)
i P i
From a physical point of view, Eqn.(6.25) implies that the iteration
J1)path follows a ’plane^ normal to the tangent vector t
It is a normal practice to omit the load parameter term from Eqn,
(6.26). The constraint equation thus becomes 
T{AD} {AD} = 0 (6.28a)1 i
Correspondingly, Eqn.(6.27) becomes
T T
a A = -{Do} {ad } / {Do} {Do} (6.28b)1 Pi
The arc-length Al is also adjustable, see Eqn.(6.15).
In the original work by Riks and Wempner [38,63,64], the unknown
load term is moved from the right hand-side to the left hand-side.
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giving a set of n equations with n+1 unknowns. The auxiliary equation 
or constraint equation (6.23) or (6.26) is then added to the system. 
The augmented system is then solved. The major disadvantage of this
is that the symmetry property of the system is destroyed. In the pre­
sent way, this property has been preserved.
Instead of the tangent vector T, the secant vector passing through 
the last two previously calculated points on the equilibrium path may 
be used, see Fig.6.14. With this version, it is possible to use the 
arc-length method when the exact tangent stiffness matrix at the 
beginning of the increment is not available, see Chapter 10.
Crisfield [40] suggested that instead of iterating along the ’plane’ 
one can also iterate along a ’sphere’ with a centre at m and a radius
of Al, see Fig .6.15. The use of a sphere is advantageous in the sense
that it makes the iteration more secure. However, the adoption of the
sphere leads to a quadratic equation in • Care must be taken,there-
ifore, as to which root should be used [40].
1 2'-- 7» -/ 2
2 y H3 J
m
Fig.6.13 Displacement control
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tangent directionsecant direction /A
I
m+l /
m-1
Fig.6.l4 Constant arc-length method
A
plane
sphere
Fig.6.15 Iteration follows a sphere
6.5.5 Bergan’s Method of Minimizing the Out-of-Balance Force [54,55]
In the ordinary MNR method, a load increment is applied and the load 
level is kept constant for the subsequent iterations until a new load 
increment is applied. The main idea of the method to be described is
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that at any stage, the load level must be adjusted to keep the out-of- 
balance force minimum.
Referring to Fig.6.16, let 'a* represent some previously found 
equilibrium configuration. A new load increment Rab, is applied 
corresponding to point b in the load space. Solving for the 
displacement increment, point 1 in the displacement space is found. 
Corresponding to this displacement state, the load state is represented 
by point 1 in the load space. The conventional technique recognizes 
the out-of-balance force vector R1 - Rb . With the present technique, 
however, the load level is adjusted to point b1 so that the out -of 
balance force is a minimum. The displacement correction is calculated 
using the minimized out-of-balance force and point 2 is obtained in the 
displacement space. Then the process is repeated.
Consider the case of proportional loading, the applied load is 
described by using a basic load vector, {Po}, asA{Po}. If {R} is the 
internal force vector corresponding to the current displacement field, 
the out-of-balance force is then 
{aP} = x{Po}“ {R}
The norm of {aP} is
.N 2 1/211 {aP} II = ( z (Ri-APoi) )
1
where N is the total number of degrees of freedom. To minimize the out- 
of-balance force, let
dll {AP} II   —  = 0
d’A
from which N N
X = 2 Ri Poi)/( zpoi Pol) (6.29)min 1 1
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and the corresponding out-of-balance force is
{aP} = {R} - A {Pol min min
For the case of nonproportional loading, see Refs. 54 and 55.
(6 .30)
The stiffness matrix can either be the linear elastic stiffness 
matrix or the tangent stiffness matrix or the stiffness matrix updated 
at the beginning of each increment. The method is efficient in passing 
through the limit point without any unloading criterion. Indeed, a 
very coarse stiffness matrix can be used throughout the entire
Dn
a) load space - b)displacement space
Fig.6.16 Minimization of the out-of-balance forces 
analysis. However, the procedure fails in certain cases. The problem 
is associated with convergence. If the elastic stiffness matrix is 
used throughout, then constant load increment can be used and the limit 
point could be passed with no difficulty. However, very often, at 
certain points, the procedure does not converge. Furthermore, if the 
stiffness matrix is updated at the beginning of each increment, then, 
very often, convergence will not be obtained at the limit point. This 
is simply because of the very low stiffness near the limit point so 
that a small load increment will result in a very large displacement
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increment. This will not be the case if the elastic stiffness matrix 
is used. These problems have been reported in [65] and ways to 
overcome them were also suggested. However, the efficiency of these 
suggestions is still debatable.
6.6 Constant Arc-Length Method — ■—  Examples and Comments
6.6.1 Computational Procedures and an Example
In connection with the MNR method, the computational procedures for 
the constant arc-length method as described in Section 6,4.4 can be 
presented as follows:
1. Select the basic load vector, {Po}, usually the total applied load.
2. For any increment,
a) Form the tangent stiffness matrix, [K]
b) Determine the generalized arc-length according to Eqn.(6.15b)
c) Solve Eqn.(6.16) and store {Do} for later use
d) Calculate the load increment ^^ 1 using Eqn.(6.24)
e) Check the sign of |K| to see if unloading is necessary
f) Update the load and displacement fields.
3. For any iteration,
a) Determine the out of balance force, solve Eqn.(6.17) using 
the triangularized matrix [K]
b) Calculate the load and displacement corrections using Eqns.
(6.27) and (6.18)
c) Update the load and displacement fields.
4. Use some convergence criterion. If the convergence criterion is 
not satisfied, repeat step 3. If satisfied, either terminate the 
analysis or return to step 2.
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The procedure has been used to analyze a classical snap-through 
problem. Fig.6.17 shows the load deflection curve. In the analysis, n 
is set to 3 and the first load increment is taken as 0.1. The 
convergence criterion used is the same as in Section 6,4. Fig.6.18 
shows the convergence of iterations. The number in parenthesis is the 
number of iterations for each increment.
The same problem was attempted using Bergan’s method of minimizing 
the out of balance force. Unfortunately, in the case of the elastic 
stiffness matrix being used throughout, the two limit points were 
passed happily, but the procedure failed to converge just after the 
second critical point was passed. Then a trial was made to update the 
stiffness matrix at the beginning of each increment. In this case, 
difficulty was experienced in passing through the first limit point.
The same beam with a different rise at the right hand support was 
also analyzed and the result is shown in Fig.6.19.
%
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Fig.6.17 Classical snap-through behaviour
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Fig.6.18 Convergence diagram
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Fig.b.19 Beam with higher rise
6.6.2 Automatic Determination of Increment Size
The generalized arc-length can be used as a controlling parameter to 
determine the increment size. Variable arc-lengths are preferred to 
constant ones in order to achieve a better distribution of the 
calculated points along the equilibrium path. This means that we want 
more points where the curvature is larger. For this purpose, 
Eqn.(6.15b) is in general satisfactory. An alternative to
Eqn.(6.15b)can be proposed as follows :
where
41 = 4lo a m
r 1/2
( ÂD - AD ) / AD m m  m
(6.31)
(6.32)
is a coefficient dependent on a prescribed tolerance r, Alo is the 
arc-length defined in the first increment, and Aim is that in the new
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increment. It is more reasonable to use the arc-length in the second 
increment as Alo. In that case, Alo mil be less dependent on the 
choice of the first increment size, and rather, it will be more 
dependent on the selected value of V which is the 'allowable relative 
error in one increment without iterations'. Even so, the choice of the 
size of the first increment is still important. The parameter, ta, was 
previously derived in Section 6.3, see Eqn.(6.10), which is directly 
related to the curvature of the equilibrium path. We should note that, 
in Eqn.(6.31), the new arc-length is now related to a fixed prescribed 
arc-length, Alo, not the one in the previous increment.
To illustrate the efficiency of Eqn.(6.31), results by Eqns.(6.10), 
(6.15b) & (6 .31) are ccmpared in Figs.6.21 to 26 for the beam shown in
Fig.6.17 with different rises at the right hand side. More examples 
can be found in Section 6.7 .
X tangent
Fig.6.20 Determination of a
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Fig.6.21 Result by Eqn.(6.10)
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Fig.6.22 Result by Eqn.(6.15b)
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Fig.6.23 Result by Eqn.(6.31)
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Fig.6.24 Result by Eqn.(6.10)
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Fig.6.25 Result by Eqn.(6.15ib)
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Fig.6.26 Result by Eqn.(6.31)
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6.6.3 Problem of Dimension
Because of the different dimensions used for loads and 
displacements, and even displacements themselves often have different 
dimensions (e.g. translational and rotational degrees of freedom will 
have different dimensions), the condition in Eqn.(6.26), set for the 
determination of A&i, is not unique. For example, one value of A&i 
which satisfies Eqn. (6.26) for one kind of dimension would not 
satisfy the same equation any more if different kinds of dimension are 
used. The problem is not that Eqn.(6,26) must be satisfied strictly 
and indeed other criteria could have been used. The problem is whether 
the use of Eqn.(6.26) will give worse convergence than the ordinary 
Newton-Raphson method because of the choice of dimensions, and if so, 
care must be taken when using Eqn.(6.26).
Following the concept introduced by Riks [38], that the solution of 
the equilibrium equation is the point of intersection of the 
equilibrium path with certain suitably defined hyperplane. In the 
ordinary Newton -Raphson method, such a plane is defined by the 
constant load level and therefore is perpendicular to the load 
parameter axis. If the load level is in excess of the critical load at 
a limit point, then the hyperplane has no intersection with the 
equilibrium path and therefore the procedure diverges.
To investigate the effect of choosing different dimensions, let us 
express Eqn.(6.26) in the following way.
2 T 2 Td {ADr} {ADr} + d {ADt} {ADt} 4 AÀ AA = 0 (6.33)r 1 i t  1 i 1 i
where the subscript r means ’rotational' and t means 'translational'
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and dr, dt are two dimensional factors Wiich depend on the choice of 
dimensions for rotations, translations and the load parameter, If 
the dimensions used for displacements are very small compared with that 
for the load parameter, then one can take dr=dt=0 and (6.33) leads to 
^H=0. This corresponds to the Newton-Raphson method. If the scale 
for the load parameter is small ccmpared with those for displacements, 
then in (6.33), the term can be omitted. This implies that
all the correction vector (containing the load parameter and 
displacement corrections) must be perpendicular to the displacement 
vector in the first iteration. Therefore, the hyperplane in this case 
is one parallel to the load parameter axis. At or near a limit point, 
the tangent of the equilibrium path is nearly perpendicular to the load 
parameter axis. Therefore, a plane parallel to the load parameter axis 
will have best intersection with the equilibrium path, therefore best 
convergence. From this discussion, we see that very large scale for
the load parameter should be avoided (fortunately, in practice, the
maximum value of the load parameter is often set to unity). Also, 
omitting the load parameter terra in (6.33), as many authors have done, 
will make the convergence surer near a limit point. However, we should 
notice that omitting of the term does not necessarily mean a better 
convergence elsewhere.
Assume the load parameter is small and the corresponding terra in 
(6.33) can be omitted. Then, the hyperplane will always be parallel to 
the load parameter axis regardless the different dimensions used for 
rotations and translations. Usually, rotations will have lower order 
dimension than translations in numerical terras. Therefore, in (6.33), 
translations are dominant. To make them equally important, the
displacement vector may be scaled using some reference quantities as
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discussed in Section 6.2 and 6.4.
6.7 More Examples
The arc-length method with automatic (load) incrementation schemes 
is to be applied to more examples below. The examples have been 
selected to illustrate some of the formulations presented in Chapter 5. 
In all examples, only 2-noded elements are used. Elasto-plastic 
materials are assumed in most examples. The convergence criterion used 
is the displacement criterion with reference quantities being defined 
in Eqns. (6.4a&b). The error tolerance, ?, and other parameters 
associated with appropriate schemes of automatic incrementation are 
indicated in each figure. Parameters, a, and n/n^ in Eqn.(6.31) and 
(6.15b)are limited to the range of 0.5-4.0 to prevent too large or too 
small increments.
EXAMPLE 1 The elastic large deflection analysis of a two bar truss 
is shown in Fig.6.27. Vertical and horizontal deflections for the top 
node are shown,
EXAMPLE 2 The elastic and inelastic snap-through behaviours of a two 
bar truss are shown in Fig.6.28. For the elastic case, the yield 
stress has been set to very large so that yielding does not occur. The 
inelastic behaviour shows that the bars first yielded in compression 
and later in tension.
EXAMPLE 3 The three bar truss is presented in Fig.6.29 together with
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its elastic and inelastic response for the case of o y =250 and 300 and 
no yielding respectively.
EXAMPLE 4 A little more complicated space truss is shown in Fig.6.30 
Both elastic and inelastic behaviours are investigated. In the 
inelastic case, the yielding stress is 200. Fig.6,31 shows the 
vertical deflection at node 4, downwards positive. Fig.6.32 and 33 
show the vertical and horizontal deflections at node 3.
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Fig.6.27 Elastic large deflection analysis
elastic elasto-plastic
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Fig.6.28 Elastic and inelastic snap-through of a two bar truss
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Fig.6.29 Three bar space truss
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Fig.6.30 Structural details of a four bar truss
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Fig.6.31 Vertical deflection at node 4
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Fig.6.32 Vertical deflection at node 3
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Fig.6,33 Horizontal deflection in x-dir. at node 3
6.8 Conclusions
Convergence criteria for iterative procedures were reviewed. Some 
automatic load incrementation procedures were described, in particular, 
the Bergan’s procedure and the method using the arc-length as 
controlling parameter. A minor modification was made by making the 
Bergan’s procedure dimension- independent. Using the ordinary NR 
method, examples were provided to verify the formulations presented 
early in Chapter 4. Comparisons were made with other formulations and 
reference sources. It was also shown that the automatic load
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incrementation improves the accuracy for the same number of increments.
Various strategies for passing through limit points were then 
reviewed, and the Riks/Werapner's arc-length method and its modified 
forms were described in detail. A new scheme was proposed to determine 
the increment size automatically, which results in a better 
distribution of the calculated points for a snap-through type 
equilibrium path. It was shown that, regarding convergence, the 
arc-length method is always safer than the ordinary NR or MNR method at 
or near a limit point. But this is not necessarily true elsewhere. 
For example, if the load parameter term is neglected, then in regions 
where the equilibrium path is nearly parallel to the load parameter 
axis, the arc-length method may give worse convergence. Suggestions 
were made that scaling factors be used for quantities with different 
dimensions.
CHAPTER 7 ACCELERATING THE CONVERGENCE OF ITERATIVE 
SOLUTION PROCEDURES
7.1 Introduction
To solve a set of nonlinear equilibrium equations, an iterative or
incremental/iterative method is in general required for both accuracy
and computational efficiency. This was dealt with in the previous
chapter. With an iterative solution method, such as the NR or MNR
method, two problems are of great concern, namely, the convergence and 
the speed of convergence. In problems of solid mechanics, convergence 
becomes a problem with the ordinary NR or MNR method at least Wien a 
limit or a bifurcation point occurs. This problem has been largely 
tackled in the last chapter through the introduction of the arc-length 
method. In this chapter, it is intended to study the various 
techniques to speed up the convergence of iterative solution 
procedures.
In the mathematical programming literature, accelerations have been 
long studied [10,66]. Only in recent years, however, are accelerations 
becoming more and more popular in the field of nonlinear structural 
analysis [43,67-74]. Such acceleration techniques not only speed up 
the convergence, but also prevent divergences in some cases [68].
In this chapter, some of the acceleration methods commonly used in 
the nonlinear structural analysis will be reviewed. The first two
methods to be introduced, namely, the Aitken’s 6 ^  process [75-78] and
the a-constant stiffness method [74], use separate overstep values for
individual components of the iterative vector. Such methods are
sometimes numerically unstable. Therefore, methods using a single
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’step-length’ for all components are preferred partly due to their 
numerical stability. Methods falling into this class are, among the 
others, the line search (LS) technique, the conjugate gradient (CG) 
acceleration, the conjugate- Newton (CN) method and the secant- Newton 
(SN) method. These will be presented in Sections 7.3 to 7.5.
7.2 Methods Using Separate Overstep Values
pIn this section, we will first present the Aitken’s 8 process and 
then the a-constant stiffness method. These two methods use separate
overstep values, in contrast to the methods to be presented in Sections
7.3 to 5 which use a single overstep value for all components.
Numerical examples in Chapter 9 show that methods using separate
overstep values are sometimes numerically unstable and in general less 
efficient than those using a single one. However, if certain limits 
are used to bound the overstep values, then almost in all cases, the 
results with acceleration are still better than those without.
7.2,1 Aitken’s Process
This process was first derived for functions of a single variable by 
Thiele and applied to problems involving multi-d.o.f. by Aitken 
without accounting the interdependence of the variables [75]. Assume 
f(x) is a function of the single variable x and the root of the 
equation f(x)=p is s. Furthermore, we assume, for sufficiently large 
n,
~ s -f- oq" (7.1)
where x^  is the approximation to s in the n th iteration and c, q are 
two constants. Now, consider three consecutive equations of Eqn.(7.1),
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and assume the equality holds. This yields,
X = s + cqk
k
X = s + cqk^l
k+1
X = s +
k+2Eliminating c and q from the above equations, we have,2(x - s) = (x - s)(x - s)k-fl k k+2from which 2 2 (x - X ) (x - X )a % X —...... ........ % X — ( 7 • 2 )
k X - 2x + X k+2 X - 2x + x ' k+2 k+1 k k+2 k+1 k
Eqn.(7*2) has been derived for problems of a single d.o.f. only.
In case of multi- d.o.f., Eqn.(7.2) can be applied independently to
each component of the iterative vector.
Using Eqn.(7.2), a sequence of better estimations to s, xj ,x^  ,
   can be obtained from a sequence x^ fXg,..., obtained without
acceleration [78]. However, a simpler and more effective way of using
Eqn.(7.2) is as follows. From a known approximation, Xq , carry out two
iterations without acceleration and then apply Eqn.(7.2) to find the
better approximation. Using this approximation as Xq-, the process can
be repeated. This process is called the Aitken- Steffenson iteration
[78].
Due to the unstable nature of the method, it is necessary to impose
some bounds on the overstep values. To do so, Eqn.(7.2) can be
rewritten as
s = X + a (x - X  ) (7 .3)k+2 k+2 k+1
where, x - xa = - -- ^±2™jS±l__ (7.4)
X - 2x + Xk+2 k+1 k
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Then the following can be used.
a < a < a (7.5)L U
where and ay are the lower and upper bounds respectively.
pThe Aitken’s S process can be modified to one with a single 
overstep value by using a ’weight vector’ [78]. We shall not persuade 
further as more powerful methods are available, see Sections 7.3 to 5.
7.2.2 The a-Constant Stiffness Method
The à-constant stiffness method was derived in Ref.74 in conjunction 
with the MNR method. Assume [Ka] and [Kt] are the approximate and 
tangent stiffness matrix respectively. From a known displacement 
the MNR method gives a new estimation as {D}^ ={D}^   ^ +
»{D} where
» -1{D} = [Ka] {AP} (7.6)
where (a P) is the out-of-balance force vector at {D}.' . Now, we assumek”1
an accelerated displacement correction given by
{AD} = [a] {D} (7,7)
where [«] is an unknown diagonal matrix. Furthermore, we imagine that 
{a d} had been obtained from the NR method. That is, it satisfies
{AP} = [Kt]{AD} = [Kt][»]{D} (7.8)
— 1Premultiplying both sides of Eqn.(7.8) by [Ka] gives 
* - 1 *{D} = [Ka] [Kt][cv]{D}
» - 1 *= [*]{D} - [Ka] ([Ka] - [Kt])[*]{D}
Now in the 2nd term, we replace [a] by [»o], which is known from the
last iteration, and let
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Then we have,
  “1 &
[àD] = [Ka] ([Ka]-[Kt])[«o]{D}
{D} = {a d } - {AD}
(7 . 9 )
From Wiich, the accelerated displacement correction is
» _{AD} = {D} -f {AD} (7.10)
and the matrix [a] for the next iteration can be determined as follows:
i i *i _i *i
« = aD / D = 1 + AD / D (7.11)
i iwhere « is the i th diagonal of and AD is the i th component of
{AD} etc.
A further simplification to the method is possible. To do so, we
assume, in addition to Eqn.(7.6),
{AD’} = L«o]{D} (7.12)
Thus, Eqn.(7.9) becomes  —1
{AD} = {AD'} - [Ka] [Kt]{AD'} (7.13)
Substituting Eqn.(7.13) into (7.10) and using Eqn.(7.6), we get
# "1 {AD} = {D} + {AD'} - [Ka] [Kt]{AD’}
—  1
= {AD'} + [Ka] ({AP} - [Kt]{AD'})
Let {AP'} be the out-of-balance force vector at {D} + {AD’}. We may
k—1then write approximately
[Kt]{AD'} = {AP} - {AP'} (7.14)
The relationship of Eqn. (7.14) is 
schematically shown in Fig.7.1 for 
ID case. Eqn.(7.14) holds exactly 
for linear systems in which [Kt] 
is constant. If Eqn(7.l4) is true,
then the following can be obtained. Fig.7.1
Ka
M /
D
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{ A D } = {AD'} + {AD"} (7.15)
where
—1{AD"}= [Ka] {AP'} (7.16)
In this way, the «-constant stiffness method may be described as 
follows: from {D}^ _], apply one MNR iteration, Eqn.(7.6). Then, apply
an acceleration using [®o] fron the previous iteration, see Eqn.(7.12). 
Update the displacement vector and carry out another MNR iteration, see 
Eqn.(7.16). Then, calculate the total displacement correction for the 
iteration from Eqn.(7.15) and thus matrix [«] from Eqn.(7.11) for the 
next iteration.
pFinally, as in the Aitken's 5 process, limits on each element of 
[Of] are necessary to prevent too small or too large overstep values, 
see Eqn.(7.5).
7.3 Line Searches
The LS technique is fundamental to a class of iterative and 
acceleration methods, such as the steepest descent method [9,66], the 
CG method [8-10], etc. To other iterative methods, such as, the NR or 
MNR method, the BFGS (Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfard-Shanno) method [3], the 
LS technique can significantly improve their iterative performances 
[68,79]. The LS technique itself can be used as a means of 
acceleration.
Let(g({D}) be the potential energy of a structural system where {D} 
is the displacement vector. For a given displacement {D}i-1 and a
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corrective displacement {p}i-1, the displacement may be updated using
{D} = {D} + a {p} (7.17)i i-1 i i-1
where a is an unknown parameter which can be called a 'step-length' i
[68]. The vector {p} in Eqn. (7.17) is usually called a 'searchi-1direction. If we substitute Eqn.(7.17) into g for {D} and fix vectors
{D} and {p} , then will become a function of variable a only.i—1 i—1 iNow, a LS can be defined as a procedure to determine the step-length a
iso that ^ is a local minimum. That is,
a minimizes ^  (7.18)i
7.3.1 Line Searches for Linear Systems
For a linear system, ^ is quadratic,
T T® = (1/2) {D} [K]{D} - {D} {P} (7.19)
We define the gradient of ^  as
{g} = d^{D} = [K]{D} - {P} (7.20)
which, in magnitude, equals the out-of-balance fore. To satisfy Eqn.
(7 .18), it is necessary that
d^/da = 0ifrom which, also note Eqn.(7.17),
dg)/ da = (dÿd{Dl )(d{D} /da ) = {g} {p} = 0
i i i i i i-1where
{g} = [K]{D}.- {P}
= {g} + a [K]{p}i-1 i i-1
Thus, T
{p} ({g} + a [K]{p} ) = 0i-1 i-1 i i-1from which.
T Ta = - {p} {g} / {p} [K]{pl (7.21)i i—1 i—1 i—1 i—1
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Therefore, for linear systems, LSs (line searches) can be performed 
exactly.
7 .3 .2  Line Searches for Nonlinear Systems 
In this case, we need to satisfy,
Ts = {g} {p} = 0 (7.22)i i i-1
But now, there is no explicit expression for a . Eqn. (7.22) can be
isolved iteratively. We thus first need a convergence criterion. We let
Ts = s (a =0) = {g} {p} (7.23)0 i i i— 1 i— 1
where {g} is the gradient at {D} . Eqn.(7.22) can now be replacedi-1 i-1
by
Is (a )) < f Is I (7.24)i i 0
where f specifies the tolerance. A small f indicates a tight line 
search while a larger one indicates a slack line search. In this work, 
Eqn.(7 .22) will be solved using the secant method with interpolations 
or extrapolations between two approriate points. The aim of such 
interpolations (extrapolations) is to predict the next step-length aj+1 
(we drop the subscript i and use j to indicate an iteration) from the 
sequence ag,Sq, ..., aj,Sj. Thus, we define 
s_ = Max of all negative s
s+ = Min of all positive s } (7.25)
and s__ = 8+ if all s are of the same sign.
Let a__ and a^ be the corresponding step-lengths to s_ and s^ . We then
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have, (refer to Figs.7.2-4) 
if s s < 0 a
j j+1
if s s < 0 a
j j+1
if s = s & s s >0 a
j j+1
a + s (a__ - a ) / (s - s_) 
j j j j (7.26a)
a^ + s^ (a - a^ ) / (s^  - s ) 
j j
(s a - s a) / (s - 8 ) 
j j j
(7.26b)
(7.26c)
a_3w/ !
s
sp
a a
r i
Fig.7.2 s s_ < 0 
j
Eqn.(7.26c) involves extrapolation, 
which can be dangerous. Hence, 
a bound (say 10) on the calculated 
step-length may be used.
Other techniques to perform a LS 
are also available [67,68,71,80]. 
In particular. Irons et al have in­
troduced, in connection with the 
conjugate-Newton, a very accurate 
LS procedure [71].
Fig.7.3 s s^ < 0
a_ J/ j^+1 a1 1 /  
'
Fig.7.4 s = s.
7.3 .3  Introducing Line Searches into the Arc-Length Method
The arc-length method as introduced in Chapter 6 is very powerful in
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passing through limit points. It also improves the performance of the 
basic NR or MNR method. Crisfield [67-70] has shown that accelerations 
combined with the arc-length method can further improve the iterative 
performances of the NR or MNR method. This also makes it possible to 
accelerate an iterative procedure even in the unstable region. A 
sophisticated iterative procedure has been developed by Crisfield,
which combines the LS technique and the arc-length method of his
version, ie, using a spherical constraint. Here, however, we shall 
adopt an easier procedure.
Using the linear constraint equation for the arc-length method, 
Eqns(6.28a), (6.28b) and (6.18) are rewritten as follows:
T{AD} {a d} = 0 (7.27)1 iT TAA = » {Do} {aD } / {Do} {Do} (7.28)i Pi
{a d } = {aD } + aa {Do} (7.29)i Pi i
Eqn.(7.27) can be understood as the displacement correction vector 
in the i th iteration being orthogonal to the tangential displacement
vector at the beginning of the increment. Now, the LS can be performed
after the modified displacement correction has been found from 
Eqn.(7.29). We are fortunate that such a LS does not alter the 
condition established in Eqn.(7.27). That is, the new modified 
displacement correction vector after the application of the 
acceleration still satisfies Eqn.(7.27). This is because the new 
displacement correction is merely a scalar (the step-length) times the 
old one. Therefore, with Eqn.(7.27), a LS can be directly carried out 
after the load level has been adjusted to satisfy Eqn.(7.27) for an
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iteration. When carrying out the LS, the load level is kept constant.
7.4 Conjugate Gradient Acceleration
The basic CG method was originally developed for solving linear 
systems [8], Because of its finite termination property, the CG method 
attracted much attention in the early days. However, the method has
not been widely used for solving a set of linear equations. Rather, it
is nowadays used as an acceleration method for iterative procedures. 
In this section, the basic CG method is first presented. A matrix
preconditioning procedure is then described, followed by the CG
acceleration, as usually adopted in the mathematical field. The more 
familiar CG acceleration in the structural analysis is then derived.
7.4.1 The Basic Conjugate Gradient Method
Consider the linear system of Eqn.(7.19) with the gradient of
(7.20). The search direction {p},i (subcript i-1 is here changed to i) 
in Eqn. (7.17) was left undefined. Now, the CG method prepares the 
search directions for the line searches of Eqns.(7.17) and (7.18) in
such a way that the initial search direction is the residual (or
gradient) itself. A subsequent search direction is determined from the 
sum of the current residual and the previous search direction
multiplied by a scalar b^ ,^ ie.,
{p} = {g} + b {pii i i i-1
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The scalar is so determined that the current search direction is K- 
orthogonal to the previous search direction. That is,
T
{p} [K]{p} = 0i-1 ifrom which
T Tb = -{g} [K]{p} / {p} [K]{p}i i i-1 i—1 i-1
Therefore, from the discussions in Section 7.3 and above, the algorithm
for the CG method can be given as follows.
{Do} = {0} or arbitrary (7.30a)
{p}o = {g}o = -{P} (7.30b)
{D} = {D} + a {p} i+1 i i i T T
(7.30c)
a = -{p} {g} / {p} [K]{p} i i i i i (7.30d)
{g} = [K]{D} - {?} i+1 i+1 (7.30e)
{p} = {g} + b {p} i+1 i+1 i iT T
(7.30f)
b = -{g} [K]{p} / {p} [K]{p} (7.30g)i i+1 i i i
Eqns(7.30c & d) represent a line search and (7.30e & f) are to
generate the next search direction. It may be of interest to note that
as the method proceeds, a sequence of residuals, {g}0,{g}1, ...., will
be generated and it can be shown that [8l]
T{g} {g} =0 for i $ j (7.31)
i j
It is this property that leads to the finite termination property of 
the method. From a structural point of view, in each iteration, the 
structure is made equilibrium in one direction and the subsequent
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iterations will not destroy the equilibrium established in all previous 
directions (because of orthogonality). Now, the maximum number of 
orthogonal directions is N for an N-dimensional system. Therefore, the 
N th residual must be zero (i counts from 0 in {g}^ ).
7.4 .2  Preconditioning
If an iterative method is applied to the linear system
[K]{D} = {P} (7.32)
then the number of iterations required will be in general proportional 
to some power of the spectral condition number, which is defined as the 
ratio of the maximum and the minimum eigenvalue of [K] [10]. A
preconditioning aims to transform Eqn.(7.32) into a related system
[K]{D) = {P} (7.33)
which may have a smaller condition number, and thus the number of 
iterations may be reduced. One preconditioning procedure uses a block 
diagonal matrix [D] of [K], Thus, premultiplying both sides of Eqn,
(7.32) by [D] gives,
—1 =1 
[D] [K]{D} = [D] {P} (7.34)
The coefficient matrix in Eqn.(7 .34) may not be symmetrical. Now, we
chose a non-singular matrix [W] and let
—1 —1[K] = [W][D] [K][W] (7 .35)
{D} = [W]{D] (7 .36)
and {P} = [W][D] {P} (7.37)
With these matrices, Eqn.(7.33) is said to be a preconditioned system 
of Eqn. (7 .32). It can be shown that [K] is symmetrical positive
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definite if [W] is chosen as follows [10];
T
[W][W] = [D] (7.38)
7 .4 .3  The Conjugate Gradient Acceleration
We now apply the CG method to the preconditioned system of Eqn.
(7.33). This is called the CG acceleration. Therefore, we only need
to put ''’s above the various quantities in Eqn.(7.30) to obtain the CG
acceleration procedure. However, in structural analysis, it is possible
and convenient not to perform the preconditioning explicitly. Thus, we
present the following equivalent procedures.
{D}o = {0} or arbitrary (7.39a)
{p}o = {D}o (7.39b)
{D} = {D} 4. a {p} (7.39c)i+1 i i i T Ta = -{p} {g} / {pi [K]{p} (7.39d)i i i i i
{g} = [K]{D} - {P} (7.39e)i+1 i+1
{p} = {D} + b {p} (7.39f)i+1 i+1 i i
* T Tb = -{D} [K]{p] / {p} [K]{p] (7.39g)i i+1 i i iwhere,
”1{D} = -[D] {g} (7.40a)i+1 i+1* ”1 “1{D} = -[D] {g} = [D] {P} (7.40b)o o
It can be seen that the differece between Eqn.(7.30) and (7.39) lies in 
the choice of the search direction. In Eqn.(7.30), such a direction is 
obtained from the gradient (7.30f), the first search direction being 
the applied load itself. But in Eqn.(7.39), the search direction is
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now obtained from Eqns.(7.39f & 40). Eqn.(7.40) is recognized as the
standard MNR iteration with [D] being the iteration matrix. Therefore,
the CG acceleration in fact combines the basic CG method and the MNR
method. Of cousre, the search direction obtained from a MNR iteration
should be better than the one from the gradient. This is the basic
idea of the conjugate-Newton method [71], see also Section 7.5.
Eqn.(7.39) can be derived as follows. Bearing Eqn.(7.33) in mind,
for a search direction {p}i, the displacement increment is now
{ad} = a {p} i i i
Instead of adding {AD} to {D} , we aim to find the corresponding {AD}i i iand add it to {D} so that we can operate on Eqn.(7.32). From Eqn. i(7.36), we can write,
-1 ^  -1 {AD} = [W] {AD} = â [W] {p}i i i iIf we let the new search direction be
-1 ^{p} = [W] {p}
i 1 .and the step-length  ^ j (7.41)a = a i i
then, we can use {p} and a to update displacement {D}, directly,
i i _without the convertion from {AD} to {aD} , ie,i i
{D} = {D} + a {p}i+1 i i i
This is identical to Eqn.(7.39c). To derive a , we first note that, seeiEqns.(7.35) to (7.37),
{g} = [K]{D} - {?}
—  1 — 1
= [W][D] [K][W] [W]{D} - [W][D] {P}
—  1 —1= [WJ[D] (LK]{D}-{P)) = [W][D] (g)
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From Eqn.(7.30d) and (7.41)
T  ^T ^
a = a = -{p} {g} / {p} [K]{p} i i i l l  iT T -1 T T -1 -1= -{p} CW] [W][D] {g} / {p} [W] [W][D] [K][W] CW]{p}i l l  1
on simplification, which gives Eqn.(7.39d). In fact, this must be so
because a is determined by a line search. Now, from Eqn.(7-30f), the isearch direction is
/V -1 « «{p} = [W] {p} = [W] ({g} + b {p} )i+1 i+1 i+1 i i
-1 —1 /V= [W] ( [W][D] {g} + b [W]{p} )
i i i
-1 *= [D] {g} + b {p} = -{D} + b {p}i+1 i i i+1 i i*
where {D} is as given in Eqn.(7.40). The above is the same as Eqn. i+1
(7-39f) if we set b = b and note the fact that {p} only serves as ai idirection, and thus, it doesn't matter if we change its sign. Eqn. 
(7.39g) can be derived in a similar way. Eqns. (7.30a & b) are obvious. 
Finally, the CG acceleration presented here can be regarded as a 
special case of the conjugate- Newton method to be presented in the 
following section for nonlinear problems.
7.5 Conjugate-Newton and Secant-Newton
7.5.1 The Conjugate-Newton Method
The CN method is very much similar to the CG acceleration as 
presented in the last section, in which, they both combine the basic CG 
method and the MNR method. But with the CN method, we also include the 
nonlinear systems. For nonlinear systems, line searches cannot be
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performed exactly. Furthermore, the tangent stiffness matrix is no 
longer constant. Nevertheless, the basic algorithms are still similar 
to Eqn.(39). Therefore, for a particular (load) increment,
{D} = the converged displacement vector in theo previous (load) increment (7.42a)
{p} = {D} (7.42b)O 0
{D} = {D} + a {p} (7.42c)i+1 i i i
a minimizes ^ i (7.42d)
{g} = -{AP} (7.42e)i+1 i+1
{p} = {D} + b {p} (7.42f)i+1 i+1
where
« T Tb = -{D} [K ]{p} / {p} [K ]{p} i i+1 t i i t :
* - 1  {D} = -[Ka] {g}
i+1 i+1
(7.42g)
(7.43)
where [Ka] is the tangent stiffness matrix at the beginning of the 
increment, [Kt] is the tangent stiffness matrix at the current 
configuration and {AP}i+1 is the out-of- balance force at {D}i+1. 
Eqn.(7.42d) stands for a line search. The procedure described in 
Section 7*3.2 can be used. In Ref.71, a very accurate line search 
procedure was described, which calculates five residuals for five 
preset values of the step-length. Then the step-length is determined 
from the inverse interpolation.
It is possible to introduce the CN acceleration into the arc-length 
method. In this case, the search direction must also satisfy the 
constraint equation (7.27). Therefore, let the search direction be 
expressed as
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*
{p} = ID} + AX {Do} + b {p} (7.44)i+1 i+1 i i i
-1where {Do}= [Ka] {Po}. If constraint equation (7.27) is used, then
{p} must satisfy i+1 T{Do} {p} = 0 (7.45a)i+1T{p} [K ]{p} = 0 (7.45b)i t i+1Tfrom which, (note that {Do} {p} =0),
iT # TdX = -{Do} {D} / {Do} {Do} (7.46a)i i+1
T s T Tb = -({p} [K ]{D} + AX {p} [K ]{Do}) / {p} [K ]{p} (7.46b)i i t  i+1 l i t  i t  i
When evaluating b three vectors of the form [Kt]{D} are required.
These can be calculated simultaneously at the element level. Thus, for
an element, the element stiffness matrix is obtained. Then the nodal
element displacement vectors (three of them) are obtained and the
corresponding 'element force’ vectors are calculated. Finally, the
element forces are assembled to give the desired ’resistance force’
vectors.
7.4.2 Secant-Newton Method
As an alternative to NR or MNR methods for solving non-linear 
systems, a class of methods known as matrix updating or quasi- Newton 
or variable metric methods have been developed, which involve updating 
the coefficient matrix (or rather its inverse) to provide a secant 
approximation to the tangent matrix. From the early discussion in
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Section 7.2., Eqn.(7.14) holds exactly for linear systems, and 
approximately for nonlinear systems. Now, in the variable metric 
method, the new approximate tangent stiffness matrix, [Kt], is required 
to resemble the true one, [Kt], in that it should also satisfy 
Eqn,(7.14), ie,
where,
[ y ]  = [K ] {AD} i t i i
[ r ]  = {AP} - {AP}• i i i-1
(7.47)
Consequently, the method is based on a 
a secant relationship. One of the 
simplest and most successful updating 
formula satisfying Eqn.(7.47) is [82]
Kt
APi
D
[K ] = [K ] +
T T{glfCgîi {r}j_{7}^
Fig.7.5 The secant relat­ionship of (7.47) for ID case
t i+1 t i {AD}^{g} {AD}^{T}i i i i (7.-48)
The CN method combines the CG method with the MNR method, Mow, the idea
of the SN is to combine the variable metric method with the MNR method
[6 7,68]. A number of versions of the method have been proposed and
studied [67,68,70,84]. But here, we shall present the double parameter
version as follows:
{AD} = A {D} + B {AD} (7.49)i i i i i-1
where the acceleration factors are given as follows:
T TA = -{AD} {g} / {AD} ({g} -{g} )i i-1 i— 1 i—1 i i—1 (7.50a)
* T TB = A [ 1 - {D} ({g} -{g} ) / {AD} ({g} -{g} )]- 1i i i i i-1 i-1 i i-1 (7.50b)
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awhere, {D} is given in Eqn. (7.43) and is therefore the iterative icorrection of the unaccelerated MNR method. If we omit the second term 
in Eqn.(7.49), then we obtain the single parameter version.
A procedure with a mixture of the acceleration shceme of Eqn.(7.49), 
the line search procedure of Section 7.3.2 and the arc-length method 
with the constraint equation (7.27), can be given as follows. For a 
typical iteration,
1. Calculate {D} using the MNR method.i2. Calculate A & B from Eqn.(7.50), and {AD} from (7.49).i i i3. Adjust the load level using Eqn.(7.28) with {AD } being
P ireplaced by {aD}i4. Perform a line search with the search direction of
{p} = {AD} + a X {Do} to determine the step-length a . 
i i i i5. Update the displacement as {D} ={D} + a {p} .i+1 i i i
If the arc-length method is used, then after step 3, the gradient {g}
i({g} for the next iteration) is adjusted according to the new load i-1 level.
7.6 Examples
In this section, we will demonstrate some features of the 
acceleration methods presented in the previous sections of this 
chapter. Two small examples will be used. But only the LS technique 
and the SN method, combined with the arc-length method, will be 
studied. Comparisons will be made for the following four schemes:
1. MNR 2. MNR+LS 3. MNR+SN1 4. MNR+SN1+LS
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where SN1 means the single parameter secant-Newton method. In case of 
the arc-length method being used, MNR in the above is replaced by the 
arc-length method. These schemes will be further studied in Chapter 10
in connection with a new iterative method for the geometrical nonlinear
analysis of space frames.
The Aitken’s 8.2 process, the ©-constant stiffness method and the CG 
acceleration will be studied in Chapter 9 in connection with an 
iterative method for the linear analysis of space frames. The CN 
method has not been implemented in this thesis.
The combined force and displacement criterion will be used in the 
examples by setting a =1 in Eqn.(6.5c). The reference quantities are 
those in Eqn. (6.4c & d). The equivalent norms of Eqn. (6.5a & b) will 
be used. The error tolerance y in Eqn.(6.3) is set to 0.1%. The 
number of iterations for each line search is limited to 4.
The first example is 
shown in Fig. 7.6 toge­
ther with its load de­
flection curve for the 
vectical deflection at 
the right end. This 
example involves no 
limit points. Thus, 8 
equal load increments 
have been used as in­
dicated in Fig.7 .6. The 10 20 30
arc - length method is Fig.7.6 Example involving no limit points
4kN,8
5 elements
iH
E=20000G 
A=1200
1=1670000Unit N/mm
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Table 7.1 Iterative performances for the example shown in Fig.7.6 with MNR
scheme 1 2 (f=0.4) 3 4 (f=0.4)inc.1 6 6(0)* 4 4(0)2 6 6(0) 5 5(0) 1
3 8 8(0) 6 6(0) i4 10 7(1) 8 8(0) I5 23 9(4) 9 9(4) 16 19 6(3) 8 6(4) 17 9 5(2) 6 5(1)8 7 7(0) 5 4(0) ITotal 88 54(10) 51 47(8)
* I(J) = No. of iterations (No. of extra residual calculations) I
omitted here. The iterative performances are detailed in Table 7.1.
An attempt was made using 7 equal load increments. The 
unaccelerated MNR method did not converge within 50 iterations for the 
5 th increment. All other schemes still gave very rapid convergence. 
With a line search tolerance of f=0.8, line searches were not 
activated.
The beam in the second example is the same as that in Fig.7.6, 
except that the rise at the right hand side is now increased from 20mm 
to 40mm so that the beam snaps through. The arc-length method must now 
be used to trace the post-buckling path. In order to make a fair 
comparison, a sample run was first made using the unaccelerated 
arc-length method with n =12 in Eqn.(6.15b) and an initial load 
(parameter) increment of 0.4. The number of iterations required for 
each increment is kept back and later used in other schemes to 
determine the initial arc-length from Eqn.(6.15b). If constraint 
equation (7.27) is used, then whether accelerated or not, all four 
schemes should converge to the same root (within the specified error 
tolerance) for the same tangent direction and the same initial 
arc-length. Therefore, if the values of n^ u^sed in Eqn.(6.15b)are the
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same (of course, n and the first load increment must be the same too), 
then, all four schemes will converge to the same points. Indeed, this
has been observed in the example 
arc-length method gives the final 
converged load 
level of 1.031 and the 
vertical displacement 
of 63.18mm (point 8 in 
Fig.7 .7 ). The corres­
ponding figures from 
the arc-length method 
accelerated by the LS 
are respectively 1.028 
and 63.17 mm. The 
iterative performances 
for this example are 
detailed in Table 7.2.
For example, the unaccelerated
1 .
.8
.6
.4
.2
Fig.7 .7 Example involving limit points
Table 7.2 Iterative performances for the example in Fig.7.7 with arc-length method
schemeInc. 1 2(f=0.1) 2(f=0.2) 3 4(f=0.1) 4(f=0.2)1 5 5(1) 5(0) 5 5(0) 5(0)2 6 5(1) 6(0) 5 5(0) 5(0)
3 8 8(0) 8(0) 8 8(0) 8(0)4 8 7(2) 7(1) 7 7(1) 7(0)5 8 7(2) 7(2) 7 7(2) 7(1)6 9 7(3) 7(2) 7 7(3) 7(1)7 7 5(2) 5(1) 6 5(2) 6(0)8 7 6(4) 5(1) 6 5(3) 6(0)
Total 58 50(15) 50(7) 51 49(11) 51(2)
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With a line search tolerance of f=0,4, line searches were not 
activated.
It may be unreliable to draw any general conclusions from these 
small examples. However, the following comments may be worthwhile. In 
general, both acceleration methods improve the iterative performances 
over the MNR method, and to a less extend, the arc-length method. In 
both examples, the SN method (single parameter) without LS gave the 
best performances. Regarding LSs, very tight LSs are wasteful (see 
columns 3 & 4 of Table 7.2). Slack LSs may virtually give no
acceleration. It seems that the optimal LS tolerance is problem- 
dependent. Even in the same problem, it may vary with (probably) the 
curvature of the equilibrium path. It was also observed that the LS 
always starts * uphill* if the arc-length method is used. That is, the 
value of Sq in Eqn.(7.23) is always negative. A comment regarding the 
reason can be found in Ref.68.
7.7 Conclusions
Various acceleration methods have been reviewed and commented on. 
The LS technique and the SN method using a single parameter has been 
combined with the arc-length method so that accelerations are also 
possible within the unstable region of the equilibrium path. Two 
numerical examples were described in detail. The LS and SN accele­
ration were compared with the basic MNR method and the arc-length 
method. It seems that the SN method alone gives the best performance. 
It is observed that the optimal LS tolerance is problem- dependent. It 
may be of interest to determine this tolerance in an automatic manner.
CHAPTER 8 DIRECT/ITERATIVE SOLUTION PROCEDURES 
IN STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
8.1 Introduction
This chapter serves as an introduction to the direct/iterative 
methods to be investigated in Chapters 9 and 10. Here, the word 
*direct/iterative* implies that the methods will involve direct (eg. 
the Gauss factorization) and iterative solution procedures. An example 
of such direct/iterative procedures in structural analysis is the 
well-known secondary stress analysis technique for fully triangulated 
plane frames [85-87]. In this technique, translations (associated with 
primary stresses) are in fact obtained through a direct solution of the 
corresponding truss (by replacing rigid joints by pin-joints). The 
rotations (associated with secondary stresses) are obtained through an 
iterative procedure, namely, the moment distributions.
The idea of using such direct/iterative procedures in the structural 
analysis is, of course, not new. Various techniques have been already 
in existence. In particular, the Rashid’s approach for 3-dimensional 
stress analysis [67,88,89], and those procedures using the local-global 
modes [67,90,91], the coarse/fine mesh idealization [92] and the 
hierarchical polynomial elements [93].
Mathematically, these direct/iterative procedures may be related to 
the Jacobi method [10]. Therefore, many properties of the Jacobi 
method, such as the property of convergence, will be equally valid to 
the direct/iterative procedures here.
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8.2 Mathematical Treatment
In structural analysis, it is generally required to solve a set 
of linear or nonlinear (precisely, linearized incremental) equilibrium 
equations. This set of equations may be expressed in a typical form as 
follows :
[K]{D} = {P} (8.1)
in which, we may consider a linear analysis as a special case of
nonlinear analysis involving only one iteration. In general, Eqn.(8.1)
is solved directly by using the Gauss factorization (eg. the 
T[L][D][L] decomposition as introduced in Chapter 2). Alternatively, 
it can also be solved by using an iterative method. Iterative 
(indirect) methods, however, are not widely adopted in the structural 
analysis. In the theory of numerical analysis, a class of iterative 
methods are available, which use a block diagonal matrix, [D], where 
[K11]
[K22][D] = (8.2)
[Kqq]
where [K11],.., are the appropriate submatrices of [K]. Different 
choices of matrix [D] will then define the various different iterative 
methods [10]. If we replace [K] in Eqn.(8.1) by [D], then Eqn.(8.1) is 
split into q subsystems as 
[K11]{D1} = {PI}
[K22]{D2l = {P2}
(8.3)
[Kqq]{Dql = {Pq}
where {D1},.., {PI},., are the subvectors of {D} and {P} respectively.
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The meaning of the dots here is different from that of those in 
Eqn.(8.1). With Eqn.(8.3), even a linear system will be solved 
iteratively. Therefore, the dots have their real meaning: increments
or iterative corrections. In this case, Eqn.(8.3) is identical to the 
block Jacobi iteration method [10] whose application in the field of 
structural analysis, is known as the Rashid’s approach [88,89]. The 
theory regarding the property of convergence and the rate of 
convergence have been well-established [10,88]. For a nonlinear 
system, the solution procedure will be, in any case, iterative. 
Therefore, there is no need to stick to Eqn.(8.1) exactly, le, to find 
the exact linearized solution {D}. In other words, in linear analyses, 
we repeatedly solve Eqn.(8.3) to satisfy Eqn.(8.1), while in nonlinear 
analyses, we simply replace an iteration of Eqn.(8.1) by the one in 
Eqn.(8.3). Now, each subsystem in Eqn.(8.3) can be solved directly or 
iteratively (if further approximations to the submatrices are made, see 
below). The advantage of using Eqn.(8.3) lies in that the cost of 
decomposing each submatrix is much lower than that of decomposing [K]. 
Of course, many more iterations may be required.
The submatrices in Eqn.(8.3) may be further approximated by some 
appropriate matrices. For example, some of them may be replaced by 
their corresponding diagonal matrices (though this particular case is 
also accommodated by Eqn.(8.3)). Therefore, in a more general way, 
Eqn.(8.3) may be written as 
[K11]a {D1} = {PI}
[K22]a {D2} = {P2} (8.4)
[Kqq]a {Dq} = {Pq}
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Eqn.(8.4) includes a variety of iterative methods used in struc­
tural analysis. For example, in the procedure using the local-global 
modes, the displacements are divided into local {Dl} components and 
global {Dg} components. Correspondingly, we have [Kll] for {Dl} and 
[Kgg] for {Dg}. Furthermore, matrix [Kll] may be approximated by its 
diagonal matrix, [Dll], In this case, Eqn.(8.4) becomes 
[D11]{D1} = {PI}
(8.5a)[Kgg]{Dg} = {Pg} 
or, in the more familiar form [67],
(8.5b)Dll ! 0 'f r '
r * \PI
0 ! Kgg
• ^
[pg)
Similarly, the procedure using a coarse/fine mesh idealization may be 
derived. The traditional secondary stress analysis technique can also 
be related to Eqn.(8.4). Thus, the displacements are divided into 
translations, {t}, and rotations, {r}. Correspondingly, there are 
matrices [Ktt] and [Krr]. Now, matrix [Krr] is further approximated by 
its diagonal matrix [Drr]. Also, when forming matrix [Ktt], the
bending stiffness terms are neglected. In other words, we approximate 
[Ktt] by the truss stiffness matrix [Ktt]a (here, ’a’ refers to axial). 
Thus, Eqn,(8.4) becomes
[Ktt]a{t} = {F} (8.6)[Drr] {r} = {M}
where {F} and {M} are the out-of-balance force (in the sense of point
loads) and moment vectors respectively. In the above, the first
equation corresponds to a truss analysis and the second to moment 
distributions. Therefore, Eqn.(8.6) is indeed the mathematical
representation of the secondary stress analysis technique.
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8.3 Application to the Linear Analysis of Space Frames
Eqn.(8.6) is directly applicable to fully triangulated space frames 
whose corresponding trusses have no mechanisms. However, in case of a 
space frame whose corresponding truss has mechanisms, Eqn.(8 .6) cannot 
be used because in this case, [Ktt]a is singular. To extend Eqn.(8.6) 
to this more general case, a number of schemes may be used. For 
example, we can use [Ktt] (which is not singular if the original frame 
has no rigid body modes), instead of [Ktt]a in Eqn.(8.6). However, 
[Ktt] makes the structure ’stiffer’ than it actually is. Therefore, 
slow convergence may be resulted. A more reasonable choice may be to 
isolate those d.o.f, which ’make' [Ktt]a singular. Therefore, we 
further divide the translations, {t}, into {tp} and {ts} (the meaning 
of subscripts p and s will be given later) so that the corresponding 
submatrix [Kpp]a is not singular. Matrix [Kss]a will be singular and 
cannot be used. Therefore, we use [Kss] instead. In this way, 
Eqn.(8.4) may become
[Kpp]a{tp} = {Fp} (8.7a)
[Kss] {ts} = {Fs} (8.7b)
[Drr] {r} = {M} (8.7c)
The subdivision of the translation vector {t} into {tp} and {ts} may 
also be justified by the following observation. In general, not only 
the rotations, but also some of the translations will have secondary 
effect on the member longitudinal stresses. For example, for the frame 
shown in Fig.8.1, the vertical deflection at the central joint may have 
very little effect on the member axial forces. Therefore, this d.o.f. 
may be considered as ’secondary’ (not in magnitude, but its effect on
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the member longitudinal stresses). Therefore, in Eqn.(8 .7), we define 
{tp} as the ’primary' translation vector and {ts} as the 'secondary' 
translation vector.
In a more general term, 
components in {tp} may be 
considered as 'primary' 
d.o.f. and those in {ts} 
and {r} as 'secondary' 
d.o.f., according to their 
effect on the member 
longitudinal stresses.
p —
Fig.8.1 A simple plane frame
It is found that the secondary translation vector, {ts}, is related 
to the mechanism directions, planes and spaces of the corresponding 
truss of the original frame (for definitions of mechanism directions, 
planes and spaces, see Section 3.4). In a word, {tp} consists of those 
d.o.f. which are not related to mechanisms, and {ts} consists of those 
related to mechanisms. In order to define vectors {tp} and {ts}, it is 
necessary to express the generalized displacements in a set of nodal 
coordinate systems (whose coordinate axes will not, in general, 
coincide with the frame coordinate system, see Chapter 2), The nodal 
coordinate system at a node can be defined in such a way that the 
mechanism direction or the normal of the mechanism plane will be along 
one of the coordinate axes. If the node is free from mechanisms or it 
has a mechanism space, then the nodal coordinate system will coincide 
with the frame coordinate system. Using such a set of nodal coordinate 
systems, the secondary translation vector, {ts}, can be defined as 
follows: {ts} consists of all (translational) d.o.f. in the mechanism
directions, planes and spaces. All other (translational) d.o.f. will
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be included in {tp}. Obviously, for fully triangulated frames, {ts} is 
null. However, if the corresponding truss has overall mechanisms, then 
{ts}={t}, ie, {ts} includes all translational d.o.f.
The significance of Eqn. (8.7) can also be seen from the following 
physical reasoning. In the following discussion, we always assume that 
the translations are expressed in terms of a set of nodal coordinate 
systems which is yet unknown at present.
We imagine that we analyze a framework in two steps. The first step 
invole8 solving an augmented frame of the original frame. The 
augmented frame is formed by adding additional supports (very stiff 
springs) to the original frame so that the corresponding truss of the 
augmented frame (this will be called the augmented truss for short, 
also the corresponding truss of the original frame will be 
called the original truss for short) has no mechanisms. Because these 
supports are not present in the original frame, our second step will 
involve releasing these additional supports. By the principle of 
superposition, the sum of these two steps will be the same as a 
conventional single step frame analysis if the two steps are performed 
exactly. Additional supports are required to remove the mechanisms of 
the original truss. Therefore, the procedures described in Chapter 3 
can be used. That is, correspoding to a mechanism, one additional 
support is needed. The position of the additional support will depend 
on the node numbering. But it will certainly be in the direction of 
one of the d.o.f. which are related to the mechanism.
Now, in the first step, because, by definition, the augmented truss 
has no mechanisms, it is possible to apply the secondary stress 
analysis technique directly. Therefore, we obtain translations by 
performing a direct solution of the the augmented truss. Rotations are
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obtained through moment distributions. In the second step, it is 
important to note that upon releasing an additional support, the 
deformation of the frame will be predominated by the associated 
mechanism mode, Therefore, upon releasing all the additional supports, 
the deformation of the structure will be predominated by some linear 
combination of all the mechanism modes of the original truss. That is, 
those translational d.o.f. not related to any mechanisms will not be 
affected substantially. The set of these d.o.f. is defined as {tp} in 
Eqn.(8.7). Therefore, in performing step 2, we may neglect the changes 
in {tp} completely and solve for the translations associated with 
mechanisms (defined as {ts}) and rotations only. With this simpli­
fication, step 2 will be equivalent to repeatedly solving Eqns.(8.7b) 
and (8.7c).
Now, the sum of the two steps should give the exact solution. While 
in the second step, {tp} is not seriously affected. Therefore, the 
truss analysis in the first step should give a very good approximation 
to {tp}. The truss analysis is however equivalent to Eqn.(8.7a), The 
'moment distributions' in the first step may be emitted because they 
are to be performed in the second step anyway.
The above discussion also implies that intead of forming [Kpp]a and 
solving Eqn.(8.7a), we may use other convenient ways to obtain {tp}. 
The point is that what we need is now the solution of the augmented 
truss. Therefore, we do not have to stick to Eqn. (8.7a) exactly. This 
will be further treated in Chapter 9 and Appendix IV. But for present, 
we may replace Eqn.(8.7a) by the following;
[Ktt]a{t} = {F} (8.8)
where [Ktt]a is the stiffness matrix of the augmented truss. The ob­
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vious difference between Eqn.(8 .8) and (8.7a) is that the former is 
expressed in the global coordinate system while the latter is in the 
nodal coordinate system. Because of this, the positions of the 
additional supports are also different. However, in Appendix IV, it is 
shown that with some modification, Eqn. (8.8) can yield the identical 
solution to Eqn.(8.7a).
8.4 Application to the Nonlinear Analysis of Frames
It seems natural to think that a nonlinear analysis can be a simple 
extension of the linear analysis. However, in the present situation, 
it would be very difficult to extend the direct/iterative procedure 
described in the last section for linear analysis of space frames to 
the case of nonlinear analysis. The major problem is that the tangent 
stiffness matrix is now no longer constant. It can vary dramatically 
during the solution process. As the structure deforms, mechanism modes 
of the corresponding truss can also change. At one extreme, a 
mechanism may no longer exist after the large deformation is taken into 
account. While at the other extreme, new mechanisms may be developed 
as the structure deforms. Of course, in the first few increments, the 
behaviour of the structure may be essentially or almost linear. 
Therefore, it would be possible to adopt different strategies before 
and after the nonlinearity becomes apparent. But this may complicate 
the computer implementation and therefore is not to be used here.
In the strategy adopted here, we simply divide the displacement 
vector into translations, {t}, and rotations, {r}. Correspondingly, we 
have [Ktt] and [Krr]. Therefore, Eqn.(8.4) becomes
[Ktt]{t} = {F} (8.9)
[Krr]{r} = {M} (8.10)
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jWe may further approximate [Ktt] by [Ktt]a+«[Ktt]b so that *
([Ktt]a + «[Ktt]b){t} = {F} (8.11)
where [Ktt]a represents the contributions from the member axial stiff- i
nesses and [Ktt]b represents that from the tending stiffnesses and a is |
I
a factor between 0 and 1. Thus, for «=0, no bending stiffnesses are I
taken into account. For @=1, full bending stiffnesses are taken into !
account. It is also possible to use the diagonal of [Ktt] only. From |
I
the consideration of computer storage, this is advantageous. However, j
slow convergence is most likely with such a procedure.
Alternatively, we may approximate [Krr] by its corresponding 
diagonal matrix, [Drr] so that Eqn.(8.10) may be replaced by
[Drr]{rl = {M} (8.12)
The choices between Eqns.(8.9) to (8 .12) will be investigated in 
Chapter 10.
8.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, a general direct/iterative procedure has been 
proposed for structural analysis. A variety of available iterative 
(indirect) methods in the structural analysis can be related to this 
general procedure. New direct/iterative procedures were proposed for 
the linear and nonlinear analysis of frameworks.
CHAPTER 9 THE DIRECT/ITERATIVE METHOD FOR THE LINEAR 
ANALYSIS OF SPACE FRAMES
9.1 Introduction
In this chapter, it is intended to describe the direct/iterative 
method proposed in Section 8.3 for the linear analysis of space frames 
in further detail and carry out the numerical investigations. Various 
acceleration methods will be used to accelerate the present direct/ 
iterative method. These include the Aitken's 82 process, the 
«-constant stiffness method, the CG acceleration and the SN method 
(single parameter). A number of numerical examples will be studied and 
described. Finally, a cost analysis is presented and conclusions are 
drawn.
9.2 Computational Procedures
In this section, we will first discuss the relation between 
Eqns,(8 .8) and (8.7a). The basic equations and computational 
procedures are then presented.
We know that in order to define the secondary translation vector, 
{ts}, we have to form the stiffness matrix of the original truss 
(denoted as [Ktt]a). By using the theory developed in Chapter 3, 
matrix [Ktt]a is then decomposed using the modified [L][D][L] 
decomposition. The result is the stiffness matrix, in its decomposed 
form, of a truss. In Appendix IV, it is shown that if there are no 
applied loads in the mechanism directions, planes and spaces, the use
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of this stiffness matrix in Eqn.(8.8) will give the same primary 
translation vector, {ts}, as in Eqn.(8.7a)* The point is that, if the 
solution {t} from Eqn.(8.8) is transformed from the global to the 
nodal coordinate system at each node, then the primary translations 
will be the same as those obtained from Eqn.(8.7a). We illustrate the 
point under consideration with respect to the frame in Fig.8.1. Two 
possible augmented trusses are shown in Fig.9*la and b. The deformed
shapes of these trusses due to a single horizontal load are shown in
broken lines in the same figure. The truss solution of Fig.9*la
corresponds to Eqn.(8.7a). That of Fig.9*1b may correspond to
Eqn.(8.8). It is now obvious that (solution from Eqn.8 .8 is denoted by 
a ~) ts zO, but ts=0, and thus ts t  ts. However, it is true that 
{tp} = {tp}. This means that different augmented truss may have 
different {ts}, but {tp} will be always tha same.
ts=o
T a)
\
Fig.9*1 Different positions of the additional s^upport produce different {ts} but same {tp}
b)
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Therefore, instead of solving Eqn.(8.7a), we may solve Eqn.(8.8). 
The translations are then transformed into the nodal coordinate systems 
and {ts} may be neglected. It seems that this transformation is not 
necessary because we do not have to satisfy Eqn.(8.7a) exactly. 
However, cases may arise that {ts} becomes very very large. For 
example, for the frame shown in Fig .8.1, if the horizontal members have 
a small angle with the X-axis and the additional support is added in 
the X-direction, then {ts} may become infinitely large as the angle
Fig.9.2 {ts} may become infinitely large
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approaches zero, see Fig.9.2. Therefore, an initial zero vector of 
{ts} to start the iterations in Eqn.(8.7b) is always preferred.
Thus, we will use the basic iterative equations (8.8), (8.7b) and
(8.7c). These are rewritten in the following (in the converted form 
with subscripts);
~  —1{t} = [Ktt]a {F} (9.1a)0
but,
{t. ]0g} = {0} (9.1b)
• — 1 •{t } = [Kss] {F } (9.1c)3 i  ^i
» ”1 .{r} = [Drr] {M} (9.Id)
i i
{D} = {D} + {D} (9.1e)i+1 i i
In Eqn.(9.la), [Ktt]a is now the stiffness matrix of the corresponding 
truss of the augmented frame. In the above, instead of updating vectors 
{t } and {r}, we update the global displacement vector, {D}. This is3
because the out-of-balance forces and moments will be calculated using
the global displacements. Therefore, after each iteration, {t } and
s{r} is transformed and/or expanded to form {D}. Then, {D} is updated.
In summary, the basic computational procedures for the present 
iterative method can be given as follows:
a) Form the structure stiffness matrix of the original truss,Tb) Perform the 'modified* [L][D][L] decomposition as described 
in Chapter 3. The resulted matrix can be used in Eqn.(9.la).
c) Find mechanism directions, planes and spaces. Establish the nodal 
coordinate systems and the secondary translation vector, {ts}.
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d) Form the diagonal matrix [Drr], and matrix [Kss].
e) Obtain {t} as shown in Eqn.(9.1a), Transform {t} from the0 0 global coordinate system to the nodal coordinate systems.
Neglect {ts} and transform the resulted translations back to 0the global coord, system.
f) Find the out-of-balance force of the original frame as usual.
Extract {F } from the out-of-balance force vector, sg) Perform the iterations in Eqn.(9.1c).
h) Update the global displacement vector.
i) Check for convergence. If converged, terminate the analysis, if 
not, repeat steps f to h.
Each of these steps will be detailed in the next section.
9.3 Formulations
9.3.1 Formulation of Matrices [Ktt]a and [Drr]
Fig.9.3 shows a space frame member and its related coord. systems. 
Coord, system X-Y-Z is the frame coord. system, X'-Y’-Z' is the 
member coord, system, and X"-Y"-Z" is the nodal coord, system for a 
node (see Section 2.2 for the definitions of the coord, systems). If 
the node is not related to any mechanisms, then the nodal coord, 
system will coinside with the frame coord, system. Otherwise, it will 
be some appropriate coord, system related to the mechanism directions 
and planes. Later, we will discuss the determination of this coord, 
system in detail. The displacement coordinates shown are either 
translations or rotations. To obtain the structure stiffness matrix of 
the original truss we obtain the member stiffness matrix for a truss
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member from Eqn.(2.12). But now, we shall denote this member stiffness 
matrix by [ktt]a,
Transforming this matrix from the member coord, system to the frame 
coord, system and assemble for the whole structure, we can get the
stiffness matrix required. Or symbolically,T[Ktt]a = [T] [k ]a[T]tt (9.2)
J"
/
Fig.9.3 A space frame member and coord, systems 
where [T] is the transformation matrix from the frame to member coord, 
system (see Eqn.(2.13)).
For the diagonal matrix [Drr] in Eqn.(9.Id), we have the following 
member stiffness matrix (which is also diagonal)
FgiX[k ]= Lo rr
4EIy 4EIz GIx 4EIy 4EIz 
Lo Lo Lo Lo Lo_J (9.3)
This matrix will then be transformed into frame coordinate system and 
only those diagonal elements of the resulted matrix will be planted 
into matrix [Drr]. T _[Drr] = [T] [k ][T] (9.4)rrwhere [T] is the transformation matrix for a frame member (Eqn.(2.17)).
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9.3 .2  Defining the Secondary Translation Vector {ts}
We have.obtained the truss stiffness matrix, [Ktt]a. The modified 
[L][D][L]^  decompositon procedure can now be used to decompose [Ktt]a, 
as described in Chapter 3. Namely, during the decomposition, any zero 
pivot is replaced by a large number, say 10^ .^ The resulted decomposed 
stiffness matrix is then the one of the augmented truss and can be used 
in Eqn.(9.1a). Again, using the theory developed in Chapter 3, 
mechanism modes and mechanism directions, planes and spaces can be 
obtained. Now, we need to examine each node to establish the secondary 
translation vector {ts}
The number of d.o.f. at a node to be included in vector {ts} 
depends on the * status* of the node and is tabulated as follows:
Status free mechanism direction plane space
No. of d.o.f 0 1 2 3
The nodal coord, system is related to the global coord. system 
through a rotation matrix [R *], which transforms a vector from the 
global coord, system to the nodal coord, system. It is clear that if 
the node is * free * or has a mechanism space, then the nodal coord, 
system will coincide with the global coord, system and [R*] becomes 
the identity matrix. In case of a mechanism direction, we choose the 
mechanism direction as Z"-axis. Therefore, the last row of [R*] will 
be the unit vector along the mechanism direction. Then, X”- and 
Y”-axis can be chosen arbitrarily, except that the resulted coord, 
system obeys the right hand rule. In case of a mechanism plane, we 
choose the normal of the mechanism plane as X"-axis. Then, Y"- and 
Z"-axis can be chosen arbitrarily provided that the resulted coord.
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system obeys the right hand rule.
The rotation matrices alone do not define vector {ts}. We need a 
further array to record the * status* of a node (in this array, we may 
use, say, 0 for ’free’, 1 for mechanism direction, 2 for plane and 3 
for space). With the rotation matrices [R*] and this array, vector 
{ts} is completely defined. Thus, if a node is ’free’, then no d.o.f. 
at this node will be included in vector {ts}. In case of a mechanism 
direction, only the d.o.f. in Z”-direction needs to be included in 
vector {ts}. In case of a mechanism plane, both d.o.f. in Y”- and 
Z”-direction will be included in vector {ts}. Finally, if the node has 
a mechanism space, then all three d.o.f. should be included in vector 
{ts}. In this case, there is no need to define the nodal coord, 
system as it does not reduce the number of d.o.f. to be included in 
vector {ts}.
9.3 .3  Formulation of Matrix [Kss]
In this case, the unknowns are the nodal translations in vector 
{ts}. Therefore, the member stiffness matrix is of order 6x6, which 
can be obtained from Eqn.(2.16) by deleting both rows and columns 
4,5,6, 10,11,12. Thus, we have the following member stiffness matrix:
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[k ]= ss
EAx/Lo 0
3
0 -EAx/Lo 0 0
30 12EIz/Lo 0 0 -12EIz/Lo 0
3 30 0 12EIy/Lo 0 0 -12EIy/Lo
■EAx/Lo 0
3
0 EAx/Lo 0 0
30 -12EIz/Lo 0 0 12EIZ/L0 0
3 3_0 0 -12EIy/Lo 0 0 12EIy/Lo _
(9 .5 )
where [kss] is the member stiffness matrix for translations in member
coord, system. Other symbols have the same meanings as those in
Eqn.(2.16). Note that, the bending terms are now retained in Eqn.(9.5)
because they are essential to maintain the non-singularity of [Kss].
The member stiffness matrix is then transformed into the global coord.
system so that in this coord, system,T _[kss]=[T] [kss][T] (9.6)
where [T] is the transformation matrix from the global to the member 
coord, system.
[T] = (9.7)
[R] [0]
10] [R]_
in which, [R] was previouly defined in Eqn(2.l8). Now, the transformat­
ion matrix needed to transform [k ] into the nodal coord, system cansscan be defined as follows:
[T’] = [R'] [0]i
[0] [R']
(9 .8 )
where [R*] and [R’] are the rotation matrices at node i and j 
i jrespectively, as defined in Section 9.3.2. Similar to the operation in 
Eqn.(9.6), we obtain the member stiffness matrix in the nodal coord, 
system as follows:
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T[k* ] = [T'][k ][T’] (9.9)ss ss
The position of the transposition sign is different from that in Eqn. 
(9.6). This is because we are now transforming the stiffness matrix 
from the global coord, system to the nodal coord, system.
Only certain elements of the resulted matrix are then planted into 
stiffness matrix [Kss]. For example, if at node i, the 3rd degree of 
freedom is included in vector {ts}, and at node j, the 2nd and the 3rd 
are included, then the elements in [kss] covered by both rows and 
columns 3, 5 and 6 will be entered into [Kss].
9.3 .4  Out-of-Balance Forces and Moments
For convenience, we here use {P} to denote an out-of-balance force
vector (including forces and moments), {F}, the out-of-balance force
vector (in the sense of point loads) and {M}, the out-of-balance moment
vector. Knowing the total displacement vector {D} (always expressed in
the global coord, system), the out-of-balance force vector {P} is
found first, in the conventional way. That is, the internal nodal
forces and moments induced by {D} are calculated. The difference
between the applied loads and these forces and moments gives {?}.
{F} and {M} can now be extracted from {P}. In order to obtain 
• •{Fs}, for vector {ts}, {F} must be first transformed into the nodal
coord, system at each node. Then, only those components associated
with vector {ts} are retained. {M} needs not to be transformed. It
can be directly used in Eqn.(9.Id). The total displacement vector,
{D}, is always expressed in terms of the global coord, system.
Therefore, after an iteration of Eqns.(9.1c & d), we update {D}
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directly, instead of {ts} and {r}. Thus, we transform {ts} into the 
global coord, system and then add the result to {D}. Vector {r} can 
.be directly added to {D} without transformation.
Eqn.(9.Id) itself stands for an inner iteration (equivalent to the 
moment distributions ). When carrying out this inner iteration, all the 
translations are effectively held constant. Therefore, the out-of- 
balance moment will depend on {r} only, except in the first iteration 
where {M} must be calculated in the way shown earlier in this section. 
If let {M}i be the out-of- balance moment in the i th iteration (for 
rotations), and {r}i be the corresponding rotation. Then we can write,
{M} = {M} - [K ]{r}i+1 i rr i (9.10)
The internal ’resistance moment’, [Krr]{r}i, can be calculated at the 
element level. The 6 nodal rotations (extracted from{r}i ) are first 
transformed into the member coord. system. The member resistance 
moments can be obtained by premultiplying the resulted rotation vector 
by the member stiffness matrix which is shown below.
GIx/Lo 0 0 -GIx/Lo 0 0 ^
0 4EIy/Lo 0 0
0 0 4EIz/Lo 0
-GIx/Lo 0 0 GIx/Lo
0 2EIy/Lo 0 0
0 0 2EIz/Lo 0
The member resistance moments are then transformed into the global 
coord, system and assembled.
[k ]= rr
2EIy/Lo 0 
0 2EIz/Lo
0 0 
4EIy/Lo 0 
0 4EIz/Lo
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9 .3 .5  Accelerations
Various acceleration methods will be used to accelerate the
iterative method presented here. The iterative method involves a major
iteration for rotations and the secondary translation vector and an 
inner iteration for rotations only. Therefore, accelerations will be
respectively applied to the major and the inner iterations. The
following acceleration methods are to be used: Aitken’s 5^  process,
the «-constant stiffness method, the LS technique, the CG acceleration 
and the SN method (single parameter).
We will first describe how the accelerations can be applied to the 
inner iteration. In this case, the iterative equation is (9.Id). 
Therefore, when applying accelerations, we only need to consider vector 
{r} as the iteration vector and the out-of- balance moment as the
gradient (with opposite sign). We shall, in the following, illustrate 
the use of the LS technique. Other acceleration methods can be
Implemented in a similar way. Thus, we only need to set, in
Eqn.(7.21),
{p} = {r} {g} = -{M} and [K] = [Krr]i— 1 i— 1 , i— 1 i— 1
when calculating a in Eqn(7.21), we have to evaluate vector [Krr]{r} .
i . iThis may be regarded as the ’resistance moment’ due to {r} and can be
icalculated using the procedure described in Section 9.3.4.
For the major iteration, the accelerations can be carried out as
follows: for a known displacement vector {D}, the out-of-balance force
{F} and moment {M} can be found as shown in Section 9.3.4. Then,
{Fs} for vector {ts} is extracted from {F}. {Fs} and {M} may need to be
stored for later use in some acceleration methods. Using {Fs} and Eqn.
(9.1c), {t } is found. Perform the inner iteration, with or without
3
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acceleration, to obtain {r}. This furnishes one standard MNR iteration.
Now, accelerations may be applied. Procedures vary from each other. We
shall here again illustrate the use of the LS technique. Thus, we set,
(note the change of subscript i-1 to i),
T T T T T T
{p} = [(t } , {r} ], and {g} = -[{F } , {M} ]i  ^i i i  ^i i
The term [K]{p} in Eqn. (7.21) can be understood as the ’resistance 1force’ vector and is similar to vector {g} above. That is, it consistsiof the ’resistance forces’ in the d.o.f. included in vector {ts} and
the ’resistance moments’, due to {p} .
i
9.4 The Program and Numerical Examples
9.4.1 The Program Flowchart
A number of FORTRAN programs have been developed to investigate the 
performances of the present iterative method, combined with various 
acceleration techniques. Computational procedures vary from each 
other, depending on the acceleration scheme used. A typical program 
flowchart is presented on the next page.
9.4.2 Convergence Criteria
The force criteria are to be used.
Whenever 'moment distributions’ of Eqn.(9.Id) start, the norm of the 
initial out-of— balance moment vector to be distributed is calculated 
and stored. In subsequent iterations, the norm of the out-of— balance 
moment vector at the end of the iteration is compared with the initial 
one. Convergence is said to be obtained if the out-of-balance moment
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is reduced to 10 However, for fully triangulated frames, the moment 
distributions will be carried out only once. Therefore, the error 
tolerance is set to 0.1%, see the flow chart.
(start)
yes
Calculate (M)
Calculate {r} from Eqn.(9.Id)_______I[Apply acceleration'
I Update {r}
Error <0.1no 2 >yes
{read structure data
form [Ktt]a and [Drr] using Eqns.(9.2) to (9.4]
ÎDecompose [Ktt]a & find mechanism directions, planes and spaces
Define vector {ts} and calculate [R’]for each node, see Sec.9.3.2_______L-1-._________________________
Solve Eqn.(9.1a) and apply Eqn.(9.lb)
No. of mechanisms = 0 7/"
no
Form [Kss] and decompose [Kss]
Calculate {Fs} and {M}
Find {ts} from Eqn.(9.1o)
Find {r} from Eqn.(9.Id)
Apply acce:Leration for {r}
— 1__1---^
Update {r}
Find {M}Î
"x Error in {M} < 10 % no
yes
Apply acceleration for {D}
Update {D}
<( Error < if ^ noyes 
C~Stop ' )
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For the main iteration, after the solution of Eqn.(9.1a), the norms 
of {Fs}o and {M}o respectively are calculated and stored. Then, at the 
end of each iteration, the current {Fs}i and {M}i are compared with the 
initial ones. Therefore, the convergence criterion may be expressed as
||{Fs}iii ll{M}i|!
— —— — —————— y (9 .11)
l!{Fs}o!l !|{M}oil
The value of y varies and is given in each example.
The convergence criterion defined here is for vector {ts} and 
rotations. It seems necessary to compare the out-of-balance forces 
with the applied loads (including support reactions) to ensure the 
overall convergence. Therefore, after Eqn.(9.11) has been satisfied, a 
further check on the overall convergence is carried out by comparing 
the norm of the scaled out-of-balance force vector, {P}, with that of 
the applied load vector, {P}, (including support reactions). Both
vectors are scaled using Eqn. (6.4d). For the examples to be 
described, it is found that the overall convergence can be, in general, 
achieved with just one iteration of Eqns.(9.1), for an error tolerance 
of 3 % • Nevertheless, if further improvement on the overall solution
is required, then Eqns.(9.1) can be repeated with the out-of-balance 
forces used as the applied loads. But this will not be done here.
9 .4 .3  Examples 
EXAMPLE 1
The structure is shown in Fig.9.4, which consists of three pieces of 
plane frames. Nodes 6,8 and 14 are connected to each other so that 
they are related to the same mechanism.
In the original frame, the longitudinal stress due to the bending
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moment is small compared with that due to the axial force. For
example, if the cross-section is assumed to be a square of 50x50, then
the maximum longitudinal stresses in member 11-15 due to the bending
2moment and the axial force are respectively 5 and 160 N/mm. Now, after 
the solution of Eqn.(9.la), translations in vector {ts} and rotations 
are in great error. However, the axial forces in each member are 
almost the same as those of the original frame, especially for members 
with comparatively large axial forces. Therefore, for the purpose of 
obtaining axial forces, it is sufficient to do the truss analysis only. 
In Table 9.1, axial forces after the solution of Eqn.(9.la) are 
compared with those by the exact frame analysis.
Table 9.1 Comparison of axial froces in the truss and the frame
2-5 6-8 11-15 13-15MemberAxial forces(kN) in the truss in the frame 
Error (5&)
21.03 negligible 400.0 -447.00
20.47 negligible 397.0 -444.00
2.73 - 0.75 0.67
m 2x10
o
■2x10
11
qxlOOO
E=2x10=A=2500 
v=0.35 5Ix=1.2x10 (Iy=Iz=0.6x10
unit N/mm
Fig.9.4 Example 1 — —  A small space frame 
Nodal displacements and member forces at convergence (from the CG 
acceleration) are compared with those by the conventional frame
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analysis in Table 9.2. The iterative performances of various 
acceleration schemes are detailed in Table 9.3, in which, the following 
symbols are used:
NI —  No. of main iterations;
MD --- Average no. of moment distributions per main iteration;
RE — — Relative error (^), Eqn.(9.11);
d --- «-constant stiffness method; SN1  SN (single parameter);
6^   -- Aitken’s 6^  process; UN- -- Unaccelerated;
EX — Exact frame analysis ; CPUs— - CPU time (second).
Table 9.2a Comparison of displacements for example 1'
Node Dx Dy Dz Rx Ry Rz5 EX -0.234 0.283 0.085 0.00012 -0.00004 0.00090CG -0.236 0.284 0.087 0.00012 -0.00004 0.000916 EX -0.156 0.132 0.118 0.00038 0.00013 0.00084CG -0.155 0.131 0.122 0.00039 0.00013 0.000847 EX 0.954 1.673 -0.246 0.00106 -0.00003 0.00309CG 0.960 1.690 -0.253 0.00108 -0.00003 0.003108 EX 0.560 0.848 -0.327 0.00072 0.00017 0.00165CG 0.560 0.845 -0.333 0.00073 0.00017 0.0016411 EX 1.829 6.026 -0.179 0.00246 -0.00016 0.00548CG 1.840 6.070 -0.186 0.00250 -0.00016 0.0055114 EX -0.320 2.623 0.256 0.00176 -0.00046 0.00342CG -0.319 2.620 0.250 0.00178 -0.00046 0.0034315 EX 2.623 12.584 -0.028 0.00328 -0.00070 0.00724CG 2.640 12.700 -0.038 0.00334 -0.00071 0.00729
Table 9.2b Comparison of member forces for example 1
Member Fx Fy Fz Mx My Mz7-8 EX 0.404E5 -0.452E3 -0.504E3 0.128E6 0.210E6 -0.247E6CG 0.400E5 -0.459E3 -0.512E3 0.130E6 0.213E6 -0.251E67-11 EX -0.437E6 -0.598E2 0.883E2 -0.125E6 -0.190E6 -0.279E6CG -0.440E6 -0.622E2 0.893E2 -0.126E6 -0.192E6 -0.281E61-8 EX -0.582E5 -0.672E2 0.318E3 -0.105E6 -0.261E6 -0.916E5CG -0.566E5 -0.693E2 0.320E3 -0.106E6 -0.262E6 -0.921E5
2-5 EX 0.205E5 -0.132E2 0.402E1 0.510E5 -0.290E5 -0.585E5CG 0.210E5 -0.140E2 0.456E1 0.513E5 -0.294E5 -0.592E513-14 EX -0.405E5 0.281E3 -0.841E3 0.203E6 0.364E6 0.212E6CG -0.400E5 0.286E3 -0.847E3 0.205E6 0.367E6 0.215E66-8 EX -0.925E2 0.539E3 -0.386E3 -0.262E5 0.182E6 0.327E6
ÇQ -0.985E2 . Q,538E3 -0.395E3 -0.269E5 0.185E6 0.326E6In all tables, the units are N for force and mm for length, unless 
otherwise stated.
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Table 9.3 Iterative performances for example 1NI MD RE CPUs
a 9 3 .049 13.062 9 2.7 .094 13.8LS 7 2.3 .058 9.9CG 6 2.1 .061 8.2SN1 6 2.5 .093 8.5UN 10 2.9 .095 12.8
EX - - - 5.4
The bounds in Eqn.(7.5) are set to la' ^1 for the Aitken's 
process, and 0.5 < a < 1.5 for the «-constant stiffness method. When
Eqn.(7.5) was not in use, both methods diverged.
Finally, at convergence, the relative error of the out-of-balance 
force, compared with the applied loads (including support reactions), 
is 0.8%.
EXAMPLE 2
The double layer grid (square on square) shown in Fig.9.5 has no 
mechanisms when simply supported along the two short edges. For this 
frame, vector {ts} is null. Displacements and member forces for some 
selected nodes and members are compared in Tables 9.4a & b. The 
iterative performances are detailed in Table 9.5. Again, when 
Eqn,(7.5) was not used, the «-constant stiffness method and the 
Aitken’s 6^  process failed to converge within 25 iterations. For a 
larger upper bound of 3, neither methods gave convergence within 25 
iterations. However, the iterations were converging, but with 
oscillations. At convergence, the relative error of the out-of-balance 
force, compared with the applied loads (including support reactions), 
is 1.9%.
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Fig.9.5 Example 2  ---  A double layer grid
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Table 9.4a Displacements for example 2
Node Dx Dy Dz Rx Ry RzEX 14.80 0.207 -237. -0.00031 0.01900 0.0002662 CG 14.80 0.208 -237. -0.00031 0.01900 0.00027EX 14.30 0.120 -237. -0.00017 0.01910 0.00014
63 CG 14.30 0.121 -237. -0.00017 0.01910 0.00015EX 14.20 0.0 -237. 0.00000 0.01920 0.0000064 CG 14.30 0.0 -237. 0.00000 0.01920 0.00000EX -2.18 -0.039 -246. 0.00008 0.01290 0.00031
67 CG -2.18 -0.040 -246. 0.00009 0.01290 0.00031EX -2.82 -0.039 -246. -0.00029 0.01290 0,0002069 CG -3.00 -0.017 -246. -0.00009 0.01290 0.00003EX 4.99 0.229 -250. -0.00034 0.00646 0.0000973 CG 5.00 0.231 -250. -0.00034 0.00647 0.00009EX 4.84 0.134 -250. -0.00019 0.00650 0.0000574 CG 4.84 0.135 -251. -0.00019 0.00650 0.00005EX 4.81 0.000 -250. 0.00000 0.00651 0.00000
75 CG 4.81 0,000 -251. 0.00000 0.00651 0.00000EX 0.00 -0.041 -252. 0.00007 0.00000 0.0000076 CG 0.00 -0.042 -253. 0.00008 0.00000 0.00000EX 0.00 -0.041 -253. -0.00030 0.00000 0.0000079 CG 0.00 -0.042 -253. -0.00030 0.00000 0.00000EX 0.00 -0.017 -253. -0.00010 0.00000 0.0000080 CG 0.00 -0.018 -253. -0.00010 0.00000 0.00000
Table 9.4b Member forces for example 2
Member Fx Fy Fz Mx My Mz35-46 EX -0.374E6 0.571E3 0.120E4 0.854E4 0.746E5 0.292E6CG -0.374E6 0.554E3 0.120E4 0.861E4 0.770E5 0.283E635-36 EX 0.496E4 0.140E3 0.252E2 -0.233E4 -0.146E5 0.290E5CG 0.523E4 0.151E3 0.254E2 -0.198E4 -0.146E5 0.359E535-41 EX 0.510E6 0.103E4 -0.105E4 0.916E5 0.783E6 0.812E6CG 0.511E6 0.103E4 -0.106E4 0.905E5 0.788E6 0.815E636-41 EX 0.446E6 0.882E3 0.110E4 -0.852E5 -0.816E6 0.727E6CG 0.447E6 0.885E3 0.111E4 -0.859E5 -0.819E6 0.729E641-46 EX -0.385E6 -0.454E3 0.202E3 -0.767E5 0.509E5 -0.642E5CG -0.387E6 -0.452E3 0.199E3 -0.778E5 0.516E5 -0.630E541-47 EX -0.324E6 -0.576E3 -0.160E3 0.810E5 -0.783E5 -0.146E6CG -0.326E6 -0.576E3 -0.156E3 0.806E5 -0.816E5 -0.146E6
36-47 EX -0.399E6 0.961E2 0.128E4 0.328E4 0.373E5 0.486E5CG -0.400E6 0.962E2 0.128E4 0.331E4 0.366E5 0.487E5
36-37 EX 0.838E4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.281E4 -0.144E5CG 0.869E4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.283E4 -0.144E536-42 EX 0.473E6 0.930E3 -0.109E4 0.815E5 0.815E6 0.750E6CG 0.474E6 0.933E3 -0.110E4 0.816E5 0.816E6 0.752E637-42 EX 0.473E6 0.930E3 0.109E4 -0.815E5 -0.815E6 0.750E6CG 0.474E6 0.933E3 0.110E4 -0.816E5 -0.816E6 0.752E6
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Table 9.5 Iterative performances for example 2NI MD RE CPUs
a , — 6 - 42.3
- 5 - 38.0LS - 4 - 36.6CG - 4 *» 35.4SN1 - 4 34.2UN - 9 - 52.2
EX - - - 106.2
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EXAMPLE 3
A space frame roof is shown in Fig.9.6. For this frame, vector {ts} 
has 176 d.o.f. Selected nodal displacements and member froces are 
compared with those from the conventional frame analysis in Tables 9.6a 
& b. The iterative performances for various acceletation methods are 
detailed in Table 9.7. At convergence, the relative error of the 
out-of-balance force, compared with the applied loads (including the 
support reactions), is 2.6%.
Table 9.6a Displacement for example 3Node Dx Dy Dz Rx Ry Rz121 CG 0.140E1 0.273E1 -0.171E2 -0.717E-2 0.202E-2 -0.323E-3EX 0.135E1 O.27OEI -0.169E2 -0.709E-2 0.193E-2 -O.32IE-3
123 CG 0.157E1 0.137E1 -0.265E2 -0.145E-2 O.I9IE-2 -0.804E-4EX 0.152E1 0.135E1 -0.263E2 -0.144E-2 0.187E-2 -0.724E-4
127 CG 0.794E0 -0.117E1 -0.169E2 O.69IE-2 0.229E-3 0.344E-3EX 0.795E0 -0.118E1 -0.167E2 0.685E-2 Q.262E-3 O.329E-3
131 CG 0.576E0 0.179E1 0.116E1 0.513E-3 O.436E-3 -0.267E-3EX 0.515E0 0.172E1 0.109E1 0.499E-3 0.333E-3 -0.212E-3139 CG 0.116E1 0.313E1 -0.302E2 -0.586E-2 0.352E-2 0.781E-3EX 0.114E1 O.308EI -0.299E2 -0.580E-2 0.348E-2 0.764E-3150 CG -0.106E0 -O.I9IEI 0.394E0 -0.324E-3 O.I98E-3 0.268E-3EX -0.109E0 -O.I9IEI 0.401E0 -0.314E-3 0.189E-3 0.263E-3
157 CG 0.469E0 0.417E1 -0.360E2 -O.726E-2 0.205E-2 O.I38E-3EX 0.459E0 0.410E1 -0.356E2 -0.719E-2 0.203E-2 0.136E-3158 CG -0.409E0 0.822E0 -0.360E2 -O.638E-2 0.240E-2 0.189E-3EX -0.414E0 0.780E0 -0.356E2 -0.632E-2 0.237E-2 0.186E-3164 CG -0.365E0 0.286E1 -0.353E2 0.697E-2 O.23OE-2 0.850E-4EX -O.37IEO O.28OEI -0.349E2 0.691E-2 0.229E-2 0.875E-4
167 CG 0.111E0 -0.211E1 -0.135E2 0.108E-1 0.741E-3 0.151E-3EX 0.103E0 -0.213E1 -0.134E2 0.107E-1 0.733E-3 0.148E-3180 CG -0.307E0 0.897E0 -0.384E2 -0.674E-2 0.510E-3 0.345E-4EX -0.312E0 0.835E0 -0.379E2 -0.673E-2 0.512E-3 0.235E-4
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Table 9.6b Member forces for example 3Member Fx Fy Fz Mx My Mz271-291 CG 0.358E5 0.208E2 -0.975E2 -0.719E5 0.135E6 0.864E4EX 0.354E5 0.191E2 -0.902E2 -0.693E5 0.127E6 0.696E4297-305 CG 0.317E5 0.292E2 -0.665E2 -0.684E5 0.529E5 0.258E5EX 0.316E5 0.298E2 -0.672E2 -0.661E5 0.538E5 0.262E5272-298 CG 0.302E5 0.439E2 0.730E2 -0.420E5 -0.286E5 0.141E5EX 0.305E5 0.430E2 0.672E2 -0.402E5 -0.23&E5 0.134E5306-320 CG 0.384E5 0.601E2 0.330E2 -0.641E5 -0.524E5 0.426E5EX 0.379E5 0.583E2 0.358E2 -0.631E5 -0.545E5 0.413E5271-298 CG 0.436E4 0.133E2 -0.610E2 -0.621E5 0.566E5 0.573E4EX 0.422E4 0.119E2 -0.545E2 -0.600E5 0.505E5 0.422E417-18 CG -0.480E3 -0.777E3 0.160E2 -0.236E4 -0.204E5 -0.194E6EX 0.343E3 -0.761E3 0.415E1 -0.190E4 -0.173E5 -0.191E61-9 CG 0.632E5 -0.116E3 -0.145E1 0.102E5 0.241E4 -0.832E5EX 0.623E5 -0.112E3 -0.779E0 0.994E4 0.197E4 -0.800E517-31 CG 0.607E5 -0.872E2 0.178E0 0.903E4 0.146E5 -0.654E5EX 0.604E5 -0.855E2 0.311E0 0.896E4 0.149E5 -0.642E51-10 CG 0.934E3 -0.334E3 0.489E1 0.919E4 -0.877E4 -0.177E6EX 0.251E4 -0.322E3 0.580E1 0.891E4 -0.914E4 -0.171E6319-345 CG 0.431E5 -0.102E3 -0.178E2 -0.758E4 -0.317E2 -0.518E5EX 0.430E5 -0.993E2 -0.172E2 -0.738E4 -0.793E3 -0.504E5346-354 CG 0.544E5 -0.462E2 0.158E2 -0.913E4 -0.187E5 -0.319E5EX 0.539E5 -0.455E2 0.126E2 -0.910E4 -0.164E5 -0.311E5320-345 CG 0.454E4 -0.133E3 0.191E2 -0.120E5 -0.216E5 -0.445E5EX 0.502E4 -0.130E3 0.204E2 -0.120E5 -0.225E5 -0.437E537-59 CG 0.704E5 0.323E3 0.636E2 Ü.564E5 -0.905E5 0.284E6EX 0.695E5 0.315E3 0.643E2 0.568E5 -0.909E5 0.277E660-68 CG 0.114E6 0.272E3 -0.107E2 0.566E5 0.183E4 0.192E6EX 0.112E6 0.268E3 -0.903E1 0.561E5 0.759E3 0.189E659-68 CG -0.756E5 0.237E3 0.117E2 0.381E5 0.211E5 0.181E6EX -0.733E5 0.233E3 0.118E2 0.377E5 0.210E5 0.178E6139-140 CG 0.349E5 -0.326E4 -0.339E2 -0.329E5 -0.393E5 -0.801E6EX 0.342E5 -0.318E4 -0.316E2 -0.331E5 -0.388E5 -0.780E6108-140 CG 0.175E6 0.592E3 -0.162E2 0.498E5 -0.252E5 0.534E6EX 0.173E6 0.569E3 -0.156E2 0.492E5 -0.243E5 0.513E6
Table 9.7 Iterative performances for example 3NI MD RE CPUs
at 30 3. 0 4.99 1000*
6 ^ 30 3. 0 2.53 1000L3 22 2.2 0.72 661CG 12 2. 3 0.85 399SN1 20 2.2 0. 97 607UN 31 3.0 4.41 1000
EX — — — 385 * Convergence was not obtained 1
the specified CPU time limit,1000s.
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EXAMPLE 4
A flat double layer dome is shown in Fig.9.7 which has 590 nodes and 
1333 members. All the boundary nodes (e.g. nodes 1, 7 etc) are fully 
restrained. The tie bars are only present at the top layer (the dotted 
lines in Fig.9.7a) and they have been treated as frame members. For 
this frame, vector {ts} has 583 d.o.f. Selected nodal displacements 
and member forces are listed in Tables 9.8a & b. The iterative 
performances are detailed in Table 9.9. At convergence, the relative 
error of the out-of-balance force, canpared with the applied loads 
(including support reactions), is 1.6%.
Table 9.8a Displacements for example 4
Node Dx Dy Dz Rx Ry Rz120 CG 0.837E1 -0.142E2 -0.590E2 0.340E-1 0.199E-1 0.875E-4EX 0.840E1 -0.142E2 -0.587E2 0.340E-1 0.197E-1 0.125E-3127 CG -0.107E2 0.187E2 -0.913E2 0.397E-1 0.231E-1 0.193E-3EX -0.106E2 0.187E2 -0.908E2 0.396E-1 0.230E-1 0.575E-4
131 CG -0.109E2 -0.186E2 -0.913E2 -0.398E-1 0.230E-1 -0.141E-3EX -0.109E2 -0.185E2 -0.908E2 -0.397E-1 0.228E-1 0.595E-4
133 CG -0.193E2 0.973E1 -0.289E3 0.240E-1 0.413E-1 -0.82IE-4EX -0.194E2 0.953E1 -0.288E3 0.236E-1 0.414E-1 0.756E-4
137 CG -0.232E2 0.358E1 -0.303E3 0.818E-2 0.491E-1 -0.424E-2EX -0.232E2 0.350E1 -0.302E3 0.792E-2 0.491E-1 -0.42IE-2
143 CG -0.122E2 -0.209E2 -0.130E3 -0.443E-1 0.254E-1 0.123E-3EX -0.123E2 -0.208E2 -0.129E3 -0.441E-1 0.254E-1 0.355E-4
151 CG -0.130E2 0.224E2 -0.172E3 0.466E-1 0.273E-1 -0.253E-3EX -0.127E2 0.225E2 -0.171E3 0.466E-1 0.271E-1 -0.148E-4155 CG -0.158E2 0.771E1 -0.326E3 0.200E-1 0.350E-1 0.191E-3EX -0.158E2 0.763E1 -0.325E3 0.197E-1 0.351E-1 0.303E-3163 CG -0.164E2 -0.377E1 -0.350E3 -0.303E-2 0.301E-1 0.569E-2EX -0.163E2 -0.373E1 -0.348E3 -0.303E-2 0.300E-1 0.566E-2168 CG 0.122E2 -0.178E2 -0.304E3 0.380E-1 0.312E-1 0.302E-2EX 0.121E2 -0.180E2 -0.303E3 0.377E-1 0.310E-1 0.305E-2
173 CG -0.129E2 0.225E2 -0.257E3 0.462E-1 0.270E-1 0.128E-3EX -0.129E2 0.225E2 -0.256E3 0.461E-1 0.269E-1 -0.172E-3
177 CG -0.132E2 -0.372E1 -0.360E3 -0.474E-2 0.223E-1 0.589E-2EX -0.133E2 -0.373E1 -0.359E3 -0.478E-2 0.225E-1 0.583E-2
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Fig.9.7a Plan view of the flat dome
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Table 9.8b Member forces for example 4
Member Fx Fy Fz Mx My Mz449-463 CG -0.181E7 -0.794E4 -0.347E2 0.528E4 0.223E5 -0.216E7EX 0.180E7 -0.778E4 -0.928E1 0.289E4 0.887E2 -0.211E7450-464 CG -0.153E7 -0.705E4 0.468E2 0.463E4 -0.743E4 -0.182E72 EX -0.153E7 -0.691E4 0.584E2 0.602E4 -0.148E5 -0.177E7464-476 CG -0.224E7 -0.684E4 0.441E2 0.425E4 -0.215E5 -0.147E7EX -0.224E7 -0.670E4 0.459E2 0.153E4 -0.298E5 -0.142E7472-486 CG -0.296E7 -0.666E4 0.937E1 0.453E4 0.237E4 -0.984E6EX -0.295E7 -0.651E4 0.406E2 0.489E4 -0.607E4 -0.930E6437-452 CG -0.118E7 0.122E4 0.723E2 -0.296E6 0.365E6 0.247E5EX -0.116E7 0.117E4 0.120E3 -0.292E6 0.324E6 -0.520E4577-583 CG 0.437E7 -0.556E4 -0.394E4 -0.208E6 -0.309E6 -0.386E6EX 0.436E7 -0.593E4 -0.329E4 -0.279E6 -0.396E6 -0.417E6473-492 CG -0.118E7 0.187E4 0.101E4 0.139E6 -0.293E6 0.107E7EX -0.116E7 0.189E4 0.932E3 0.152E6 -0.247E6 0.109E7513-524 CG 0.682E6 -0.635E4 -0.230E4 -0.480E6 0.101E7 -0.212E7EX 0.678E6 -0.540E4 -0.340E4 -0.308E6 0.128E7 -0.187E7536-550 CG -0.193E7 -0.278E4 -0.515E4 -0.319E6 0.147E7 -0.369E6EX -0.193E7 -0.277E4 -0.502E4 -0.332E6 0.143E7 -0.332E6389-422 CG -0.119E7 0.129E4 -0.195E3 0.257E6 -0.303E6 0.719E5EX -0.117E7 0.123E4 -0.221E3 0.251E6 -0.276E6 0.413E5421-444 CG -0.160E7 -0.459E4 0.286E4 0.121E6 -0.160E7 -0.243E7EX -0.161E7 -0.475E4 0.269E4 0.149E6 -0.151E7 -0.252E7488-510 CG -0.458E6 -0.251E4 0.593E4 0.530E6 -0.239E7 -0.651E6EX -0.455E6 -0.289E4 0.562E4 0.315E6 -0.225E7 -0.815E6
Table 9*9 Iterative performances for example 4NI -.ÜE CPUs
a 12 4.0 0.154 1000*
0 '^ 12 3.5 0.126 1000LS 10 3.0 0.097 802CG 7 2.6 0.092 653SN1 9 2.9 0.095 765UN 13 4.0 0.165 1000 '
EX — _ 1113.0* Convergence was not obtained within the specified CPU time limit, 1000s.
From Tables 9.3,5,7, & 9, it can be seen that the storage
requirement for the present technique is approximately only 1/4 of that 
of a conventional analysis. The present method is numerically very 
stable. Convergence, though maybe slow, can be always obtained. 
Accelerations can speed up the convergence significantly. The CG 
acceleration gives the best performance. The LS and SN (single 
parameter) give very much similar result. However, the latter is
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slightly better than the former. The Aitken’s process and the
«-constant stiffness method (using separate overstep values) are much 
less efficient than the CG acceleration, the LS and the SN method 
(using a single step-length). However, they still give better
performance than the unaccelerated procedure Wien certain bounds on the 
overstep values are used.
9.5 Cost Analysis and Conclusions
For a reasonably large structure, the cost of decomposing the
structure stiffness matrix will dominate the cost of the whole
analysis. Let N and b be the total number of equations and the half
bandwidth of the frame stiffness matrix respectively. Then for the 
corresponding truss, these two figures become N/2 and b/2,
respectively. The cost of decomposing a stiffness matrix is 
proportional to (Nb^ /2), and (2Nb) for reduction and back substitution 
[6, p.156]. In the ordinary frame analysis, we solve Eqn.(8.1) which 
has a cost proportional to (Nb^ /2). In the present analysis, the
solution of Eqn.(9.1a) plays a major part in the cost of the analysis. 
Solving this equation will have a cost proportional to (1/2)(N/2)(b/2)^  
=(Nb /2)/8. Therefore, theoretically, the present method can be 8 
times as cheap as the ordinary frame analysis. Of course, this is only 
a theoretical prediction and can never be achieved because the
additional iterations in Eqn.(9.1o&d) will also contribute to the total 
cost. Nevertheless, the result given by a research program, which is 
relatively inefficient, shows that computer time savings can be 
achieved for reasonably large frameworks, especially when the CG 
acceleration is used.
Regarding the computer storage requirement, the reduction is
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obvious. In the ordinary frame analysis, the storage requirement for 
the stiffness matrix is (Nb). In the present analysis, this becomes 
(Nb/4). The storage required for [Kss] is almost negligible, see Table 
9.10 below.
Table 9.10 Comparison of storage requirement
. [K] [Ktt] [Kss]Example N Nb N Nb N Nb2 1380 63624(16026)* 690 16026 0 0
3 2208 189240(48230) 1104 47586 176 6444 3540 459258(125535) 1770 115257 583 10278
* Total for the conventional (Total for the present)N   Total no. of equations. N b  Storage requirement.
From this Chapter, the following conclusions may be drawn. An 
direct/iterative method for the linear analysis of large complicated 
rigidly jointed space frames has been developed. The concept of the 
primary and secondary d.o.f. has been introduced. The augmented 
frame of the original frame has been defined so that if only the member 
axial forces are desired, then only the corresponding truss of the 
augmented frame may be analysed. Various acceleration techniques have 
been combined with the present iterative method. They significantly 
improve the ieterative performance of the basic iterative procedure. 
The CG acceleration gives the best performances for a number of 
examples provided. The storage requirement for the present method is 
reduced to 1/4 of that for the conventional frame analysis. Benefit in 
CPU time may also be achieved. For fully triangulated frames. The 
reduction can be more than 50%. For not fully triangulated, but axially 
dominant frames, CPU time savings (say 30%) can be in general achieved 
for reasonably large structures. The iterative method combined with CG 
acceleration should provide a practical, cheap and efficient 
alternative to the conventional frame analysis for most 
frameworks.
CHAPTER 10 THE DIRECT/ITERATIVE METHOD FOR THE GEOMETRICAL 
NONLINEAR ANALYSIS OF PLANE AND SPACE FRAMES
10.1 Introduction
In the last Chapter, we investigated the direct/iterative method for 
the linear analysis of space frames. In this chapter, it is intended 
to investigate the direct/iterative method proposed in Section 8,4 for 
the nonlinear analysis of plane and space frames. Only the case of 
geometrically nonlinear analysis will be studied here. For the 
material nonlinear analysis, a similar procedure may be used, but this 
will not be treated here. The formulations used here are those based 
on the beam-column theory, as described in Chapter 4. Other formu­
lations, for example, those in Chapter 5, can also be used with no 
significant differences.
Various possible algorithms will be investigated first, using the 
MNR method for a number of examples. Having selected the 'best* 
algorithm, the arc-length method and accelerations are then introduced 
into the present techinique. The complete analyses of two larger 
structures will be described in detail. Finally, a cost analysis will 
be presented and conclusions will be drawn.
10.2 Basic Equations
The basic equations are Eqns.(8.9) to (8.12). These are rewritten 
in the following (in the converted form with subscripts):
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- 1 .{t} = [Ktt] {P} (10.1)or i i - 1 .{t} = ([Kttla +a[Ktt]b) {P} (10.2)i i. —1 .{r} = [Krr] {M} (10.3)i i
or • “1 .{r} = [Drr] {M} (10.4)i i
{D} = [D] + {D} (10.5)i i-1 iIn Eqn,(10.5), the updating of the displacement field is carried out
using the conventional displacement vector, {D}, instead of vectors {t}
and {r}. In this way, the out-of-balance forces can be calculated
conveniently by calling the same subroutine as used in the conventional 
nonlinear frame analysis, see Chapter 4. The advantage and 
disadvantage of using one equation or another of Eqns.(10.1) to (10.4) 
will be studied in Section 10.4.
10.3 Formulations and Computational Procedures
If the MNR method is used, then in the first increment, the 
stiffness matrices in Eqns. (10.1) or (10.2), (10.3) or (10.4) are 
those linear elastic matrices. Thus, [Ktt] will be the linear elastic 
stiffness matrix corresponding to the translational degrees of freedom, 
and [Krr] to the rotational degrees of freedom. These matrices for a 
single member can be obtained from Eqn.(2.9) for plane frame element 
and from Eqn. (2.16) for space frame element. Thus, if let [k] denote 
the member stiffness matrix in the local coordinate system, then for a 
plane frame element, we have, refer to Fig.10.1,
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[k ] = tt
EAx/Lo 0 -EAx/Lo 0
3 30 12«EIz/Lo 0 -12«EIz/Lo
‘EAx/Lo 0 EAx/Lo
0 -12«EIz/Lo
0
12«EIz/Lo
(10.6)
[k ] = rr
4EIz/Lo 2EIz/Lo 
2EIZ/L0 4EIz/Lo (10.7)
and for a space frame element, see Fig.10.2.
"k11 k12"
[k ] = tt k21 k22where,
[k11]=[k22]= -[k12] = -[k21] =
(10.8)
EAx/Lo 0 3 00 12«EIz/Lo 0 30 0 12«EIy/Lo
[k ] = rr
GIx/Lo 0 0 -GIx/Lo
0 4EIy/Lo 0 0
0 0 4EIz/Lo 0
-GIx/Lo 0 0 GIx/Lo
0 2EIy/Lo 0 0
. 0 0 2EIz/Lo 0
0 0
2EIy/Lo 0
0 2EIz/Lo
0 0
4EIy/Lo 0
0 4EIz/Lo
(10.9)
where, «, is a factor between 0 and 1. The formulation of the diagonal 
matrix [Drr] is the same as in the linear case, see Section 9.3.
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jy'
k
Fig.10.1 Plane frame element
4 1Ü
Fig.10.2 Space frame element
The transformation matrices necessary to transform the stiffness 
matrices from the local to the global coord, system are as follows :
(10.10)
for plane frame 'R 0" ~ cose sin «■[Tt] =
.0 R t [R] = -sin# cosot
[Tr] = 1 O'
0 1 (10.11)
for space frame
[Tt] = [Tr] ■R 0“
.0 R (10.12)
where [R] was previously defined in Eqn(2.l8), In the above equations,
[Tt] and [Tr] are the transformation matrices used for [k ] and [k ]tt rrrespectively. The member stiffness matrices in the global coordinate
system are then.
[k] = [T] [k] [T] (10.13)
By assembling [k ] and [k ], we can obtain [K ] and [K ] respec- 
tt rr tt rrtively.
Updating the member stiffness matrices [ktt] , [krr] and therefore 
the matrices [Ktt] and [Krr] is possible. In this case, Eqns,(4.21) 
and (4.62) can be used for plane and space frames respectively. That 
is, the member stiffness matrices are first formed according to the
x'
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procedures described in Chapter 4. Then, the required matrices 
[ktt] and [krr] can be extracted from these matrices. The assembling 
procedure is exactly the same as forming [Ktt] & [Krr] for linear case.
In order to study the behaviour of various algorithms, we present 
the following basic iterative procedure. At moment, we use the MNR 
method with one load increment only. Therefore, the stiffness matrix 
will be the linear elastic (approximate) stiffness matrix as shown in 
Eqn,(10.6) to (10.9). No updating of the stiffness matrices will be 
carried out.
a) Form matrices [Ktt] and [Krr] and apply the support conditions to 
them. Then decompose them using [L][D][L]^  decomposition, see 
Section 2.5. The decomposed forms are stored for later use.
b) For each iteration, using the current displacement and procedures 
described in Chapter 4, the out-of-balance forces and moments can 
be found. Translations and rotations are then obtained by using 
Eqns.(10.1) or (10.2) and (10.3) or (10.4) respectively.
c) Update the displacement vector and check for convergence. If 
convergence is not obtained, repeat step b). If yes, terminate 
the analysis.
A more sophisticated procedure combining the present technique with 
the arc-length method and some acceleration methods will be presented 
in Section 10.5,
10.4 Assessing the Various Algorithms
A displacement criterion will be used for the examples in this 
section. The displacement criterion is the same as the one used in 
Section 6.4. The error tolerance is set to 0.1%.
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EXAMPLE 1
Let us first look at a small example as shown in Fig, 10.3. The
structure is a two bar frame. For an applied load of P=30kN, the
vertical displacement at node 2 at the end of each iteration is plotted 
in Fig.10.3 against the iteration cycle. Three curves are plotted in
Fig.10.3; namely, the conventional MNR method, the present method with
0=0 and 0=1. The conventional MNR method converged in 7 iterations. 
The present method converged in 17 iterations for «=1, and 19 
iterations for e*=0.
6
E=2E575
3.50
1=900003.25
Unit N/mm3.00 50
2.75
2.50
% ---  Conventional
^ --- Q = U
O ----
I T E R A T I O N  C Y C L E  
Fig. 10.3 Example 1  A two bar frame and converging processes
The complete nonlinear réponse curve is shown in Fig.10.4, together 
with that for the corresponding truss. It can be seen that the
pre-buckling paths are very close to each other. This implies that in 
the linear analysis, the behaviour of the frame can be similar to that 
of the corresponding truss. However, the two curves depart gradually 
from each other after the first limit point. This suggests that the 
corresponding truss will not be a good representation of the original 
frame in nonlinear problems, especially for the post-buckling path.
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Therefore, the use of [Ktt]a alone in Eqn.(10.2) in nonlinear analysis 
can be misleading especially when the stiffness matrix needs to be 
updated.
In this example, because of symmetry, the central node has no 
rotation. The two end rotations are isolated and therefore, the use of 
[Krr] full or [Drr] in Eqn.(10.3) will be the same.
trussLOAO(80kN )
.75 frame
.50
.25
DEFLECT I ON(ir.m) 6wcsCO-.25 CDCOCO COa CO CO CO CO
-.75
Fig.10.4 Nonlinear response curves for example 1
EXAMPLE 2
A fully triangulated plane frame is shown in Fig.10.5. In this 
case, the truss solution is very close to the frame one, as shown in 
Fig.10.6. For an applied load of P=90kN, the converging processes for 
the conventional MNR, the present method with «=0 and =^1, are 
schematically shown in Fig.10.7. The number of iterations are 
respectively 7, 15 and 17.
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80
3x50
400 400
member A
single vertical load at node 8 
unit N/mm
G 2x10^ 80
Fig.10.5 Example 2 — A fully triangulated plane frame
1-3, 7-12 2x10= 1000 52083 4-5 2x10 160 1333
667
trusaP/100 kN frame
20 40Fig.10.6 Nonlinear response curve for example 2
Then a trial was made with P=200kN as one increment. The MNR converged 
in 35 iterations, the present method with «=1 in 55, and with «=0, 
divergence occured. This may be explained as follows. The stability 
functions have a singular point at N/Ne=4.0 compression, see 
Eqn.(4.11). Near the applied load, the maximum compression force is 
nearly 3.5Ne. Because of the oscillation for «=0, the approximate 
ratio N/Ne, can be near or exceed 4.0 and this causes the divergence. 
For *=1, the approximate displacement is smaller than the exact and 
therefore this will not be the case,
A comparison was made for this example between the use of [Krr] full 
and the diagonal matrix [Drr], see Eqns.(10.3 & 4), with «=1. Both
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schemes converged in the same number of iterations (17). The 
converging processes are shown in Fig.10.8.
1 8 .5 0  18.33
1 7 .5 0
Conventional MNR 
Present withOf =0 
Present with a  =1
00
1G .50
1 6 .0 0
1 5 .5 0
1 5 .0 0
53
1*.00
1 3 .5 0  
1 3 ,0 0
1 2 .5 0
12.00 ITERATION CYCLE
Fig. 10.7 Converging processes for MNR,ci=0,’ and a=1 for example 2
Rotation at G(deg)
1.0B0
1 . 0 1 0
.960
.918 0 - —
.310
.760
.710
.660
.51 ITERATION CYCLE
-fc cn cn 00 CD (S
Fig.10.8 Comparison between [Krr] and [Drr] for example 2
EXAMPLE 3
A space frame is shown in Fig.10.9. The nonlinear response curves 
are shown in Fig,10.10 together with those for the corresponding truss. 
Again, the behaviour of the truss is quite different from that of the 
frame. Therefore, frame action must be taken into account.
For an applied load of P=1kN, the converging processes for the 
conventional and present MNR method with a=0 and 1, respectively, are
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shown in Fig. 10.11. The case of e=0 gives divergence. This is because 
the frame is flat and the lateral stiffness due to bending stiffness is 
greater than that from the axial stiffness.
0.0
0.0
0.0
verticalothers5
1 2
node coords.
2 3
100.0 50.0 50.0 
0.0 86.B 28.87 
0.0 0.0 3.47
2xio;
2X10'
A0.0530.0
V0.350.35
0 . 0 1 0 0 .0  
0.0 0.0 
25.0, 25.0
Ix 
1 . 0  54.0
7 B
50.0 50.0
85.8 28.87
25.0 28.47
Iy=Iz0.527.0
Fig.10.9 Example 3 A space frame
.90
.70
.60
.50
.10
.30
.20
.10
frame ,trus8
- .1 0  
-.2 0 , 
-.3 0  s  
-.10 
- .5 0  
- .6 0
Fig.10.10 Nonlinear response curves for example 3
REFLECTION AT a
Present with «=0
Present with «=11.30
Conventional MNR
1.00
.90
.70
.63
.50
iteration CYCLE
Fig.10.11 Converging processes for example 3 
Again, a comparison was made between the use of [Krr] and [Drr] with
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«.= 1. For both cases, the iteration converged in the same number of 
iterations. The converging processes are shown in Fig.10.12.
DEFLECTION
.790
.G90
by [Krr]
.031 ITERATION CYCLE
Fig.10.12 Comparison between [Krr] and [Drr] for example 3 
EXAMPLE 4
The frame shown in Fig.10.13 is not fully triangulated. For a 
single applied load of P=5kN at node 2, the converging processes for 
the ordinary MNR and the present method with [Krr] and [Drr] are shown 
in Fig.10.14. It can be seen that the present method with [Drr] 
diverges. But, if a set of symmetrical loads is applied, then the 
present method with [Drr] can still give convergence. The converging 
processes for two equal applied loads of P=100kN at nodes 2 & 3 are
shown in Fig.10.15. The reason is that, the frame acts mainly axially 
when symmetrical loads are applied.
500
1000 1000 1000
E=2.0E5A=900.0
1=90000.0
Unit N / mm
Fig.10.13 Example 4 — —  A non-triangulated frame
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ITERATION CYCLE
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Fig.10.14 Converging processes for unsyrametrical loadings
3.■50
3 .0 0
Ordinary MNR 
Present with [Krr] 
Present with [Drr]
in o è ui 8
Fig.10.15 Converging processes for symmetrical loadings 
For a brief summary, it can be stated that if a frame and its 
corresponding truss have similar structural behaviours, (most fully 
triangulated frames should fall into this class), then the parameter, 
a , can be set to 0. That means, the stiffness matrix for the 
corresponding truss can be used in the analysis, and the updating of 
this stiffness matrix could be achieved by using the geometrical 
stiffness matrix for a truss element as introduced in Chapter 5. For 
an important class of structure in nonlinear analysis, i.e., structures 
having snap-through behaviour, the corresponding truss may have 
mechanisms, or if not, then the bending stiffness may have greater 
contribution to the lateral stiffness than the axial stiffness. In 
this case, the inclusion of the bending stiffness is essential to, and 
it does, prevent divergence. That is, we can take, « , as unity. The 
use of the diagonal matrix [Drr], instead of [Krr] full, for rotations 
have been justified in all examples except example 4. This can further
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reduce the storage requirement and almost no extra iterations are 
required. This may be explained as follows: the rotation at a node
may only have a local effect. This effect can quickly die with 
distance. However, this is only true for fully triangulated frames. 
The use of [Drr] does not, in general, give convergence for frames 
whose corresponding trusses have mechanisms. This is because for these 
frames, the rotations at a node will be accompanied by significant 
translations. Therefore, the error in rotations will cause errors in 
translations.
10.5 The use of the Acr-Length Method and Accelerations
In the last section, we discussed the choices between Eqns.(IO.I) &
(10.2), and Eqns.(10.3) & (10.4), We found that in all cases, the
algorithm based on Eqns.(IO.I) & (10.3) is numerically the most stable. 
Therefore, in this and the next section, we will use this algorithm 
only. The algorithm based on Eqns.(IO.I) & (10.4) is also very
attractive. It further reduces the storage requirement and converges 
as fast as the algorithm based on Eqns.(IO.I) & (10.3) in some cases. 
However, convergence may not be obtained for this algorithm in some 
cases.
10.5.1 Introducing the Arc-Length Method into the Present Technique 
We use the constraint equation (6.26) with the oraittion of the load 
parameter term. However, in the present case, the tangent displacement 
vetcor is not available because the tangent stiffness matrix is not 
available. Therefore, we will use the secant displacement vector. 
This secant displacement vector is in fact the total displacement
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increment in the last (load) increment. Also, in Eqn.(6.l8), we 
replace the vector {Do} by the secant vector divided by the 
corresponding load parameter increment. The division is necessary 
because vector {Do} corresponds to a unit load parameter. The change 
in the load parameter for the present technique can then be given as 
follows :
T T
(10.14)AA = ~{Ds} {ad } / {Ds} {Ds}
j  ^jThe modified displacement correction for the iteration is then
{ad} = {ADg} + {Ds} 
j ' j j
(10.15)
where {Ds} is the scaled secant displacement vector (obtained by
dividing the secant displacement vector by the corresponding load
parameter increment) and j indicates an iteration cycle. To determine
the increment size, we use the following formula:
1/2AA = AA (n/nj (10.16)i+1 iwhere n and n^have the same meanings as those in Eqn.(6.15). The 
corresponding displacement in the first iteration is then the total 
displacement increment in the last increment scaled by the factor
(n/n^ j1/2 Therefore, we do not use Eqns.(IO.I) & (10.3) in the first 
iteration. In subsequent iterations, we use Eqns.(IO.I) & (10.3) to
obtain vector {ADp}j and then use Eqns.(10,l4) & (10.15) to calculate 
the modified displacement correction.
10.5.2 Accelerating the Present Technique
Accelerations can be easily incorporated in the present technique, 
as stated in Chapter 7. The only difference is that a standard MNR 
iteration is now expressed in Eqns.(IO.I) & (10.3). The LS technique 
and the SN method with a single or double parameter will be used.
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10.5.3 Computational Procedures
For a particular (load) incrment, the scaled secant displacement 
vector, {Ds}, is calculated and stored. Determine the increment size, 
AAi, for the increment. Update the approximate tangent stiffness 
matrices, [Ktt] and [Krr] and decompose them using the [L][D][L]^  
decomposition. For the first iteration, update the displacement as 
{D}+^ 1^{Ds}. For a subsequent iteration, the computational procedure 
is as follows;
a) Find the out-of-balance forces and moments.
b) Perform a standard MNR iteration as shown in Eqns.(IO.I) &
(10.3). Expand {t}j and {r}j to form vector {ADp}j.
c) Calculate the modified displacement correction from Eqns.
(10.14) & (10.15) if the arc-length method is used.
d) Apply the acceleration if necessary.
e) Update the displacement and check for convergence. If
convergence is not obtained, return to step a). If yes, 
apply a new (load) increment or terminate the analysis 
if the desired load level has been reached.
10.6 Numerical Examples
In this section, we will present two numerical examples. 
Comparisons will be made between the conventional frame analysis and 
the present technique. Here, a conventional analysis stands for the 
one based on the beam-colurnn approach as presented in Chapter 4. The 
same convergence criterion as used in Section 7.6 will be used here. 
The error tolerance is set to 0.5%.
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EXAMPLE 1
In this example, we will study the single layer dome as shown in
Fig.10.16, which has been studied by Butterworth using the finite
element method with numerical integration [94]. Experimental results
are also available from the same reference. In the present analysis,
the effect of dead load (self weight, of the dome) has not been taken
into account. In Ref.94, no values for E and v were available and
2these have been here assumed as E=3.0E7 lb/in and v=0.3 for cold drawn 
steel. The results by the beam-column approach are numerically 
compared with those from Ref.94 in Table 10.1 for deflections and 
member forces for an applied load of P=336lb.
Table 10.1 Numerical comparison for the single layer dome
Present Experimental[94] FEA [94]
Applied load(lb) 336(+dead) 336(+dead) 336(+dead)Deflection atnode 3 0.202(+0.012) 0.210 0.226node 5 -0.l69(+0.005) -0.140 -0.139node 7 0.999(+0.020) 0.976 1.020Axial force inmember F 990(+30) 925 1006
P-700 lb
Fig.10.l6a Perspective view of a single layer dome
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J2"
J92"
ELBVATTOH
Note
All Joints lie on spherical surface of raàius 32'6' 
All members 1" x lOg cold drawn seamless tube.
E=5x10^  v«0.5 A=0.?51 Iy=Iz=0.054 J=0.068
Unit lb/in
Member cross-section PLAN
Fig,10.16b General arrangement of the dome
This example involves no limit points. Therefore, only the MNR 
method will be used. In order to make a fair comparison between the 
conventional and the present analysis, and also between the different 
acceleration methods, an initial analysis was first carried out using 
the conventional MNR method accelerated by the LS technique. 
Eqns.(6.24) and (6.15) have been used to determine the increment size
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with n=8 and an initial load (parameter) increment of 1/8. The total 
number of load increments is 12. These are indicated in Fig.10.17 by 
the numbered circles from 1 to 12. The converged load levels are kept 
back and used in other schemes to control the load increment. The 
results from Ref.94 are also plotted in Fig.10.17 for comparison. The 
iterative performances of various schemes are detailed in Table 10.2, 
in which the following symbols are used:
C.MNR; P.MNR -- Unaccelerated MNR method.
C.LS; P.LS MNR method with LS.
P.SN1---- MNR method with SN (single parameter)
C.SN2; P.SN2 ——  MNR method with SN (double parameter).
f -- LS tolerance.
where C. stands for a conventional frame analysis and P. for the 
present frame analysis using an approximate stiffness matrix.
Table 10.2 Iterative performances for the single layer dome
No.of iterations for schemeC.MNR C.LS C.SN2 P. MNR P.LS P.LS P.SN1 PInc. (f=.4) (f=.4) (f=.2)1 5 5(0)** 5 13 13(0) 13(1) 13 72 6 6(0) 4 14 14(0) 9(7) 11 63 7 7(0) 5 18 18(0) 13(11) 13 74 9 8(1) 5 18 18(1) 15(1) 15 85 14 8(2) 5 28 18(2) 15(3) 15 86 29 7(2) 5 50 18(3) 13(11) 13 97 50* 7(4) 5 50* 18(4) 11(9) 13 98 7(3) 5 16(3) 11(9) 11 99 6(2) 6 16(5) 9(6) 9 910 8(5) 7 16(5) 9(7) 9 811 8(4) 8 16(4) 9(8) 9 812 -.7(51. 9 15(7) 9(8) 9 8TotalCPUs 84(28)171 69115 196(34)210
136(81) 140 
197 153 912!
* Convergence was not obtained within 50 iterations.** I(J) = No, of iterations (No. of extra residual calculations)
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Fig.10, 17 Nonlinear response curve for the single layer dome 
For the unaccelerated MNR methods, when the convergence is not 
obtained within 50 iterations for an increment, the analysis is simply
terminated. It would be possible to carry on the analysis if the
converged displacements, etc, at the end of each increment were 
stored on disk for the initial analysis, ie, the conventional MNR with 
LS. This procedure was used by Crisfield in [67,68] to study the 
behaviour of various acceleration methods. But it has not been used in 
this example. In the next example, we shall use this procedure.
From Table 10.2, it can be seen that the SN method is more effective 
than the LS technique. The double parameter SN is better than the
single parameter SN. Regarding the LS technique, the overall
performance for a tighter line search tolerance of f=0,2 is better than 
that for f=0.4 (see columns 6 & 7 of Table 10.2).
EXAMPLE 2
Let us look at the barrel vault shown in Fig. 10.18. The 
corresponding truss of this barrel vault has mechanisms. But under a 
set of symmetric loads, it can maintain its (unstable) equilibrium. 
The applied loads are point loads at all nodes. The single point load
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at a node is P=50N. The barrel vault is supported along the two 
longitudinal edges. Each of these nodes is fully fixed against 
translations, but free to rotate.
The barrel vault has a snap-through type nonlinear behaviour. 
Therefore, the acr-length method will be used, combined with the LS 
technique and the SN method. The following 6 schemes will be studied.
C.ARC; P.ARC ---- Unaccelerated arc-length method.
C.LS; P .LS   Arc-length method with line search.
C.SN2; P.SN2 ---- Arc-length method with SN (double parameter).
where C. stands for a conventional frame analysis and P. for the 
present frame analysis using an approximate stiffness matrix.
In order to malce a fair comparison, the secant displacement vector 
{Ds} will be used in place of the tangent displacement vector (Do) for 
both the conventional and the present analysis. That is, the 
displacement corrective vectors are now made perpendicular to the 
secant displacement vector {Ds}. However, in the conventional 
analysis, we still use Eqn. (6.18), while Eqn.(10.15) will be used for 
the present method. With such a modification, all schemes should 
converge to the same solution (within the prescribed error tolerance) 
if the same initial increment size for the increment, the same values 
of n and n^ in Eqn. (10.16) are used. For the first increment, 
because there is no secant displacement vector, the MNR method, with or 
without accelerations, will be used. As used in Section 7.6, a sample 
analysis will be carried out first and the ^ number of iterations for 
each increment to converge is stored on disk. These data will 
then be used to control the increment sizes for other schemes.
The present method accelerated by the SN method (double parameter) 
has been used to carry out the sample analysis, as all the conventional
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schemes failed to converge near the second limit point. In the sample 
analysis, Eqn.(10.16) has been used to determine the increment sizes 
with n set to 12 and the initial load (parameter) increment equal to 
0.2. The calculated values of n/n^ is modified so that it is within the 
range of 0.8-2.0 to prevent too small or too large increments. 
However, this still has not been able to prevent having only two 
increments after the second limit point. Therefore, after point 10 in 
Fig.10.19, the increment size has been controlled manually . 
Therefore, the analysis up to point 10 in Fig. 10.19 has been done 
automatically in a single run for each scheme. The displacements, 
member distortions, rotation matrices, etc at point 10 are then 
stored on disk in the analysis P.SN2. For other schemes, the analysis 
can be restored by reading these data into memory first. But this has 
been done only for scheme C.SN2 for the purpose of comparison. The 
nonlinear curve up to the applied load is shown in Fig.10.19 for the 
vertical deflection at node 61. The iterative performances for various 
schemes are detailed in Table 10.3.
2H
Unit N/ramR=150000 H=2500 L= 7000
Fig.10.18a Perspective view of the barrel vault
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Fig.10.19 Nonlinear curve for the barrel vault
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Table 10.3 Iterative performances for example 2
Scheme C.ARC C.LS C.SN2(CPU) P.ARC P.LS P.SM2(CPU)
Inc. f=.3 f=.31 5 5(2) 4(220) 161 141(1) 38(558)2 4 5(0) 3(250) 55 45(44) 8(225)
3 4 5(0) 3(250) 55 46(2) 8(223)4 5 5(0) 4(265) 68 74(21) 8(223)5 6 7(1) 7(317) 89 87(70) 8(223)6 8 9(0) 11(388) 187 76(75) 16(328)
7 5 7(1) 13(419) 100** 32(0)»* 10(249)8 8 7(1) 6(299) 8(222)9 9* 13(23) 7(315) 8(222)10 23(23) 11/11/12(965)+ 8(222)11 12(2)* 12(406) 4(170)12 20(530) 8(220)
13 9(347) 8(224)14 7(318) 9(235)15 5(280) 7(206)16 5(276) 6(192)
17 4(264) 4(172)18 7(312) 9(234)Total 161 175CPUs 6421 10000 10000 4348
—Program crashed due to the axial forces greater than 4Ne.—The analysis was terminated after the maximum CPU time, 10000s, is reached.—Maximum axial forces exceeded 4Ne at the 11th iteration.See also the text below.
* . 
t ■
For increment 10 (point 9 to 10), an automatic increment halving 
scheme was used for scheme C.SN2 so that whenever the axial force of a 
member is found to be in excess of 4Ne (Euler critical load of a 
member), the increment size is halved and the analysis restarts from 
the configuration at the beginning of the increment. By using such a 
scheme, it was found that two 'sub-increments' were necessary to give 
convergence. The number of iterations for these two increments were 11 
and 12 respectively, as shown in Table 10.3.
From Table 10.3, it can be seen that the present method without 
acceleration can result in very slow convergence. Accelerations, 
especially the double parameter method, can significantly improve
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the iterative performances over the basic procedure. Accelerations are 
more benefitial to the present method than to the conventional method. 
For example, in the first increment, the SN method leads to a 20% 
reduction in the number of iterations for the conventional method and 
76% for the present method. While in the second increment, these two 
figures are respectively 25% and 8l%.
The use of the secant displacement vector as in Eqn.(10.16) is very 
much advantageous. This can be seen from the large difference between 
the numbers of iterations for the first and the subsequent iterations. 
In the first iteration, the secant displacement vector is not 
available. In the subsequent increments, the use of the secant 
displacement vector substantially reduces the number of iterations. 
However, this was not observed in Example 1 where the MNR method was 
used, see Table 10,2. Therefore, the use of the arc-length method may 
also be one of the reasons. In any case, such a usage of the secant 
displacement vector is obviously advantageous when no tangent
displacement vector is available.
Comparing this example with the previous example of the single layer 
dome, the major difference lies in their'span/depth'ratios. This ratio 
is 161 for the single layer dome and 250 for the barrel vault. 
Obviously, the importance of the bending stiffnesses to the lateral 
stiffness is directly related to the span/depth ratio. It can be said 
that the larger the span/depth ratio is, the stiffer will be the 
approximate stiffess matrix [Ktt] in relation to the exact tangent
stiffness matrix [K] (ie, the translations obtained by using [Ktt] will 
be much smaller than those by [K]). This will lead to slower 
convergence. This may explain why a large number of iterations are
required for the 1st increment of the 2nd example, while this is not
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the case for the single layer dome. The situation discussed here is 
also illustrated in Fig.10.20 with respect to a two bar frame, for 
which, the ratio of the vertical deflection at centre by using [K] over 
that by [Ktt] is plotted against the span/depth ratio.
A. by [K]/’Aby [Ktt] % ( 1 2c^)/(s^
slenderness ratio X=50
s=sin a
G=COS CK
span/depth50 100 
Fig.10.20 Slower convergence for larger span/depth ratio
The CPU time comparison in Table 10.3 may not give very useful 
information because the use of the tangent displacement vector will 
surely give faster convergence than that shown in Table 10.3 for the 
conventional analysis. A full cost analysis will be presented in the 
next section.
The present method is numerically very stable. When combined with 
the SN method, it was observed that only occasionally, did the absolute 
values of Ai and Bi (see Eqns.7.49 & 50) exceed 10 and 5 respectively 
in the analysis. Therefore, no limits were imposed on these 
parameters. Also, in increment 10, the conventional method diverged, 
while the present converged equally well.
10.7 Cost Analysis
The present method for the geometrically nonlinear analysis reduces
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the storage requirement to one quarter of that for the conventional
analysis if matrix [Drr] is used. If [Krr] is used, then the reduction
will be halved. However, whether there will be CPU time savings or not
depends on the size of the structure and the band property of the
stiffness matrix. This is due to the fact that the cost of calculating
the out-of-balance force is no longer negligible in nonlinear analysis,
especially when a large number of iterations are involved.
Let here 'N* be the total number of degrees of freedom and ’b’, the
average half band-with of the stiffness matrix for the original frame.
As in linear case (Chapter 9), these figures for the present method are
N/2 and b/2 respectively. The number of multiplications for
2decomposing a symmetric matrix is approximately Nb /2. Thus, we have 
the following cost comparison (Table 10.4).
Table 10.4 Cost comparison in terms of number of multiplications Decomposition Solution OBF Storage
Conventional Nb^ /2 2Nb kM NbPresent pwith [Drr] Nb /16 Nb/2 kM Nb/4
Reduction(%) 89.5 75 0 75
with [Krr] Nb^ /8 Nb kM Nb/2Reduction(%) 75 50 0 50
In Table 10.4, ’M’ is the total number of members, ^k’ is the number 
of multiplications to find the member force for one member and OBF 
means the calculation of the out-of-balance forces. Using the beam- 
column approach, the value of 'k' is about 500 (180 simple
multiplications + 8 cos(x), sin(x) or exp(x), each of these takes about 
40 simple multiplications). For a space truss to be stable, the 
necessary condition is 3::n < M, where n is the total number of nodes. 
Therefore, we may take 3 n=M, or N=2M, where N is the total number of 
d.o.f. Introducing this relationship into Table 10.4, we may write the
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terras in Table 10.4 in their relative values as follows: 
Table 10.5 Relative cost comparison ______________
Conventional Present with [Drr]
with [Krr]
Decomposition Solution 
b^  4b
b 
2b
b^ /S
bf/4
OBF
k=500
k=500
k=500
Let us now consider one increment with the stiffness matrix being 
updated. Let Ic be the number of iterations for the conventional 
method to converge and Ip, for the present method. The total cost for 
the conventional method for the increment is then
b + 4b.Ic + k.Ic 
and that for the present method with [Drr] is
b^ /8 + b.Ip + k.IpEquating these two expressions, we have
(7/8)bZ = b.(Ip-4lc) + k.(Ip-Ic) 
where, Ip-Ic, is the number of additional iterations for the present 
method. Neglecting the term b.(Ip-4lc), we have 
Ip - Ic = 7b^ /8k 
Similarly, if [Krr] is used, then
\? + 4blc + kic = b^ /4 + 2blp + kipor 3b /4 = 2b(Ip-2Ic) + k(Ip-Ic)
If let Ip=4lc, then we can replace Ip-2Ic by 2(Ip-Ic)/3, and thus,
Ip-Ic = 3b^ /4(k+4b/3)
2 2These equations mean that the present method can have 7b /8k or 3b /4 
(k+4b/3) additional iterations to the conventional method with no 
additional computer time. The followings are some typical values of 
Ip-Ic.
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Ip-Ic with [Drr]
b 10 40 60 100 200 500
0 3 6 17 70 440
with [Krr] 0 2 5 12 40 161
Therefore, the present method can be computationally benefitial for 
large structures. For small structures, however, there may be no 
computer time savings. For eaxmple, for the dome in Example 1, b=26, 
Ip-Ic=1. Therefore, no CPU time saving can be achieved, as shown in 
Table 10.2. For the barrel vault of example 2, computer storage 
requirement and CPU times for each operations are given in Table 10.6.
Table 10.6 CPU time and storage comparison for the barrel vault Conventional Present [Krr]
N 990 495No. of member 584 584
Nb 90009 22626b(average) 91 46
Storage CPU time(s) Form [K] Decomposition 
Solution OBF
90009
50114
5.0
9.7 (once)
45252
13 (for [Ktt] & [Krr]) 
29 2.3 9.7
Therefore, for this example, Ip-Ic=10. From Table 10.3, the actual 
value is 7 because the CPU time for 10 iterations of the present method 
is equal to the CPU time for 3 iterations of the conventional method.
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10.8 Conclusions
An efficient method has been developed for the geometrically
nonlinear analysis of large complicated frames. In contrast to the 
conventional nonlinear analysis, the present technique uses approximate 
(tangent) stiffness matrices. In most cases, the use of matrix [Ktt] 
for translations and the diagonal matrix [Drr] for rotations are 
satisfactory and attractive. For fully triangulated frames, the truss 
stiffness matrix, [Ktt]a may be used to advantage. The choice of [Krr] 
full, instead of its diagonal [Drr], is in general preferred for frames 
having snap-through type behaviours to prevent divergence. In all
cases, if matrices [Ktt] and [Krr] full are used, the present method is 
always safer than the conventional analysis, though convergence may be 
slow. Accelerations, however, can effectively overcome the slow
convergence. Therefore, the strategy based on [Ktt] and [Krr],
together with accelerations (especially the secant-Newton) is 
numerically stable and computationally efficient.
Compared with the conventional analysis, the present one reduces the 
storage requirement to 1/2 if [Krr] is used and 1/4 if [Drr] is used. 
Whether or not there are computer time savings depends on the
size of the structure and also the band property of the stiffness 
matrix. For reasonably large structures, considerable computer time 
savings may be achieved, even for frames having snap-through type 
behaviours. For the example provided, the CPU time reduction is about 
305S. It can be expected that for larger structures, the reduction 
will be more.
Although the present method has been developed in conjunction with 
the beam-column approach, other finite element formulations can also be 
used wibh no difficulties. The present method could be easily 
implemented in existing programs or packages.
CHAPTER 11 CONCLUSIONS
11.1 General Concluding Remarks
With the advent of electronic digital computers, the finite element 
method has been rapidly developed over the last thirty years. 
Nowadays, theoretical solutions are available to almost all problems 
in solid mechanics (linear or nonlinear, static or dynamic etc.), 
However, towards the practical application of the finite element 
method, the situation is not that optimistic. Large complicated 
3-dimensional problems are still costy, and sometimes, the solution of 
such a problem is simply not possible because of the high cost. While 
awaiting the arrival of still larger and faster computers, more 
efficient numerical methods are required to bring down the cost of the 
analysis so that structures of practical sizes may be analyzed as 
routine work.
Regarding skeletal structures, especially space frames, the linear 
static analysis is possible for structures of almost any practical 
sizes. Dynamic and nonlinear analyses are, however, only possible for 
relatively small structures. In the class of skeletal structure, space 
frames, having largest number of d.o.f. per node, are the most 
expensive structures to analyze. It would be of practical value if the 
cost of analysing such a structure, either linearly or nonlinearly, 
could be reduced. This has been the intention of the research on which 
the present thesis has been based.
In this thesis, a general direct/iterative procedure suitable for 
structural analysis has been proposed. A number of iterative 
(indirect) methods currently available in structural analysis can 
be related to this direct/iterative procedure. New direct/iterative
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solution procedures have been proposed for the linear and nonlinear 
analysis of frameworks. In the case of linear analysis, the procedure 
is similar to the secondary stress analysis technique. However, the 
present method is designed for the computer analysis, not hand 
analysis. It is also suited to space frames and non-triangulated 
frames. The direct/iterative procedure has also been applied to the 
geometrically nonlinear analysis of plane and space frames. In this 
case, it is found that the present technique is numerically more stable 
than the conventional nonlinear frame analysis. In addition to the 
obvious saving in the computer storage requirement, savings in the 
computer CPU time may also be achieved for large frameworks, especially 
when accelerations are used.
In order to carry out the present research, the review of some 
existing knowledge is necessary. These include the linear and 
nonlinear formulations for skeletal structures, the solution procedures 
for linear and nonlinear equilibrium equations and some acceleration 
methods available in structural analysis. These have been
presented in Chapters 2,4,5,6 and 7 respectively. The new 
contributions from the present work were described in Chapter 3 for the 
calculation of mechanism modes of structures. Chapters 8,9 and 10 for 
the direct/iterative procedure and its applications in the linear and 
geometrically nonlinear analysis of frameworks.
11.2 Review of Existing Knowledge
This thesis has covered some most advanced theories in the computer 
analysis of skeletal structures. First, the direct stiffness method 
and the solution procedures for the linear static equilibrium equation.
I
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in particular, the [L][D][L]^  decomposition were reviewed in detail. 
Then, the nonlinear formulations for skeletal structures using the 
beam-column theory and the finite element theory were described.
Various solution algrithms for passing through limit points were then 
presented and commented on. These include the simple method of
suppressing the equilibrium iterations; the introduction of artificial 
springs; the displacement control method; Riks/Wempner’s arc-length 
method and the Bergan's method of minimising the out-of-balance forces. 
Some convergence criteria and automatic incrementation procedures were 
also described and commented on. Acceleration methods have been
reviewed. These include the Aitken’s 5^  process; the a-constant
stiffness method; the line search technique; the conjugate gradient 
acceleration; the conjugate-Newton; and the secant-Newton method.
11.3 New Contributions
The new contributions from the present work are essentially 
distributed among Chapters 3,8,9 and 10. In Chapter 3, a technique was 
developed for the calculation of mechanism modes of structures. The 
technique was first discussed with respect to general structures. 
Mechanisms of space trusses were then studied in detail. The concepts 
of mechanism direction and mechanism plane have been introduced. It 
was also briefly mentioned how the technique can be used for the 
calculation of eigenvectors corresponding to a known eigenvalue.
In Chapter 8, a general direct/iterative procedure has been proposed 
for the structural analysis which is similar to the block Jacobi method 
in the theory of numerical analysis. In the direct/iterative 
procedure, displacements are divided into a number of groups. The
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total equilibrium equations are split into the same number of
subsystems. The direct or indirect solutions of these subsystems are 
further included in a main iterative procedure. A variety of available 
iterative (indirect) methods in structural analysis can be related 
to this general procedure. New direct/iterative procedures were
proposed for the linear and nonlinear analysis of frameworks by
selecting different displacement groups and corresponding approximate 
stiffness matrices. In the case of linear analysis, the displacements 
are divided into ’primary’ translations, ’secondary’ translations and
rotations. Physically, the first group is responsible for the
’primary’ stresses and the last two groups are responsible for the
’secondary’ stresses. These are therefore also called the ’primary’ 
d.o.f. and the ’secondary’ d.o.f. respectively. In the analysis, 
primary d.o.f. are obtained through a direct solution, while the
secondary d.o.f. are obtained through an iterative procedure. In the 
nonlinear analysis, displacements are grouped into translations and 
rotations which are solved independently.
In Chapter 9, the direct/iterative method for the linear analysis of 
space frames were described in further detail. Acceleration methods 
have been successfully used to accelerate the direct/iterative 
procedure. Numerical examples show that the direct/iterative method 
can significantly reduce the cost of the analysis for large structures. 
For fully triangulated frames. The reduction can be more than 50%. 
For not fully triangulated, but axially dominant frames, CPU time 
savings (say 30%) can be in general achieved for reasonably large frames, 
The saving in the storage requirement is obvious, which is 
approximately 75%.
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In Chapter 10, the direct/iterative method was applied to the 
geometrically nonlinear analysis of plane and space frames. The method 
also worked unexpectedly well for a class of space frames which is 
important in nonlinear field, i.e., frames having snap-through type 
behaviours such as shallow domes, barrel vaults etc. The efficiency of 
the present technique was predicted through a detailed cost analysis 
and demonstrated through a large barrel vault which has a snap-through 
type behaviour. For this example , the CPU time reduction is about 
30%. It can be expected that for larger structures, the reduction 
can be more.
11.4 Suggestions for Further Work
Much work is needed in the nonlinear field. First, the formulation 
used has been the one based on the beam-column theory. Other finite 
element formulations may be employed in the present technique.
Nonlinear material problems have been excluded from the present 
investigation. As further investigations, the present technique can be 
employed in the analysis of space frames with geometrical and/or 
material nonlinearities. For nonlinear material problems, it may be 
suggestive to adopt a yield criterion based on the stress resultants, 
instead of the stresses.
Having done all of these, we will then have a program which can 
perform a linear elastic analysis of most space structures using 3 
d.o.f. per node only. Further, it will be able to do a full nonlinear 
analysis without increase in the size of the stiffness matrix and data 
preparation. The full collapse analysis of realistic structures at 
reasonable cost will be thus made possible. This should represent a 
considerable advance in our analysis capability.
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Finally, the application of the present technique may extend beyond 
space frames. By employing a similar concept, other structures, 
such as folded plate structures, shallow shells etc. may be analysed 
more efficiently than using the conventional technique.
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Appendix I
During the decomposition of the stiffness matrix of a structure, if 
a pivot becomes zero, then there must be a corresponding mechanism of 
the structure. The proof of this is given as follows.
Assume the k th pivot is zero. We partition the original matrix, 
[K], by the first (k-1) rows and columns, i.e.,
"Kii Î Kib
[K] = 1TKbi 1 Kbb
In the above, subscript i means "internal" d.o.f. and b means 
"boundary", as commonly used in the substructure technique [3]. After 
Gauss elimination till the k th row, [Kbl| becomes [Kbb], where [3]
-  —1 [Kbb]=[Kbb]-[Kbi][Kii] [Kib]
Now, recalling the static condensation and the substructure technique,
this matrix is, in fact, the stiffness matrix for the boundary nodal
d.o.f, if the first (k-1) d.o.f. are regarded as the internal d.o.f.
of a substructure. Now, by the assumption, element (1,1) of matrix
[Kbb] is zero. That means the structure has zero stiffness in this
d.o.f. lAich implies a mechanism. Therefore, if a pivot becomes zero,
then there must be a mechanism.
Now, if the zero pivot is replaced by a large number, it is 
equivalent to adding a very stiff spring at that d.o.f. This is simply 
because the value of the diagonal element can remain unchanged until 
the corresponding pivot is being calculated, (this is possible if a 
specific decomposition procedure is used). Therefore, adding a number 
to the pivot will have the same effect as adding the number to the 
diagonal element before starting the decomposition. That means, they 
will result in the same final pivot. Clearly, adding a number to the
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diagonal before decomposition is equivalent to adding a spring in the 
direction corresponding to the d.o.f. So, this proves the conclusion 
at the beginning of this paragraph.
Appendix II
This appendix is to be read in conduction with Section 3.5b).
In this Appendix, the followings are to be shown:
a) Every pair of mechanism modes for any one kind of node numbering 
are linearly independent;
b) The set of mechanism modes obtained for any one kind of node
numbering in the way as shown in Section 3.5b) form the basis of a
vector space,
a) Suppose that{r} and {s}are two mechanism modes corresponding to two
different zero pivots (say, the i th and the j th pivot respectively).
From Section 3.5b), we know that r. and s. are not zero and r. and s-i J j ^
must be zero. Let a, b be two constants that cannot be zero at the 
same time. If{r}and{s}are linearly dependent, then there must be
a{r}+ b{sl= 0
which leads to, at least,
a.r^ + b.s^ = 0
a.Tj + b.Sj = 0
These can be true unless a=b=0. But a and b can not be zero at the 
same time. Therefore,{r}and{s}are linearly independent.
b) Let [K] be the original stiffness matrix and [K*] be the 
stiffness matrix of the same structure with springs being added in 
order to remove the mechanisms. The difference between the
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corresponding rows of [K] and [K*] is in the diagonal elements. If for 
the j th diagonal, the corresponding pivot ofQC]is zero, then K'jj=Kjj 
+ 10^ 8, (always remember, during the decomposition of [K], any zero 
pivot is replaced by 10 8^). if the pivot is not zero, then K'jj=Kjj. 
Now, let {r} be a mechanism mode obtained in the way as shown in Section 
3.5b), and {r} corresponds to the i th pivot which is zero. 
Furthermore, suppose {P} is the "load vector" used to obtain {r}. 
Then, the only non-zero component of {P} is the i th component. Now, 
{r} is in fact the solution of the following equation,
[K ']{r}={P}
Let us now look at a particular equation j as follows,
Kj1r^+Kj2r2+..... + K j jr j+  = Pj (*)
If i*j, then Pj=0. If the j th pivot of [K] is not zero, then K'jj=Kjj 
and equation (*) becomes
Kj1r^+Kj2r2+ ............ + K j jr .+   = 0 (**)
Now if the. j th pivot is zero, then rj=0 (see part a of this Appendix), 
and K'jjrjZ Kjjrj=0, and equation (*) becomes (**) again. Finally, if 
i=j, then K’jj= Kjj+10^ ®, and from Section 3.5b), Pj=10^ ,^ rj=10. 
Therefore, K'jjrj = Kjjrj + 10x10^ ®' = Kjjrj + Pj , Therefore, again, 
equation (*) becomes (**). These imply that equations (*) and (**) are 
equivalent, and therefore, {r} is also the solution of[K]{r}={0} or 
[K]{r}=Ox{r}. The latter implies that vector {r} is an eigenvector of 
[K] whose corresponding eigenvalue is zero. Therefore, a mechanism 
mode is an eigenvector. This is important because only then all the 
important conclusions valid for eigenvectors will be equally valid for 
mechanism modes.
Now, from Section 3.5b), the number of mechanisms is equal to that 
of zero pivots. It is also known that the number of zero eigenvalues
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is equal to that of zero pivots. Therefore, the number of mechanisms 
is equal to the number of zero eigenvalues. Because the mechanism 
modes found in the way as shown in Section 3* 5b) are independent from 
each other, they will form a set of eigenvectors which are also 
independent from each other. The number of independent eigenvectors in 
this set is equal to the multiplicity of the zero eigenvalue. 
Therefore, this set forms a basis of an eigenspace[.3]. This proves 
conclusion b) set out at the beginning of this Appendix.
APPENDIX III
1. Stability functions
Case 1. Compression (q > 0) 
(^sin<A - ^ cos4>)
1 2(1-cos«#» )-4>sin<#>
Case 2, Tension (q < 0)
4* ( <#>cosh<jb -sinh )
sin4>)
0 =2 2(1-cos* ) - sin
( sh <if» — <^ )
c = c =1 2(1-cosh<#> )+ s^inh<^
Case 3. (q = 0)
c = 4 , 0 = 2
1 2
2 2( 1-cosh )+ 4^ sh *
(A.1)
(A.2)
(A. 3)
where
4* =»/Tq*r (A.4)
where q is associated with each principal axes (see Eqns.4.11 & 41).
2. Bowing coefficients 
In all cases.
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(°1+ OgXOg 2)
b =1 8 (A.5)
2 8(0 + c ) (A.6)
3. The derivatives in Eqn.(4.28)
c’ = “2ir*(b+b) 
1 1 2
c^  = -2i^ (b - b ) 
2 1 2
From (A.5) & (A.6)
1
(A.7)
(A.8)
b’ =-«-=[(c’+ c')(c - 2)/q + c’ (c + c )/q 
1 8 *' 1 2 2 2 1 2
(o + c )(c -2)/q ] 
1 2 2
b’ = (c c* - o' c )/8(c 4- 0 ) 
2 1 2  1 2  1 2 (A.9)
Notes: The stability functions are numerically unstable when q approa­
ches zero. However, the limits exist. Therefore, we can specify 
that if Iqi < 0.005, then
c =4, 
1
c =2,2 b =0.025, b =0.04167 1 2
c'=-1.3l6, c’= 0.329, b'=0.0038, b*=0.01371 2  1 2
This simplification will cause very little loss of accuracy.
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APPENDIX IV
In this appendix, it is to be shown that if there are no applied 
loads in the mechanism directions, planes and spaces, then for all 
possible augmented trusses, the secondary translations may be 
different, but the primary translations will be the same. Therefore, 
the primary translations obtained from Eqn.(8.8) will also satisfy 
Eqn.(8.7a).
In order to define the secondary translation vector, {ts}, we form 
the stiffness matrix of the original truss, [Ktt]a. Matrix [Ktt]a is 
then decomposed using the modified [L][D][L]^  decomposition as shown in 
Chapter 3. The result is the stiffness matrix, in its decomposed 
form, of a truss. The difference between this truss and the corres­
ponding truss of the original frame is in the additional supports added 
in order to remove the mechanisms. Corresponding to this truss, we can 
form a frame by replacing the pin-joints by rigid joints. The 
difference between this frame and the original frame is again in the 
additional supports. Also, the corresponding truss of this frame has 
no mechanisms. Therefore, this frame can be considered as an augmented 
frame of the original frame. Obviously, because the positions of the 
additional supports can vary, there will be many augmented frames. For 
example, for the frame shown in Fig.8.1, as long as the additional 
support at the central joint is not added in the horizontal direction, 
the mechanism can always be removed. Nevertheless, translations can be 
obtained for the augmented truss obtained earlier. These translations 
can then be transformed into the nodal coordinate systems, as defined 
in Section 8.3. The resulted translation vector can then be decomposed 
into two parts: those corresponding to ftp} and those to {ts}. These
two parts are denoted as {tp} and {ts} respectively. Provided that
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there are no applied loads in the mechanism directions, planes and 
spaces, it can be shown that {tp} will be the same for all possible 
augmented frames and it therefore satisfies Eqn.(8.7a). To show this, 
we note that the reactions in the additional supports of the augmented 
truss must be zero. Furthermore, {ts} must not induce any internal 
member forces (of the truss). These can be seen directly from the
discussion in Section 3.4 (the conclusion was that the truss can
maintain its equilibrium state under any set of loads which has no 
components in the mechanism directions, planes and spaces). Because 
all configurations defined by {tp} and {ts} produce the internal 
forces (of the original truss) which are in equilibrium with the
external applied loads and {ts} does not induce any internal forces, 
it must be true that {tp} is the same for all possible augmented
frames. Now, Eqn.(8.7a) is derived for one of the augmented frames. 
Therefore, it will also produce the same {tp} (in this case, {ts} is 
null).
If there are applied loads in the mechanism directions, planes or 
spaces, then {tp} will not satisfy Eqn.(8.7a) because in this case, 
the reactions in the additional support will not be zero. However, if
these loads are small in comparison with those out of the mechanism
directions, planes and spaces, then Eqn.(8.7a) can be approximately 
satisfied.
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APPENDIX VI LIST OF SYMBOLS
Vector
Symbol Meaning First appearance
{d} Member nodal displacement vector. 6{D} Nodal displacement vector. 6{Do} Basic displacement vector. 132
{e} Cauchy’s strain vector. 68{F} Nodal force (point load) vector. 192{Fp} Force vector corresponding to {tp}. 193{Fs} Force vector corresponding to {ts}. 193
{g} Gradient vector of 171{K} Structure stiffness matrix in vector form. 13{L} Vector to record the positions of elementsof [K] in {K}. 13{M} Nodal moment vector. 192
{p} Member nodal force vector, also. 6a search direction. 171
{P} Nodal force vector. 6{Po} Basic load vector. 132{r} Rotation vector. 192{8} Member basic force vector. 51{S} Kirchhoff's stress vector. 83{t} Translation vector. 192{tp} Primary translation vector. 193{ts} Secondary translation vector. 193{v} Member distortion vector. 52{«} Derivatives vector. 84{r} Cauchy’s stress vector. 68
Matrix
[A], A general square symmetric matrix. 21[C®] Elastic material matrix. 88[CSP] Elastic-plastic material matrix. 90[D] Diagonal matrix. 21[I] Identity matrix. 30[k] Member stiffness matrix. 6[K] Structure stiffness matrix. 6[L] Lower (unit) triangle matrix. 21[R] Rotation matrix. 7[T] Transformation matrix. 6
Tensor
Cauchy's strain tensor. 72Eij Green’s strain tensor. 76Sij Kirchhoff's stress tensor. 73®ij Almansi’s strain tensor. 76Nonlinear part of Green’s strain tensor. 82
'ij Cauchy’s stress tensor. 72
6ij Kronecker delta. 79
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Scalar
A or Axb
Ef
GIx
ly,lzILoN
NDNe
PSp
X
V
ye
Cross-sectional area. 7
Half bandwidth of a symmetric matrix. 13Modulus of elasticity. 7Line search tolerance. 172Shear modulus. 10
Torsional moment of inertia. 10Moment of inertia about Y and Z principle axes. 8,10 Reference moment of inertia. 63Original (undeformed) length of a member. 7Total number of equations. 13Member axial force (+ve compression). 49Number of degrees of freedom per node. 16Euler critical load, Ne= El/Lo. 52Profile of a matrix. 13Current stiffness parameter. 140An eigenvalue or load parameter. 28Poisson’s ratio. 88Error tolerance. 126Potential energy. 171
Others
r
Tt
V(I)A6
I I
II II
A typical element of matrix [Aj.Rotational (subscript).Transposition sign (superscript).Translational (subscript).The Ith component of array or vector {V}.Before a quantity, indicates increment.Before a quantity, indicates variation.Above a quantity, indicates increment.Above a quantity, indicates that the quantity is in thelocal coordinate system or at time t+At.Above a quantity, indicates a vector (in its geometric sense).Absolute value.Norm of a vector.Replaced by.
